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FAMOUS QUARTET COMING

WE LOST, BUT IWAS SNUG
(By Leo Connellan)
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and dependable as always.
Bob Teel’s absence, because of
an injury early in the game, great
ly weakened the Rockland attack.
The long runs and all-around play
of Teel, while in there, and of
L bby, was very, very good.
A promising future player for
Rockland, Is Den French, who
caught passes, and was in the give
and take of the game all the way.
The unnecessary roughness of the
Morse squad was very noticeable,
and was the cause of many penal
ties. and long gains for Rockland.
At one time a 15-yard penalty
against Morse grew Into a 30-yard
penalty.
This occurred ■when
Morse's coach saw fit to aid Rock
land, by walking out onto the field
to complain against the 15-yard
penalty, already inflicted. His in
terference gave Rlcckland 15 yards
more.
Morse outplayed RockJand en
first downs and other yardage
gained.

Th s was one of the most inter
esting Rockland games of the sea
son
It is on the cards that all ath
letic clubs shall lose M~metime.
That is what makes sports in
America the interesting pastimes
they are.
It can new be said, that in losing
this, its first game of the season,
Rockland High lost like men, fight
ing to the last and accepting de
feat only when all game time was
gone, and1 the final whistle had
blown.

The Crusader Male Quartet

Sunday at the Nazarene Church a nationally famous group of young
singers. The Crusader Male Quartet, will appear at the 3 p. m. service.
The speaker will be Rev. Fc'ward S. Mann, vice president of the Eastern
Nazarene College of Wollaston, Mass., where all members of the quartet
are students. These talented young men come from widely scattered
sections of the country.

AN EIGHT MONTHS’BUDGET
Calls For Expenditure of $310,780-Balancing
Fiscal Year

The City Council last night I reduced $500 (the District Nurse
passed a resolve fixing the appro c'ty budget appropriation being re
priations for the city for the fiscal duced from recommended $1000 to
year ending June 30, 1947. This $500 >, tout this $500 is added to the
appropriation covers only an eight school portion of the budget, so
months period as the city fiscal that overall the city’s contributin’"
year is being brought into line with to the Nursing Association is in
that of the State and Federal creased from $’GTO last year to $16U)
Thus the final whistle found Rockland
Morse governments.
this year, or $1100 for th s eightMorse ahead by a close one-point
Slight changes were made by the months period.
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Libby, McLellan and Holden were
Unclassified, which includes the School Board agrees.
Head linesman. Dalton. Referee
aiding Galiano. It was the direct
8. The total budget is $310,134,
contingent
fund. Memorial Day
Matheson;
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pension
are: System payments,
net alcne In the limelight, so much
Rockland Lodge meets tonight; $15,395; debt service, $31,365
—why should a budget for the com
this week, was really as effective work in the E. A. degree.
The net city budget is $193,344; ing eight months be only slightly
There will be a special meeting cf i the education budget net is $116.- less than t)ie budget for the cur
Aurora Lodge Wednesday, when the 780; and the total budget is rent full year? Here are the rea
M. M. degree will be conferred on a
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the M. E. M. degree.
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Rockland Lodge of Perfection, 1947 (an eighlt months (budget), of living and the inflationary con
A. A. S. R. will meet Friday night. agrees with the budget as presented ditions which exist. The City, how
Supper will be served at 630, follow by the Manager, w.th the following ever, has not “gone wild" on this
SPECIAL MEETING
ing which the 14th degree will be
.’tern; even with the increases pro
Wednesday Night, Oct. 16 conferred' in full ceremonial form. exceptions:
1. The City Hall expense is re vided, our city officials and teach
Candidates are requested to have duced $140 by eliminating an ex ers receive less than the average
Master Mason Degree
their petitions in the hands of the pense fcr personal services which, of the ten Maine cities in our popu
Supper 6.30 P. M.
secretary before the opening of the under a re-arrangement, can be lation class. Citizens can read al
business session at 5.30 p. m.
All Master Masons Cordially
most da ly in the newspapers of
avoided;
Invited
similar adjustments being made in
2.
The
Fire
Department
budget
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
(Continued on Page Two'
is 'rtcreased $100 to provide a pay
differential for the Deputy Fire
Chief;
3. The Public Works Department
LOBSTER STEW
is increased a net cf $3434, by ad
vancing the second year equipment
program to enable purchase of a
Announces the Opening of an Office
3-ton roller '$2200', 3 sand spread
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21
ers ($450, and a 2-3 ton truck w th
blade plow <$2COO), and by elimi
OCTOBER 19, 6-8 P. M.
For the Practice of General Surgery
nating the State roads item of $1216
because of rnpredi"tabilitv nf "tqtAT
I. 0. 0. F. Hall, Warren
aid. It was believed desirable to
38 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
accelerate the equipment program
Telephone Office 712—Home 405-IL—Office Hours 2 to 4
Game Party at 7.30 with Prizes.
in order to render better service
Consultation Preferably by Appointment
this coming year, particularly to
Benefit Building Fund.
make possible the building of some
83*84
83-84
sidewalks.
4. The Welfare Department is

Masonic Activities
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■

Rockland High’s Failure To Convert Meant
One-Point Victory For Morse
In an overly roughhouse game,
Rockland High bowed for the first
time this season to a slightly better
Morse outfit, at Community Park,
by a score of 7-6.
The Tiger boys, up to the half,
and over, stuck even, in a 0-0 tie
with the Bath eleven. It was late
in the third period, that Cullen of
Morse, broke around end consist
ently, and aided by passes, as well
as th s opening around end, scored.
Parker of Morse booted for the
conversion.
Rockland s score came in period
four, when a mad. determined
Rockland Eleven, set upon a ‘ do or
de" campaign, marched up the
field, and into scoring territory. A
McLellan to Libby pass, missed and
the hearts of 'Rockland fans mo
mentarily stood still. There was
less than three minutes left to
play, and Libby, who had cut ever
the touchdown line, awaiting! a
pass, had received a poor low one,
which bounced off a Morse player’s
head, into Libby’s hands and out
again.
St 11 determined Rockland made
good the score a moment later,
when Holden heaved a six-yard
pass to McLellan, who got it, and
with it, six points.
Morse was alble to get close
enough to McLellan thereafter to
block the kick, and Rockland went
up the field knowing too well that
w th the short time left to play,
nothing short of a miracle would
give them victory.
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Candidates For Ward Clerk
and Warden Must File
Petitions Soon
City Clerk Margeson announces
that according to the City Char
ter, there must be annual elections
for the ward clerks and wardens of
the several wards. He also points
out that petitiions must be circu
lated for the offices the same as
those of candidates for any other
city elective office. A total of 50
signatures must be obtained and
the petitions filed with the City
Clerk on or before Nov. 3.
In the past such offl-es were
filled by elections every two years
and it has become apparent that
the belief that such is still the
case is prevalent as no person has
requested petition papers of the
City Clerk, or signified any inten
tion of running for any of the
ward offices.

Vacancies Exist

Arthur M. Willey. 54, alleged
murderer of Mrs. Maybelle Atkins
last Wednesday night, /and who
pleaded guilty to the charges in
Mun'cipal Court Thursday after
noon. was taken
yesterday to
Bangor State Hospital for obser
vation.
This act, by law. must be at his
own request, which he made
through his attorney, Harry E.
Wilbur. The petition was signed
Monday morning by Superior
Court Judge Frank A Tirrell, Jr.
Sheriff’s department officers took

him to Bangor immediately. There,
he will be placed under observa
tion by Dr. Hedin, superintendent
of the hospital who w 11 make a re- '
port to the court as to the man’s
sanity.
Officials now expect that the ob
servation period will come to an
end before the November term of
Superior Court and that the re
port will be ready for the court’s
action at that time.
Found sane, he will stand trial.
Found to be insane, the court
will have the r ght to commit him
to a State hospital for the insane.

Barstow Is Chairman

To Honor Fleet

Rockland Man Elected By Navy Day, Oct. 27, Will Have
Knox County Petroleum
Observances In Many
Industries Committee
Places

The personnel director of the City
of Rockland announced today that
'wo vacancies new exist in the Fire
Department, and a like number in
the Police Department, and w'hich
are to be filled immediately.
Application for these positions
may be made at the office of the
United' States Employment Service
447 Main street, which office will
refer the apnlications to the per
sonnel director and the personnel
board. The personnel board merely
investigates and recommends to the
personnel director who hires.
Age limits for the Fire Depart
ment are from 21 to 27 and the
Police Department from 21 to 30.
A pension and retirement system,
plus increased salaries, should make
the positions attractive to a high
type of1 applicant.

Veteran Is Killed
Ensign Charles H. Carr, Jr.,
of Rockland, Victim of
Motor Accident
Ensign Charles H. Carr, Jr., 21,
U. S. Naval Reserve, of Rockland,
was killed in an automobile accident
at a point South of San Diego, Cal.,
Sunday, according to a telegram re
ceived by his mother, Mrs. Grace
Carr of Rockland from Naval
authorities.
A veteran of four years Naval
service, he had been promoted to "the
rank of Ehsign andi was one of staff
of “Operation Crossroads” an ac
count of which he wrote for this
newspaper.
He is survived by his mother, Mrs.
Grace Carr of Rockland; his father,
Charles Carr, Sr., of Florida, a sister,
Miss Edith Carr of Rockland and his
grandparents, Mrs. Alice Rowell of
South Thcmaston and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Carr of Spruce Head.

IN NEW OFFICES
We wish to announce the opening
of our new office at

dustries Committee at a meeting
held at Hotel Rockland.
The
Committee, which is comprised of
local oil men, discussed plans for
the coming year advocating repeal
of the Federal gasoline and lubri
cating oil taxes and favoring re
laxation of present restrictions on
highway transportation.
Leroy T. Snowdon of Augusta,
executive secretary of the Maine
Petroleum Industries Committee,
in addressing the group, stated:
‘Because there is one passenger
car to every five persons in Maine,
at least one person in every five is
deeply concerned with the objec
tives of this committee. For the
rate of the gasoline tax and the
highway policies Which influence
that tax for good or bad are of
immediate interest to those per
sons.” And he explained, it is the
function of a Petroleum Industries
Committee to guard aginst unfair
taxation and to sponsor wise high
way planning.
One large group directly affect
ed by State policies of taxation
and road planning, the speaker
pointed out, are the 187.585 in
habitants of the 1175 communi
ties in Maine which are not
served by railroads. For such
centers, highway transportation is
a vital necessity and factors in
fluencing it are factors influenc
ing their lives. Still another body
of opinion is formed by the farm
ers. Stated the speaker: “With
45% of the trucks in the State on
the farms it is natural that farm
ers are keenly interested in sound
highway policies and reasonable
highway user
taxation because
farmers suffer more than any
other class when highway policies
are unsound and highway user
taxes are excessive.”
Collections from gaso’ine taxes
and registration fees are scaring
to new heights each month, stated
Mr. Snowdon, who pointed out
that with gasoline tax receipts
and registration fees each run
ning six percent higher this year
than in the peak year of 1941,
more than $11.0C0.CC00 should be
available for highway purposes at
the end of this year. A survey of
motor vehicle registrations, con
tinued Mr. Snowdon, shows that

20 ELM STREET
Directly across from the Farns
worth Memorial Home

J. F. & B. F. BURGESS,
Optometrists.

FALL MEETING

, We are pleased to announce the Association of Cochran,
Baker & Cross with McDougall-Ladd Co.

Knox County Fish and Game Assn.
TO BE HELD AT

MASONIC HALL, UNION
Thursday Night, October 17
GUEST SPEAKER

DAN MALLOY
Of the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries

HELP WANTED
STITCHERS. CLEANERS, INSPECTORS
Experienced and Learners

GOOD EARNINGS, STEADY WORK
Apply
J. Bu Pearson Company
THOMASTON, MAINE

v

(By The Roving Reporter)
Some cultivated strawberries were

Two Each In Fire and Police
picked yesteiday in Mrs. Goldie Mc
Friday night Walter Barstow of
Navy Day. Oct. 27. is the day on Auliffes garden at 42 Fulton street.
Departments. To Be Filled Rockland was elected chairman of which the country traditionally
-—o-the Knox County Petroleum In pays tribute to the accomplish-1 Deep freeze apparatus is very
At Once
popular with the housekeepers. Wish

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT

83-36

The Black Cat

Arthur Willey, Alleged Murderer, Taken to
Bangor State Hospital

75-86

1858 TRANSPORTATION
ANQ RIGGING 1946
ANYTHING, ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE
ONE TO 100 TONS
Rigging and Erecting Boilers,
Stacks, Machinery, etc.

PORTLAND 3-3847

MUOUGALL- LADD CO.

ISSUE

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 83

WAS HE SANE OR INSANE?

CHASE TRANSFER CORP.

Business will be conducted at the McDOUGALL-LADD
CO. offices, 14 SCHOOL STREET. Miss Lillian Baker will
continue to handle the business of Cochran, Baker & Cross.

TUESDAY

Supper Served at 7.00 O’clock

Rockland Representative Carl O.

Nelson, Phone 714-W

79-88

ments of its Fighting Fleet Spon- j I dared tell you what one Rockland
sored by the 'Navy League, for thej woman has ready fcr consumption.
past 24 years, Navy Day celebra-' Includes honest to goodness meat.
—o—
tions have been held throughout
Garden products assume queer
the nation with the approval and
support of all patriotic and veter forms. For instance the two Green
an's organizations.
Mountain potatoes brought to this
Through those who are actually office yesterday looked like miniature
serving in the Navy, this day has boxing gloves. They were raised at
come to have a marked signifi 12 Valley View street by Charles A.
cance, for on Navy Day they are | Walters.
privileged to play the host to the
citizens of the country, aboard the One year ago; The Rockland
ships and throughout the Naval Church of the Nazarene was occu
establishments.
py ng its new home, the former
To the public, Naw Day also residence of Maurice Derry—'Mrs.
has a great significance. It is the Mary INasli was elected master of
day set aside to pay tribute to the Limerock Valley Pomona Grange—
heroes, who have made our Navy Deaths: Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 44;
the greatest in the world; a glorL Warren, Elisha B. Thayer, 77;
ous and cheerful acclaim to those Searsmont, Mrs. John W Levenselwho have given their lives for the ler, 63.
freedom and ideals of our nation.
Through the efforts of the rep
Via The Skyways
resentatives of the Navy League
of America, and local Naval offi
cials, elaborate programs are being
prepared in most of our cities. Planes From Ash Point StaNavy Day coming on a Sunday, - tion Transport Unusual
the celebration through Saturday,
Sunday and Monday will feature
Cargoes
parades, mass meetings, dinners
-- -- -<
with high Navy officials as speak
Hustling through the air mwdays
ers, commemorative church serv come somp objects which were form
ices, a special flower memorial erly not thought movable by the
service for those who have lost method.
their lives at sea during World
Last week a plane piloted by Wil
War II and openhouse aboard the liam H. Wincapaw, Jr., brought to
fighting ships of the Navy in port Ash Point airport a complete load
throughout the First Naval Dis of household furniture for Furbur
trict.
A. Teel, an employe of the port who
was moving $o this city from New
there are some 10,590 more trucks Jersey.
The plane .left New Jersey at 8
registered in Maine today than in
1941 and with the release of more a. ,m.. and just 12 hours later the
passenger cars we can expect, furniture had been reassembled in
that by 1948 the total highway the Rockland dwelling and the Teels
users tax in Maine will reach were keeping house as complacently
as if they had never heard of
$12,900,000
By careful planning and the th" Mosquito State.
Last Wednesday a plane took off
wise spending of such ever-in
creasing revenues, concluded Mr. from the Ash Point station with 8009
Snowdon, adequate funds will be pounds of fresh lobsters, the largest
available for the continued im quantity of these crustaceans ever
provement of Maine’s highway shipped by air. They came from the
system.
Bickford Lobster Pound at Vinal
Other officers ele-ted at the haven, and were consigned to Boston
meeting included the following dealers. Pilot Wincapaw left here
at 3.10 p. m. and was back home at
well-known oil men:
Vice chairman, Myles Weston,: 5J56 p. m.
Yesterday a plane brought from
Thomaston;
secretary,
David
Hodgkins. Rockland.
Newark, IN. J., a Diesel engine for
Legislative Committee — chair Capt. Stewart Ames who will use it
man. Robert Allen, Rockland; vice in his boat as a replacement.
chairman, Robert W. Jamieson,
Everything by air—except maybe
Camden: secretary, L. E Barker, beefsteaks.
Union; Lawrence Carroll, Thom
aston, and A. C. McLoon, Rock
Visit Clinton F Tnomas, optome
land.
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Public Relations Committee — Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Chairman, Roland G Ware, Rock Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
land; W. D. Heald, Camden, and day, Wednesday and Saturday.
R. W. Staples, Rockport.
Phone 590. City.
lOtl
Local Affairs Committee—chair
man, Charles H Berry, Rockland;
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
H. A. Harris, Tenants Harbor, and
If I had my life to live again I
Clyde Marriner, Camden.
would have made a rule to read noni*
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness. -Charles
Darwin.
I.ET Lire BE ROYAL

Brazil has found new diamond
deposits.

LEGIONNAIRES. ATTENTION!

I
j

COMBINED SUPPER - MEETING

!

MEMBERS AND WIVES OR GUESTS

j

THURSDAY, OCT. 17—6.30 P. M.
SPEAKER OF THE EVENING

CAPT. WILLIAM WINCAPAW
of Maine Air Transport Company

LET’S HAVE A GOOD TURNOUT

let life he royal In these days majestic
With gold and crimson pomp, as If the
flame
Of all the sunsets of the year had
fallen
In glowtng flakes on htll and field and
forest.
Not on ignoble errands may cur feet
Go forth by pathways paved with
Persian splendor,
But sandaled fair, ambassadors of
glory.

Come as the morning stars rejoicing
came
To earth's first festival. Oh. let the
spirit
Put on her shining robes of high be
havior.
Courage and courtliness and all the
sweet
Surprises of delight.

Ex

Supper charge 50c. Notify Lawrence Hamlin, Gay Street, or
any Post Officer if you plan to attend.

Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt Post No. 1
CHESTER A. ARBO, Com.

A. VIRGINIA BLAISDELL, Adj.

DANCES
AT GLEN COVE
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

lllllllllllllllllll
NATIVE EGGS WANTED
SWIFT & CO.
TEL. ROCKLAND 673

WAYNE DRINKWATER
And His Orchestra

Attention, St. George Residents!
Get Y our Winter’s Wood Supply Before the Fa)) Rains
I have ail types and lengths of Firewood priced at

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

$11 to $18 per cord, delivered.

Music By

Will also buy Wood Lots and Pulp Wood at roadside
at Ceiling Prices
For further information, call NICK HAKALA

THE MODERNAIRS

NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES

111111111111111 uTi

TENANT’S HARBOR 13-5

Dancing From 8.30 Until 12.00

Admission 60c Tax Incl.

82*84

81*83
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Book Review

“The American.” Author Howard
Past. Published by Duell, Sloan &
Pearce, Inc., New York.
This book, of the many excellent
historical, American stories Fast
has written, tops them all; and
gives one of the clearest pictures of
many Revolutionary episodes. It
is in reality a middle Western
legend.
We find John Peter Altgeld of
Illinois, who sacrificed everything
he could have had, for his h gh
desire to set before his country
men, the ideals he wished them to
gain in unselfish democracy.
The reader will relish the dignity,
and firm stand this heroic citizen
took to win an abiding place in the
new land of his birth.
This portrait of one of our worth
iest hero's achievements will satis
fy the herds of readers and give
them some new points in Ameri
can history. Howard Past, in this
stirring and distinguished tale in
novel form, may do much to point
the present confusion in the politi
cal circles to a better way. If we
study the vigor that held men of
colonial days to veracity and
staunch achievements we will do
well for present day needs. Watch
this man Hcw’ard Past; he has the
truth to set before the world.
—Kathleen S. Puller.

•‘Right As Rain.'* Author Bernice
Richmond. A Random House Book.
New York Publishers.
This is the story of life, mostly
w th "My Maine Grandmother,”
whch Bernice Richmond has so
faithfully, as well as delightfully
portrayed, in book form, and su
perior to the general run of books
of this intimate nature in that
she gives in placid beauty the story
of Grammy whose 1 fe was devoted
to the best of life and especially to
the joyous delights of her grand
daughter.
It is written in a fresh and
charming style and must recall to
all readers the joys they received
from their grandparents.
The s mple and unpretentious
manner cf the telling of this story
is one of its charms. The grand
mother of the old school is not
found on every doorstep. The au
thor who wrote "Winter Harbor”
has a future we will watch with
pride.
Kathleen S. Puller.
American movies still are fa
vorites in Czechoslovakia.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FURNISHED rocm to let at 97 Union
St,
TfL. 970-M.__________________
83tf
TWO women wanted for p ain .-ewlng.
WALKERS TAILOR SHOP. 427
Main St.. Cl y.
83*lt

MODEL A Ford engine for sale. Never
used ln salt water.
Would make ex
cellent
boat
motor.
ED.
COFFIN
Tel, 853 13._________•___________ 83 It

TWO-OANO
tractor
trailer plow.
Continental engine, suitable for boat
or belt work, bedsteads and springs,
sliding couch, tables, chn'rs painting
easels, B flat clarinet.
Please do not
cad Friday nigh. vr Saturday. MARK
A
HILLS. Lincolnville, Me., Route
137. Tel. 17-31.
83*lt

MEET US
-V

agricultural merchanization is expected to
see 14,756 tractors rumbling over Maine
farmlands by 1950. This number would be
the State’s quota of the 3,000,(XX) trac
tors, expected to be in use on all U. S. farms by 1950, accord
ing to a study by SKP Industries, Inc. This full total is
dependent, however, upon the South mechanizing to the same
degree now prevailing in the Middle Atlantia states.
“The demand for farm machinery, particularly tractors, is
the heaviest in history,” said C. W. Moore, market analyst for
the ball and roller bearing company. "•Tractors are sorely
needed to help the farmer to offset lost manpower and in
creased acreage and to continue to meet high food production
goals." Maine farms had an estimated 12,337 tractors on
July 1, the study disclosed. Of these, between 1,636 and 2.178
are past their normal Junking period and 563 more are wearing
out annually.

TRACTORS
THE COMING
POWER

American voters were asked by the
Oallup Poll to express their opinion as
to which party would win control of the
House in the coming Congressional elec
tions, and the result was an overwhelming
guess that the G.O.P. will triumph. The figures were: Re
publican, 63 percent; Democratic, 37 percent. One person ln
six expressed no opinion. It ls interesting to note that 36
percent of the Democrats interviewed were of the opinion that
the Republicans will win.
EVEN THE
DEMOCRATS
THINK SO

Farmers have some troubles which
WHY FARMERS might not be expected in a seagirt ccmGROW
munity like Islesboro. Word comes from
GRAY
there that fexes are slaughtering hens and
turkeys. How came the foxes on the
island? One guess says that they crossed on the ice when
that section of the bay was frozen over. Anyhow there are
some angry poultry owners.
So Henry Wallace is going to add to
TWILL BE
his other troubles by being a magazine
“EDITOR
editor. He assumes charge in December,
WALLACE**
and announces, rather happily, that he is
going to say what he pleases. Which
leads to some speculation asi to whether he will say what he
pleases on his forthcoming campaign tour for the Demo
cratic party.

The City of Rockland owes a vote of
thanks
to the State of Maine Publicity
TILVNKS TO
Bureau for the article descriptive of this"
EDITOR
municipality which appears in the current
HEBERT
issue of that most attractive little maga
zine known as "The Pine Cone.” In tlie preparation of his
story Editor Richard A. Hebert did considerable more than
give Rockland the "once over.” He spent several days here in
terviewing those who were ln position to give him accurate in
formation, and how well he employed it is revealed by an
article of much merit. Thanks, Mr. Hebert.

A start toward world economic recon FREEING
struction is being made at London, where
TRADE
the Empire Trade Conference has just
CHANNELS
brought together representatives of' the
British Commonwealth of Nations. It is a
prelude to next year’s World Economic Conference.
The first question for- the Commonwealth members to
answer is: How much can We do among ourselves toward free
ing trade channels? Another question is: Can the Common
wealth members arTive at a common policy so as to be able
to present this at the World Conference? Prom the point of
view of Commonwealth interest, this would seem essential.
The United- States today holds the strongest bargaining
position of any notion. Moreover, it can decide whether the
trend of tiade during the next few years will be toward greater
freedom with lower tariffs and a cutting away of other trade
barriers, or toward more discrimination and economic na
tionalism.
But if other countries are to be able to exert influence
on American policy, they will need something tangible to offer
in return for American concessions. The Commonwealth has
one important lever of which the Empire Trade Conference is
very conscious. That is the system of imperial preference
under which Commonwealth members trade with cne another
on better terms than they will permit to nonmembers.
Por years, it has been knowm. in Washington that one sure
way to cut through imperial preference ls to offer to cut new
openings ln the American tariff wall. —Christian Science

Praised For Its Fine Work
At the Recent V.F.W.
Rally

of a new fox tret composed by Com
rade Young, entitled "Comrades in
Arms," This received numerous
encores.
Comrade Eugene L. Stickney re
corded a number of the pieces on
records.
The orchestra is composed of the
following: Prank Young, conduct
ing, trumpet; Bertha McIntosh,
piano; Sid Carr, saxophone; Robert
Stevens, trumpet; Rob^d Bishop,
trumpet; John Putansu,Trombone;
Steve Kessel, bass and Dave Crock
ett, drums.
If arrangements can be completed
by Comrade Brickley and Young, the
V. P. W. will sponsor weekly dances
this coming Fall and Winter. Pro

At the V. P. W. rally and member
ship drive Friday night a new
orchestra made its first appearance
and was very well received In its
initial program. The chairman of
Thank Your Repair Man For the music committee (Past Com
mander Albert J. Brickley) and the
"The Accident That
leader of the orchestra Comrade
Prank Young were warmly praised
Didn’t Happen”
for the verv- fine musical program.
The program began with several ceeds to go to the Post Home Pund.
piano solos by Past Commander
Brickley who played Beethovens
"FurElise." “Two Chopin Preludes”
--------- 'A.
and “Farewell to the Piano” by
Tel. 1250
Beethoven. Mr. Brickley ia a pupil
689 Main St.,
Rockland of Mrs. Faith Berry and she should
feel justly proud of her accomplish
SAFETY HEADQUARTERS
ment in producing m the writers
SAVINGSBONDS
opinion a coming classic artist of the
piano.
Decline in gold production in

Seaview Garage, Inc.

q&,

WANTED

AT ONCE
Painting, Paperhanging
Four Experienced Painters
Two Paperhangers,
Immediately Available
Plentv of Outside or Inside
WHITE LEAD
Paint

Another highlight was the playing Nicaragua is causing concern there.

OO-OOPS — SORRY!

Ve Fix Fenders

You

need

more than

sympathy, when Penders

collide. You need us!
Streets would be lined with
rows of crumpled-fender
cars—if it weren’t for our
magic-like, moderatecharge Fender Repairs!

N. BRYANT

PHONE DAMARISCOTTA 65-31
COLLECT
80-84

Fireproof Garage Co.

JUNK WANTED

IJRW?

WINTER ST. ROCKLAND

-A

TEL. 889

ALL KINDS

METALS. SCRAP IRON.
PAPER STOCK

MORRIS GORDON & SON

Rear Miller’s Garage
6 T SU Rockland, TeL 1012-W
72-tf

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE
“EDDIE” BARNARD
CEL. 1102-M (New Number)
rite M TaINR
Rockland

s

Maltex Indian Pudding

Three-fourth cup Maltex cereal.
2 cups boiling water, 3-4 cup of
molasses, one cup milk, 1-2 teabutter or margarine, two beaten
eggs. 1 cup chopped raisins, 1 tea
spoon vandla, dash of cinnamon
and clove.
Cook cereal in boiling water.
W’hen thoroughly cooked, add re
maining ingredients. Mix well ar.d
turn into a greased' baking dish.
Bake 1 hour in a moderate over (350
degrees). Serve hot with ice cream
or light cream. Serves 6.
Molasses Sauce

A New Orchestra

Front wheel shimmy wears out tires,
causes blow-outs, causes loss of steering
control—AND ACCIDENTS! Steer clear
of accidents, jail and damages! Steer in
here for quick, sure safety check-up on
our scientific BEAR Equipment.

Limerock Pomona

Labor market conditions in the
Rockland labor market area have Had an Attendance of 160—
not changed significantly during
Eugene Rackliff Was
the past 60 days. The supply of
Elected Master
labor continues to exceed de
mands. The lumber industry has
Limerock Valley Pcmona Orange
now started operating and some met with Megunticook Grange
construction work has been given Saturday.
permission to go ahead.
Fish
The election of officers was held
packing activities are now at their during the forenoon and a fine
peak and have about all the help group has been elected to serve for
they will need for the balance o' !947, with Eugene Rackliff of St.
the season, with the exception of George as master.
a few demands for replacemen, i A bountiful dinner was served by
purposes.
the host Grange, with Mrs. Jessie
Sewing machine operators, both Beverage, Maud Carver and Lois
skilled and trainees are in great Doucette in charge.
Everyone
demand and there is st'll a short wondered where the fcod shertage
age in these occupations.
Thc was. surely none that day. About
granite industry which resumed 160 were served.
operations for a short period of
The theme fcr the afterncon
time will be closing down shortly. pregram was “State of Maine” and
The loading of potatoes is expected was in charge of the Pomona
to start during October and this Lecturer Lucia S. Hopkins, who
activity is expected to absorb a spoke cf a few “Highlights” or the
sizeable proportion of thc current recent New England Lecturers’ Con
number of unemployed job seek ference.
ers in part of the area.
During the month of September The census showed representatives
from seven subordinates in Lime
six selected employers in the area rock
Valley Pomona, about 63 from
funrshed the Roek’and offlce with Penobscot
Pomona (especially in
employment and labor demand in vited) and guests
frem Kncx, Waldo.
formation.
Reporting establish
Kennebec,
East
Piscataquis and
ments employed a total of 1268
Green
Mountain
Pomonas
and one
workers in the middle of Septem
member
of
the
Massachusetts
State
ber. Included in this total were Grange.
608 women. Prom August to Sep
tember covered firms lost a total of The following numbers were pre
sented1: Opening song, Columbia, the
43 workers.
However, during this period the Gem of the Ocean with patriotic
number of women employed in tableau; address of welcome, Mars
creased by eight. By the middle of ton Beverage of Megunticook; re
November, employment in thesa sponse. Hanson Crockett of North
establishments is expected to Haven; recitation, “The Rivers and
reach 1295. an increase of 27 over Lakes of Maine”, Rose Le Blanc;
the September figure. Female em original paper, "Maine, My State”,
ployment is expected to be in May B. Young. Free booklets from
creased by 18 during this two the Maine Publicity Bureau were
months period.
Dur;ng the four passed out to members.
Tlie basket of fruit was won by
months period to mid—January
1947, requirements in
covered Ruth Burtcn, a guest from Penob
firms indicate needs for a total of scot Pomona.
Reading, “Columbus", Lois Dau
62 additional workers, of whom 22
cette;
motion song, "My Bonnie," led
will be female workers.
Job openings currently on order by Lottie York; Information About
with the Rockland local office Maine, Una Ames and Lillian
number 148, a decrease of 72 from Rackliff; recitation. Brother Hodg
the number on hand two months kins of Penobscot Pomona; Harvest
ago. Twenty-two of the present Drill, led by Jessie Beverage, with
job openings can be filled bv either Megunticook members in costume
males or females while 113 call and carrying implements, vegetables
for men and 13 are for women. and flowers, followed by tableau and
The principal shortages of woikers song: “America, the Beautiful”, by
are ln occupations needed in the all; vocal solos, “The Old Rugged
garment and pulpwood industries. C oss” and “When the Silvery Moon
During the past 63 days there is Shining,” Jennie Pietroskl; read
has been a decrease of 261 in the ing,’ “The Old Back Door”, N. B.
number of persons maintaining Hopkins; address, “The American
active applications for work with Home”, State Lecturer Lettie York
the Rockland office. At the pres held the close attention of all. She
ent time active applications for closed by reading the verses cf
employment on file with this office “Come to Maine” and a group sang
number 748 as compared to 1909 the chorus.
Facts about several Maine “large”
two months ago. This decline may
be explained largely through thc things of interest, Joseph Le Blanc;
absorption of available workers by closing song, “Home Sweet Home";
closing thought, Curtis Webster oi
local industries.
Vinalhaven.
Three
State
deputies
were
Buckwheat is a native of Asia,
present. Earl Burke of Pencbscot
but will grow almost anywhere.
Pomona, Robie Ames of Waldo
Pomona and Harold Nash of Lime
rock Valley Pomona:
.
Tlie next regular meeting will be
held at St. George, Nov. 9, with
afterncon and: evening sessions.

Monitor.

NOT THE

JUDGE

Local Labor Market

A state wdde drive toward complete

TWICE-A-WEEK

One-fourth cup corn syrup, % cup
light molasses, dash of salt, 1 ta
blespoon lemon juice, 2 tablespoons
butter or margarine, dash of cin
namon, nutmeg and clove.
Combine syrup and molasses, add
cait, lemon juice, butter or mar
garine and spice. Heat to boiling
and simmer a minute or two. Serve
hot.

Xmj think

proved.

now..
wait'll

you try

genuine

tax equalization.
(7) Welfare Department. The
City Farm buildings will be
given a much needed painting
and repair, and necessary new
equipment.
(8) Library. The- appropriation
for new books is increased.
(9 Ccmmunity Park mprove-

Morocco is buying surplus Amer
ican Army equipment to use
farm machinery.

fALK

Both new and used automobiles
are selling at fantastic prices in
Shanghai, China.

The famous fountain pen, “Parker
51" is in good supply at Daniels
Jewelers. Get yours today or anv
ment program commenced.
business day, because Daniels Is
The City Council has considered open
Wednesday afternoons. 79-1
the needs of Rockland, Which are
particularly difficult on account cf
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son s,
necessity of first putting our finan lecond floor, 18 School street, Oda
cial house in order by a debt amorti Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur
zation program. Lack of a proper Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
reulacemer.t and maintenance pro
ioti
gram for city buildings and equip prices.
ment in the oast means we must
now pay for that neglect, and we
can t wait. The City Council also
believes that cit zens need and are
entitled to better municipal serv
MAINE MUSIC CO.
ices.
MAIN STREET
The ability of our citizens to pay.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
however, has ever been kept in
mind, and this appropriation, with
CLASSICS
ad of the improvements, has never
theless been kept within such limits
Fire Bird Suite
Stokowski
that these appropriations do not
Lily Pons Waltz Album
necessitate any increase in the tax
POPULAR ALBUMS
rate, because the present rate and
Aeeordian Capers
present valuations w 11 meet these
American Spirituals
appropriations.
LATE RECORDS
No one knows what the valuation
next year will be; that is deter
To Each His Own
Ink Spots
mined as or next April by the City
1 Guess I’ll Get The Papers
Assessor and not by the City Coun
Les Brown
cil. Presumably the Equalization
This Is Always
Ilarry James
Survey, now in precess will increase
Rumors Are Flying
some valuations and reduce others;
•Andrew's SLsters
that h8s been the result elsewhere.
A Garden In The Rain
As nearly three-quarters of our tax
Perry Como
payers pay a tax of less than $50,
On The Boardwalk
a valuation increase, if anv, is not
Dick Haymes
likely to mean much in dollars to
I’d Be Lost Without Vou
the trreat majority of our citizens .
Frankie Carle
Since not a single criticism of the
That’s My Home
T. Dorsey
budget was made at a well-adver
What Did You Put In That Kiss
tised and well-attended public hear
Betty Hatton
ing thereon, the Council is justified
Just The Other Day
in concluding that its action meets
Vaughn Monroe
with general citizen approval.
Chained To A Memory
Eddie Arnold
More than 58,000 people in South
Africa are waiting for a telephone.

Wa

THE MUSIC BOX

Edwin
Thursday
visit fro:
Etta P.it
an cfficii
dent, M:
mouth,
hoped th
serve thi

Must b

-** Xl

' •*

( b) A 'City Engineer, long need
ed, ia provided. This is the
necessary beginning of a real
street program and that most
necessary sewer program, and
will provide the technical servi es needed by the Planning
Commission.
(C) A street s gn program is
begun.
(d) Instituting a tree program,
to conserve and improve pub
licly owned trees.
(6) Finance Department. The
tax equalization pregrem should
be brought to a conclus on for
use in connection with the 1947
assessment by the appropriation
contained in this resolve. One

I

Mil!

REAL ESTATE
Dc-

Farms, with or without build
ings, Village Homes, Islands,
Seaeoastal, Natural Blueberry
Land, to advertise and list for
sale at absolutely no cost to
owner. Give all details in first
letter.

25-31 It

Liberty Maine Real Estate
And Construction Co.
II. L. Skinner, MgT.

LIBERTY, MAINE

83*84
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We take the town BY STORM with

We have just received a fine large shipment of

MCGREGOR

WATCHES

saving

9 C

of the new weather-fighting AMEEI7SX FABRIC

In these famous brands

»»w

HAMILTON
WALTHAM
1 .
LONGINES
BULOVA
ELGIN
GRUEN

A jacket in the true Canadian manner—"winterized’*
with a warm wool-face pile lining and an outer shell of

a great new AMERITEX FABRIC to give you perfection
in protection... a fabric that bears the famous CrownTested Green Light seal, and is sealed too against snow
and rain with Norane durable water-repellent. Zipper
front, knit cuffs and bottoms.

BLIZZARD DRIZZLER JACKET S189<>
This is but one of many styles of McGREGOR JACKETS
and COATS that we have in stock. Priced from

$13.50 to $45.00

SIGN
OF THE
BIO
CLOCK

If you own or are interested in the use or operation of Motor
Trucks, your best interests will be served by attending a DinnerMeeting of
vi J
>-■ -) r .

Jewelers

till
(§reii
ROCKLOND

Mqine

MAINE MOTOR VEHICLE ASSN.
THVBSDAY, OCT. 17—6.30 P. M.

(Continued from Page One)
other cities.
2. Increased cost of material. As
individuals know, the cost of pract cally all supplies, equipment and
materials has increased materially.
The City has to pay more for ex
actly the same quantities, as fcr
example, school supplies. The only
alternative is to go without, whch
of course is realistically impossible.
3. The period covered by this
budget (November 1, 1946 to June
33, 1947) happens to be the period
in which all the expend tures of a
vear are incurred for some items
(such as snow removal, the new
public works equipment, highway
maintenance, debt reduction, etc.),
or in which nearly all the expendi
tures of a full year are incurred
(such as the school budget, since
school closes in June). It is there
fore not possible to pro-rate these
expenditures; the expenditure re
quirements are uneven.
4. Improvements which include
the following:
(1) Debt reducticn pregram—
$-5,265 instead of $15,000.
i2> Pension program for all
regular city employes.
(3) Police Department placed
on 8-hour instead of 12-hour
day; the ending of this unrea
sonable practice requires 3 ad
ditional men. Tne efficiency of
this department w 11 be greatly
increased by a prowl car and in
stallation of police radio.
• 4) Fire department put on
2-platoon system to terminate
present unreasonable practice
of requir ng 48 hours’ ccntinu
ous service of firemen; this
change required 2 additional
men. This Department is also
immeasurably improved by the
addition of a P.re Prevention
expert to help our citizens avoid
fires. Also the purchase of fire
hose is stepped up in quant ty.
(5) The Public Works Depart
ment will be provided with the
following:
(a) New equipment:
New equipment: 2-3 ton truck,
V snowplow, $2650; 3 ton roller,
$2200; tractor, with sidewalk
snowplow, $2050; 1‘6-ton truck,
blade snowplow. $1776 ; 2-3 ton
truck, blade plow, $2000; 6 sand
spreaders, $750; total, $11,425.
Our citizens have needed badiy
the services which a Public
Works Department without
equipment could not furnish.
When the equipment is ob
tained, the service of this De
partment will be greatly im

THIS IS N E W S

you're

IMPORTANT MEETING
For Truck
Owners
» - r.

PENOBSCOT HOTEL BANGOR

Eight Months’ Budget

of Rockland’s greatest needs is

Tiifls

Charge or Budget

The Original Special Motor Fuel
AMERICAN

OIL

it •* n I*

COMPANY

I

You are invited to try our Lay-a-way Plan.
awth.ef tpality

'*

Tuesday-Friday

The meeting of Ruth Mayhew I More than 203 delegates atended
Tent. Monday night was well at the quarterly meeting of the Wom
“For God and Country »»
tended. Plans were made to en an’s Auxiliary of the Drocese of
tertain the Department inspector, Maine at St. John’s Episcopal
Mrs. Margaret Foster of Waterville, Church :'n Bangor this week. Rt. May Attend Community Con
Nov. 4. An invitation was re Rev. Oliver L. Loring, Bishop of
certs At Places Named
ceived to attend a reception at Maine, conducted Hcly Commun
Bosworth Memorial Hall, Portland, ion Mrs. Keryn ap R ce presided
Below
Oct. 16, honoring the Department at the business sessions.
Mrs
Ruth
Jordan. '
The Knox Community Concert
O f 17 -Opening meeting of Bap- president,
1
Men's League.
Elizabeth Murray was repoted ill' The Fall meeting cf the Knox Association announces the follow
O t 17—Fall meeting of the Knox in Maine General Hospital. Port
County Fish and Game AssociaCountv F h <«z Game Association. Maland. Members are asked to send t.on w 11 be held Thursday night in ing concerts which all ticket hold
so-l'- II? I'. Union.
O'*. 18—Welcome Home Party to cards. Ada Payson was appointe I Masonic Hall, Union. Those Union ers are privileged to attend:
Wjrld War II Veterans, at High School chairman for the supper at the
Rockland: Oct. 18. Jean Watson.
suppers mean few vacant chairs.
au'Porlum. Waldoboro.
Oct 18- -Knox Ccunty Community next meeting. The charter was
March 27, Sanroma. May 4, St.
Concert Association presents contralto draped in memory of Sister Ida)
Willis Andersen of Rockland, has Lou's Sinfonietta.
Jein
Watson
at' the Community Huntley and Department
Com been named proctor at East Oak
Building. Rockland
Augusta: Dec. 2, The Graudans.
All Hall dormitcry at the University April
O;t. 19—Knox Pomona meets with mander, George H. Jones.
2. Todd Duncan.
WINSL0W-H0LBR00KHope Orange
members are urgently requested to
Bangor: Nov. 18. Foxhole Ballet.
Oct 24 (1 p. m ) Citywide paper keep the date of our next meeting of Ma ne. • He is a son cf Mr. and
MERRITT POST, NO. 1
Mrs. Willis H. Anderson, 9 Warren Dec. 11, Rochester Philharmonic
an d magaz rie drive
Oct 24-25—Maine
Teachers’
Con in mind and be present for re-, street, and Is a student in the Col. Orchestra. March 17, Igor Gorin.
Limerock St.,
Rockland
vention at Bangor.
hearsal.
lege cf Arts. Donald Marriner, son May 5, Rose Hampton.
Oct 25--Rublnsteln Club meets with
Mr
Dora Brd
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald of
Portland: Nov. 20 Christy Lynch
Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt Pest
O't.
2' Thcma-'tcn:
Weymouth
Commander Alfred Teel of Hunt- ’ Rockland, has been appointed a Dec. 12. Rochester Philharmonic
Orange Fair at Watts Hall
ley-Hll Post requests all members prcctor at the Dow F eld housing Orchestra.
Jan. 8, Busch Sym met Thursday night with Com
Oct. 25—W man's Educational Club
meets with Mrs Viola Spear, Pascal be present at K. P. Hall at 7.39 unit of the University of Maine. phony.
March 5, Artur Rubin mander Chester Arbo presiding. Re
avenue, Rockport.
Wdnesday night to take part and Marrinef is a graduate student at stein. April 1, Kirsten and Spi- port by Lawrence Hamlin, chairman
O"t ?7- Navy Day
of the supper committee for Thurs
witness the fine work of Com thj university. Thirty of the 41 vokovsky.
Ot 31 Annual Harvest Home in
mander Ira Fonda s. South Port men student proctors who began
Appleton.
(For allotment of Portland t ck- day, Oct. 17, was made. It was an
Nov. 5 Knox County Superior Court land degree team which will obli their duties th s week in the various ets it is necessary to contact Mrs. nounced that the ladies of the Auxi
gate a large class of new members j dormitories and houses on the Beulah Ames, secretary.)
liary would serve the supper. Cards
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
who joined the Post at the recent campus of the University of Maine
Nov. 11 Armis Ice Bail.
Lewiston: Oct. 24, Menuhin will be sent out to 200 members.
All over- j are veterans of World War II.
Nov. 20 Thcmaston: Eastern Star rally and get-together.
Dec. 10. Rochester Phil, Orchestra, Those not receiving cards and plan
Clrcls bar.aar at Masonic Tempe
seas veterans who wish to take ad
with Constance Keene.
Jan. 7. ning to attend will please notify
Nov. 21
Congregational Church
vantage of this fine degree teamj Pfc. John W. Haskell, son of Mr. Rise Stevens. April 28, James Lawrence Hamlin, Gay Street, Rock
fair
and become members are urged to and Mrs. George W. lHaskell of Ash Pease.
land, by Wednesday noon. William
Nov 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 2—City election.
report
at
7
p.
m.
The
South
Port-1
Waterville is sold out, so no Wincapaw of the Maine Air and
Dec. 25- Christmas.
Po nt, has been transferred, his
Transportation Company will be the
land degree team is the best in the : present
reciprocity.
address: 738 A.AF., Base
'
State.
Bath campaign is the week of speaker.
Unit. Brookley Field, Ala.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Five members announced their in
Oct.
21.
so
their_
schedule
will
be
I
Thursday n ght and planned for a
tention of attending the reception
Penobscot View Grange meets
The West Rockport Farm Bureau announced later.
visit from the State inspector, Mrs Thursday at 8 o’clock.
honoring
the State Commander to
will have a meeting on World Af
Etta Richards of Yarmouth, and
be
held
at
the Winthrop Town Hall,
Robert
Bishop
of
Camden
was
fairs Thursday at 7.30 p. m. in En
an cfficial visit of the State presi
BORN
guest soloist on “Meet the Mike" Oct. 19.
gine
Hall,
West
Rockport.
Rev.
H.
dent, Mrs. Edith Cheney of Yar
program station WRDO, Saturday It was suggested that the Post
Blackington—At Camden Commun- J
mouth. Oct. 26 is the date. It is lty Hospl al. O?t. 8 to Mr. and- Mrs. I. Holt will be the speaker. There morning. His trumpet solo was sponser a youth group of some sert.
hoped that Corps members will re Richard Blackington. a sen—Kennie- will also be mov ng pictures. Re the “Three Star Polka.” by E. M The need for another Sea Scout
to-> Fred
freshments will be served. The Bagley. Announcer Dan Kelley, a
serve this date and attend.
Gherardi—At Camden Community
troop was mentioned. Commander
’’o-nltai, Sept. 11. to Mr and Mrs. Rockport Farm Bureau and the cornetist himself, paid Robert a Arbo is to get more information and
Simonton
’
s
Corner
Farm
Bureau
George
Gherardi.
a
son
—
George.
Jr.
Mex’co is t o have a new super Reed—At Waldoboro, Oct. 10, to Mr.
very fine compliment on his triple a speaker if possible on this subject.
federal airport near Mexico City. and Mrs Robert Reed, a sen—Barry have been invited to attend .
tonguing saying he considered
Comrade Griffin spoke on the pos
Lee.
Robert
his star performer. This is sibility of organizing a post band
The McDougalliLadd Co. an "the second
Burgess—A" Vlnalhaven, Oct 9. to
season pupils of Frank and was supported in this idea by
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Burgess, a nounces that it has formed an asso
Young are broadcasting over this Comrade Norton. Commander Arbo
daughter.
ciation with the Cochran, Baker & station.

(ALK OF THE TOWN

1

new and used automobiles
lling at fantastic prices in
ai, China.

atnous fountain pen, “Parker
in pood supply at Daniels
Get you:s today or any
day, because Daniels is
'edntsday afternoons. 79-tf

Lucien K. Green & Son’s,
floor, 18 School street, oua
Block, City, for Purs, Fur
nd Cloth Coats at moderate
lOtt

IE MUSIC BOX
IAINE MUSIC CO.
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

CLASSICS
i:d Suite
Stokowski
ons Waltz Album
POPULAR ALBUMS
,ian Capers
an Spirituals

LATE RECORDS
li Ills Own
Ink Spots
s I'll Get The Papers
Les Brown
Always
Harry James
s Are Flying
Andrews Sisters
jen In The Rain
Perry Como
Boardwalk
Dick Haymes
Lost Without You
Frankie Carle

T. Dorsey

Mv Home
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oco is buying surplus Amerrm.v equipment to use as
laehinery.

>id You Put In That Kiss

Betty Hutton

be Other Day

Vaughn Monroe
|d To A Memory
Eddie Arnold

All Ticket Holders

a""T

INSPECTION

appointed. Milton Griffin to investi
Cross insurance agency, one of the
oldest business establishments. The
gate and report.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge holds its
Lu I kin-Mills—At Rockland Sept. 24, affairs of the two concerns will be
Ranald K Lufkin and Virginia M.
first meeting tonight with its new
MARRIED

Lind-Smalley—At Rockland. Oct.

STICKERS

merged at 14 School street, and
Miss Lillian Baker will continue to
handle the matters taken over
from the Cochran, Baker & Cross
Agency.

Mills, both of Rockland—by Rev. Al
fred O Hempstead.
10.

Albert Lind cf Rockland and Adelma
L. Smalley of Rockland by Rev. Al
fred G Hempstead.
Barnes-Adams—At the Emanuel Epis

copal Church. Boston, Robert

C. Barnes

Tickets for

of Boston, and Miss Nancy Adams of
Dubuque, Iowa.

Must be on all automobiles

NOVEMBER 1ST
Come in now and have your

<

DIED
Carr—At San Diego. Calif., Oct. 13.
Ensign Charles H Carr, Jr USNR, of

Rockland, age 21 years. B’uneral from
Davis Funeral Heme at a time to be
announced.
Kent—At Vlnalhaven. Oct. 11. Capt. j
David S. Kent, age 85 years. Burial In
Rockport.
Kittredge—At
Rockland, Oct.
8.
Blanche H.. wife of J. W. Kittredge

by

sticker put on and avoid
the last minute rush.

of Vl'nalhaven, aged 62 years.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our gratitude to
the many friends and neighbors who
so kindly helped In any way during
! he recent Illness and death of our
dear mother.
Sydney H. Davis, Carlos H. Davis.
Mrs Bessie M Lermond.

CARD OF THANKS
r wish to thank the friends and resi
dents of Port Clyde who were so kind
and helpful at the time of the loss of
my boat by fire.

Stanley Stone.

•

Miller’s

Garage

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation to everyone who so kindly
helped me during my great sorrow
and far the beautiful flowers, cards
and expressions of sympathy.

J. W. Kittredge.

Vlnalhaven.

DeSoto—Plymouth

25-31 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our hear'felt
thanks to all who have shown so much
kindest to our uncle. Capt. David S.
Kent, through hls Illness and death,
also to their sympathy to us.
•
R. J. Bickford and Family.

Attention!

«<4 Kai* 3 tx»n

The Rexall Store

25-T-tf

CRM

You can have the labor saving
convenience of nAning water in
any unheated farm building by
installing an “I-X-L” Frost-Proof
Hydrant.
Simple to install. East to serv
ice. Thousands in use. Fully
guaranteed. For sale by

Farm and Home Supply
Chas. E. Stackpolc, Prop.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
THOMASTON, ME.

with
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RUSSELL
Funeral Home
I..ADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

mtnmic

&

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

KET 818®5
HEGOR JACKETS
Priced from

busy

County.

session

in

Cumberland

ESANCY-HARRIMAN

Miss Gertrude Marie Harriman
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Harriman of Searsmont became the
bride of Kenneth Esancy. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Esancy of Appleton,
Saturday night, Oct. 5 in the home
of the bride's grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Harriman. The double
ring ceremony was performed by
Rev. Harold Nutter of Washington.
The couple were attended by Mr.
arid Mrs. Frank Sukeforth of
Burkettvllle, sister and brother-inlaw of the bridegroom. The bride
wore a medium blue dr ess while her
matron of honor wore a shade
darker.
A candlelight buffet lunch in
cluding a decorated three-layer
wediding cake was served after the
traditional first slice was cut by the
bride and groom.
The bride received her education
in the public schools of Searsmont
and attended High School in An
dover, Mass. Mr. Esancy a veteran
of three years with the a: med
forces of which 23 months was spent
overseas.
This occasion was the wedding
anniversary of the matron of honor
and best man.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Articles of Office Equipment
1. 2. 3. 4 DRAW STEEL
FILES

SWIVEL CHAIRS
TYPEWRITER TABLES

EXECUTIVE DESKS
TYPEWRITER DESKS
POSTURE CHAIRS
SIDE CHAIRS

0HECKWRITERS
DITTO DUPLICATING
MACHINES
MIMEOGRAPHS

ROCKLAND

Assistant Manager Frank Jacobs
is back at his desk in the Thorn
dike Hotel after a week’s vacation
during which he visited his sister
in Gray.
The Bapt st Men's League, get- j
ting along in years, but powerful
spry, opens a new season Thursday '
nieht, and a chicken pie supper
will tempt the members. Rev.
Howard O. Hough of the Radio'
Parish Church, Portland,
will
speak on “The Romance of the
Radio."

Sims Lobster Company is near
ing completion of major repairs to
the dock on which its business is
located. The buildings have been
raised three feet above the old
level and the dock shoring re
placed where needed.

Here Is a Good Buy. Grade Al
Green Mountain Potatoes, for
Winter storage. Wdl deliver for
only $1 69 per bushel. Call or write
Hilicrest, Warren. Tel. 35-41,
82-83

ROUND
TRIP
ONLY

flJOQ AA

Plus Tax

with ritualistic
correctness.

Lincoln Counties.

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

DhvisFuni RSI Homes

Ambulance Service

THOMASTON - til. 191
ROCMAND-TEl 8lO
HOCKPOAT TEL 2434

10

ACOUSTICON BECKWITH CO.
ROOM 904 CHAPMAN BLDG., PORTLAND, MAINE

Beano G. A. R. Hall Friday, Oct.
18, at 7.30 p. m.
83* lt

FREE!

FREE!

YOUR CHILD’S PHOTOGRAPH

Courtesy Of Studley Furniture Co.
You are cordially invited
to bring your child to
Our Store
to be photographed by a noted
photographer of children
on

October 18 and 19

You will receive absolutely FREE
A Silver Tone Portrait
Children from three months to ten years old will be photographed

- «
Make Appointment Now

This Portrait is given absolutely FREE as a goodwill offering by

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
283 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 1154
COMPLETE LINE OF

BABY CARRIAGES, STROLLERS, HIGH CHAIRS, CRIBS AND ALL

OTHER BABY GOODS.
83-84

await

Temple Hall, Rockland

Every Wednesday and Saturday
At 8.00 P. M.—Public Invited
Prizes Include

NYLONS. SPRY”. SOAP POWDER, JELLO PUDDING,
RUGS, LAWN CHAIRS, PRESERVES
AND MANY OTHERS.
Sponsored By R. M. C.

CITY OF ROCKLAND

Be prepared for the chill winds of autumn.

On November 1st there will exist Two Vacancies
in the Fire Department and Two Vacancies in the
Police Department. Applications will be received
through U. S. Employment Service with referral to
Personnel Director and Personnel Board. Age limits
from twenty-one to thirty for police. Twenty-one to
twenty-seven for fire.

Come In NOW and Select Your Topcoat
Handsome styles in fabrics that provide warmth with
out weight. Coverts, Gabardines, Tweeds and Cheviots, in
smart fall colors. Tailored in the finest manner by such
famous makers as

Botany “500” - Alpacuna - Knitex
and Others

$30.00 '» $50.00

63-tf

Bids will be received at the Office of the Purchas
ing Agent, City Hall, Rockland, up to 2.00 P. M. Mon
day, October 21st for one thousand feet of Double
Jacketed Rubber Lined Two and One-Half Inch
Standard Fire Hose without Couplings.
The city reserves the right to reject any or all
bids.
F. D. FARNSWORTH,
Purchasing Agent.

t

OFFINS
\\
1413

One Portrait to a Family

There is no charge or financial obligation in any way

BID NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND

TEMPLE BEANO

Excellent Opportunity, for the

Right Person. For Personal Interview, Write

TEL. 684

F. D. FARNSWORTH,
Personnel Director.

Kenneth Olsen and William C.
Littlehale of Thomaston were be
fore Municipal Court Saturday on
charges of hunting in the night
time and in closed season. The
arrests were made by Wardens
William Davis and Byron E.
Feeney.
Recorder Strout found
both guilty and fined them $50
and costs of $2.70 each.
• • ♦ a
Philip Jethro Simmons of War
ren was arrested by State Police
Officer Stanley Poland on charges
of leaving the scene of an acci
dent without making himself
known, the accident taking place
on Main street in Warren when his
vehicle sti*uck that of Madolyn Hall
of Warren. He has previously been
before the court on charges of driv
ing under the influence of intoxi
cating liquor and found guilty. He
was fined $10 and costs of $2.70 on
the hit and run charge.

To Look After Our Business in Waldo, Knox and

Jacn Bedell of Cushing has sold
his house to Chester Wotton of
Friendship.

JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA

In Municipal Court

Wanted—Salesman Or Saleswoman

John M. Richardson, chairman
of the Rockland School Board, Will
address the night meeting of the
Educational Club, Friday, Oct. 25,
at Mrs. Viola Spear’s home in
Rockport. His subject will be,
“Rockland School Situation," with
an open forum
following the
address.

The Stonington processing plant

Municipal Court Judge Zelma M. delivered 4316 of redfish fillets.
Dwinal sat on the bench in court
yesterday morning for the first ( On a vacation visit at the home
tirhe s'nce his confirmation by the 1 of his son Wendell, favorable op
Governor's Council last Thursday portunities came to Charles H.
and his official notification on Sat Thornton of the Burpee Furniture
urday. Four drunks faced him Company’s staff, among them are
across the court room, most of opportunity to see all three of the
them old familiar faces. Monday Boston-St. Louis
World Series
morning faces to the judge who games in Boston. Among many
has been meeting the wrongdoers other interesting things he saw the
of the country for better than 14 Shrine Circus. His son is an offi
years and now faces a full four cial at Northeastern University.
year term ahead.
Lloyd E. Clark, florist, has bought !
the Cleveland Sleeper house, (built'
originally as a Bapt st parsonage) i
on Talbot avenue. Mr. Sleeper has •
bought the nearby residence, once,
owned by the late Overness Sarkesian, and will occupy as soon as
heating apparatus can be obained. i

The Coast Guard rescue tug,
Snohomish, leaves tomorrow for
Boston for drydocking and much
needed repairs. It is understood
that what rescue service will be
available will be sent from Port
land if and when the occasion de
mands. The local base will be left
helpless except to call for a Port
land cutter or buoy tender. At the
base will be the tender Shrub, the
CGC 80004 and a P8 picket boat.
The length of time the Snohomish
will be away is not known.

82-84

erving All
Religious
Faiths

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Superior Court Judge Frank A.
Tirrell, Jr , opened the October
session of
Sagadahoc Superior
Court this morning, the second
session since his appointment to
office this year, the first being a

408 MAIN ST.,

STATE NEWS CO.

ter—"winterized”
an outer shell of
>e you perfection
e famous Crowntoo against snow
repellent. Zipper

Over 150 new students have
registered at Bates College, and
have completed the activities of
Freshman Week, the annual fiveday orientation period. Convoca
tion was held in the chapel Oct.
.
3, when President Charles F. Ph’lI lips officially opened the college
for its 84th academic year. Classes
began Friday morning. The list
of new students includes:' Bickford
Sylvester of 299 Garfield Place,
Brooklyn.. N. Y., formerly of Rock
land.

HUSTON TUTTLE BOOR CO.

CARL M. STILPHEN

*

Armistice ball

We Are Pleased to Present These Long Needed

Farmers and Poultrymen

PHARMACISTS

the American Le
are in the
hands of the members. Wayne
Dr nkwater’s Orchestra will fur
nish the Xnusic. The door prize is
a General Electric radio, now to be
seen in the window of the HouseSherman store.
gion’s

Late Fish Arrivals

ly elected and appointed board of
officers. A goodly number of mem
bers are urged to be on hand for a
Fish landings over the week-end
“mystery" walk*
were light at the F. J. O’Hara plant,
which expects several boats today
Arthur Harjula of the Penobscot and tomorrow, while General Sea
Fly:ng Service piloted a four gen- | foods had fair landings and fillets
eration group on rides over Rock from the Stonington plant.
land and South Thomaston Sun-; O’Hara received: the Dorothy M.
day afternoon. First aloft was on Monday with 9,025 redfish, 140
Mrs. Alice Rowell of the Dublin haddock, 240 cod, 150 hake, 115 cusk,
section of South Thomaston. 83 85 dabs, 160 greysole.
years young and on her second ’ General Seafoods received the
flight of the season Her daugh Little Growler with 750 cod, 735
ter, Mrs. Arch'e Racklifle of South haddock, 1190 hake, 465 cusk, 385
Thomaston followed in the sight pollock, 15 catfish, 980 flounders and
seeing tours and then Mrs Rack- 41,000 redfish.
liffe’s daughters, Amy and Lucy. | Myrt 2nd. 75 cod. 1612 hake, 15
The fourth generation was repre catfish, 660 flounders, 10,260 i edfish
sented* by Nancy and Margaret and 245 livers.
Arey, grandchildren of Mrs. RackNokomis, 50 cod', 825 haddock. 1070
liffe and great grandchildren of hake, 55 cusk, 180 flounders, 600 red
Mrs. Rowell.
fish.
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“A Modern Store for Men and Boys”
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WALDOBORO

Dick Benner’s Dogs

Mr and Mrs. William R chards.
Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. William >... , , ,
•
....
Richards .ir.. (Janice Eugley) of Waldoboro Canines Winners
Thompsville. Conn., were week-end
Of Central Maine Harrier
ruests at Stahl s Tavern.

Mrs. Medora Perry and Miss
Contest
Angie Perry visited relatives in
Dogs owned by Dick Benner of
Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Alice Lambert of Augusta, Waldoboro Sunday won the 15-inch
was week-end guest of her daugh- j au_age stake and harrier chase,
ter, Mrs. Ronert Hanrahan
dosing events of the two day fleld
Sukeforth haS been atspon£Ored by the Central
tending the ball games in Boston. ,
The American Legion Ls to Maine Beagle Club.
Jackson’s challenge was the class
hold a Turkey Beano Nov. 26, at
in the all-age stake, garnering the
the Waldoboro High School.
Dr. and Mrs Franklin Randolph i majority o: his points on checks,

and (Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Eaten, Second place went to Storm Creek
have returned from a tr.p to Tansy, owned by Thomas Peddle of
Canada.
: Augusta, Qu vive Jack, owned by
The local operators of the New j Sam W. Little of South Bristol was
England Telephone Company gave i third and Pollett's High Star, owned
a party Tuesday afternoon in by Harold Miller of Bath, fourth,
honor of Mrs. Kervin L. Deymon| The reserve, or fifth place dog was
(Marcia Blaney), who is retiring Sunny Boy Bard, owned by Seth
after a service of over 28 years, j Snipe of Bath.
Mrs. Deymore has been manager The harrier chase, for unregisand chief operator and will be | tered degs. was won by Mike, also
greatly missed. Her position Is owned by Benner. Other places
taken by Miss Vallura Knowles of went to Nell e, owned by Norton
Newport. Miss Knowles, who was Keene of Auburn, second; Duke,
presen at the party, was presented I owned by Jchn Childs of Mancheswith a bouquet of flowers and ■ ter, third; Pat, owned by Benner,
Mrs Deymore with a beautiful! fourth and Trixie, owned by BerI nard Watts of Waterville.
gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Currie and | The trials, sanctioned by the
Mrs Alice Clark of Somerville,: American Kennel Club, opened
Mass, were week-end guests at Saturday with a derby stake won
Stahl's Tavern.
j by Linesman Indiana Mike, owned
Mrs. Li. O. Weston, Mrs. Maude I by Little. Other places went to
Levensaler, Miss Edith Levensaler Main? Coast Major, owned by Benand M ss Grace Yorke were in ner. second; Storm Greek Tansy,
Waterville, Wednesday.
owned by Peddle, third; Sam’s Little
Mrs Maude Rackliff of Rock Sam, cwned by Lawrence Libby of
land. is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Waterville, fourth, and Sonny Boy
Spear
Bard, cwned by Snipe, reserve.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Butters of Saturday’s judging was interrupt
Cambridge,
Mass., are
closing ed when meat hungry hunters shot
Slaigo-I edges for the Winter and rabbits ahead of the packs despite
return home Monday.
I protests by the fleld trial commitThrre will be a Penny Beano at tee. Sunday, however, there were
the close of the regular meeting of j no hunters, but thp dogs encountthe
American Legion Aux liary pred cons derable difficulty in findWednesday night.
snowshce rabbits.
The all-age
Mrs Stanley Poland went t°( stake. however, featured a drive of
Winchester. Mass., Wednesday, for ciOSP tn one i10Ur.
ward Connor. Mrs. Mabel Mank; Frank Denike of Bloomingdale,
a visit with her sister, (Mrs. Ed- j
j was chief judge and others
will take charge while she is gone who worfcef} with him were Sam
M'ss Mary Miller, employed in jx>rran:.e cf Augusta, Norton
Hartford. Conn., is passing the Keene of Auburn.' Harold Miller
week-end Jn town
of Bath gam w Little of South
A son was born Oct. 10 to Mr. Bristoi and Seth Sn pe of Bath,
and Mrs. Robert Reed—named■
____________
”
Ralph. manager or O»|
BURKETTVILLE
magazine drive at the High School,! Sunday. Oct. 7 guests at a goingreported that 'Room 5, with a total away party for Mrs. Freda Atfartz
of $253.25, was the highest in Smith at the home of her grand
room subscriptions. David Side mother, Mrs. Nellie Martz, included
linger ex; e led in salesmanship, Mrs. Geneva Nickerson and infant
daughter, “Dcnna Lee,” of Belfast,
with 58 to his credit.
Mr. and Mrs K. L Deymore are Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Drinkwater of
on a motor trip to Vermont and Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Leland
| Martz and sons Donald and Leland
the White Mountains.
Rev. and Mrs. J. C’arke Collind i Jr., and Mrs. Annie Creamer of
attended the State W.C.T.U., con South Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
vention in Roekland.
Martz of Detro t, Michigan; Mar
cell Martz and children, Vernon,
Here Is a Good Buy. Grade Al Jr., and Arlene of Quincy, Mass.,
Green Mountain Potatoes, for and Charles Como of Stickney
Winter storage. W.ll deliver for Corner and Mis. Olie Overlook and
cnly $1 69 per bushel. Call or write daughter Goldie and Vernon Martz
Hillcrest, Warren. Tel. 35-41.
of South Liberty. Mrs. Smith re
82-83 ceived a traveling case, a purse of
money and many other useful gifts.
She
left Oct. 7, for Cheyenne,
ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. -Jesse Keller and Wyoming to join her husband. Pfc.
Mrs. Noyes Parmer and daughter._William
.
. Smith,
„ . U. S. A., who is a
Joyce spent last week-end at Bar I X at
E’ Warren>
Harbor.
| Cheyenne, Wyoming.
The village choir met at the
home of Mrs. Almon Cooper to re- Again Club will be at the home of
hearse for Sunday service to be Mrs.
Edgar Hallowell
for a
held in Lhe church at 3.
J covered dish supper on ThursMrs. Leroy Tolman visited Capt. day.

(Ret.) Mary Emerv at her new: Miss Ninon Ingersoll is spending
cottage at Owls Head recently.
i the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs Merton Albert Quinn.
Anthony over the week-end were,
---------- ;------Mrs. Maude Anthony of Port
Estanislao Rojas, a notary of
Clyde and Mrs. John R. Ellis of Buenos Aires, Argentina, has been
Augusta.
j charged with the larceny of $1,500,The next meeting of the Meet 009 from a large number of people.

... TOPS FOR QUALITY
Pepsi-Cola Company. Lona Island City. N. Y.
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

STITCHERS
WANTED
EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Earn While You Learn-Apply In Person

WARREN
Edgar L. Wiley was elected worsh pful master of St. George Lodge,
F AM., Monday night. Other offi
cers elected for the coming year
are: Senior warden, Maurice E
Lindsey; junior warden George A.
Aspey; secretary, Frank D. Rowe;
treasurer, Benjamin E. Starrett;
senior deacon, Charles Y. Trcne
junior deacon, Rcnald R. Messpr;
senior steward. Lewis M. Rob nson
jun’or steward, Walter E
Bucklin. Other officers will be ap
pointed the night of installation of
officers, which is planned for Oct.
21.
White Oak Grange, North War
ren observed the Pall Booster
night program. Monday night, with
Goodwill Grange of South Warren,
invited and

participating

in the

program of the evening. Order of
events for the even’ng included
the opening of the Bib’e at the al
tar by the assistant steward and
lady assistant steward of White
Oak Grange, followed by the In
dian prayer, by the Grange chap
lain. Mrs. Bertha Perry, flag salute,
seng: address of welcome by Mer
rill Pavson, master of White Oak;
natr:otic read:ng by Miss Barbara
Perry; Pageant of Progress in
which officers of both Granges had
part, the principal ones being tak
en as follows; Mrs. Leola Wiley as
the sp rit of history, Mrs. Mattie
Ompbell as the goddess of (Liberty,
’’fr and Mrs. Norman Miller as th"
Pilgrim couple, Jesse Mills and
Mrs. Dora Maxey, the Civil war
couple; Ray Simmons and Miss
Phyllis Bowers, the machine age
couple; three Booster songs, sung
by Mrs. Hazel Gammon, and the
Misses Hazel Snowdeal, Evange
line Barbour and Mid red Parlin,
their accompanist, Mrs. Eva Bar
bour; a message from the nation
al Grange Master; presentation of
a 25 year certificate to Mrs. Verna
Wiley, and short /talk on Grange
work by James Dornan of East
Union, Grange deputy; reading by
Mrs. Dora Maxey; poem by Miss
Phvllis Bowers jokes, by Mrs.
Christine Miller; closing song by
Mrs. Mattie Campbell; benediction
Refreshments were served.
^vrr and Mrs. Eugene Stafford of
Ipswich, Mass., have
returned
home after being guests over the
week-end at Hillcrest Homestead.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Paul Dilloway and children of
this town, who will be guests at
their Stafford home, and also cf
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Karen in Ipswich, Mass. She will
be joined there later by her hus
band.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Kimball
visited over the week-end with
relatives in Marblehead, Mass.
Their daughter, Mrs. John SelmerLarsen and her daughter, Kristin,
who have been visiting at the
Kimball home in this town the
pasi several weeks, returned to
Marblehead, Mass., with her par
ents. to floin her husband there
for the Winter.
Miss Ruth Starrett. teacher in
the public schools of Augusta,
passed the week-end in this town
with her parents, Mr. and. Mrs.
Benjamin Starrett.
The E. A. Starrett Auxiliary.
SUV., was inspected Wednesday
afternoon at the regular meeting,
by Department President, Mrs.
Rubie Connelly of Waterville. Fol
lowing the work, Mrs. Gertrude
Starrett. president of the Auxiliary
in behalf of the members present
ed Mrs. Connel'y with a gift.
Among the guests were Mrs. Fran
ces Warner of Bath, Chief of Stall
for the department president, and
a past department president; Mrs.
Lucelia Blake of Bath, department
patriotic instructor: Maurice War
ner of Bath, department counselor;
Mrs. Jennie Miller of Bath, past
president of the T. W Hyde Camp
Auxiliary; Mrs. Mildred Gressey.
vice president of the T. W. (Hyde
Camp Aux liary; Mrs. Stella McRa"* of Rockland, first member ot
the Council, and past department
president, and Mrs. Velma Marsh,
secretary of the Anderson Camp
Post Auxiliary of Rockland
A
short program was given during
the afternoon, which consisted of
readings by Mrs Ella Cunning
ham and Miss Ida iStevens, qu:z
by Mrs. Editii Spear, and piano
solo by Mrs. Adelle Stanford.
Mrs. Jane Andrews, Mrs. Mim
Rinea and George W. Carr left to
day for Florida, where they will
spend the Winter at Safety Harbor.
Mr. Carr is director as well as
chairman of the forthcoming State
ot Florida Art Exhibit to be held
at Fort Harrison Hotel, early in
December.
Mrs. Kati» Starrett is with Mrs
Olive Bird in Gardiner for the
Winter.
Mrs. May Rokes, who has been
with (Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd in
Manchester* N. H.. the past sev
eral months, is house guest of Mr
and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry for a
few days, and after visiting for a
short time with Miss Ida Stevens,
in Rockland, will return the first
of the week to Manchester, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Durant
have returned home from Lebanon,
N. H
Word was received Tuesday from
Pittsfield of the sudden ill turn
of Albert Ordway, formerly of tnis
town.
Mrs. Anna Wolf, who has been
ill. has returned fo her work, as
teacher of grades Seven and E ght
in the Warren schools.
Mr and Mrs. Bertram Blacking
ton of Portland have been guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace,
and of Mrs. Thelma Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Reed have

Cruiser For Sale
A perfectly kept up 38 foot

Cabin Cruiser for sale.

Gray

Motor, Shipmate Stove, all equip

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO
CAMDEN ST.

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15,1946

°age Four

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1385
42-tt

ment. Sleeps four, now hauled
for the winter. Price Right.

WILLIS E. WILSON
TEL. 44-27 TENANT’S HARBOR
82*83

returned to Franklin, after being
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maun e
Cunningham
Mrs. Myrtle G. R. Ames of Fort
S-Sgt. Arthur (L. Bryant, Jr., an i Fa rfield. who has directed the de
Mrs. Bryant, who nave been visn*ng his parents at Wiscasset, are partment of Loyal Temperance Le
spending this week with her par gions for 46 consecutive years, and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. 6. F. Haskell in from experence can tell of results
this town.
that makes this work with the chil
Edward Wilson of Mi’ford. Mass , dren of most vital importance, the
W’ho has been employed at Whitins liquor interests are out to get our
ville, Mass., is spending this week children. Aren't we going to get
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. them first—by organ zing them in
Charles Wilson, before entering L.
T. L.s in every locality?
Monday, the Leyton School of Me
RESOLUTIONS
chanical Dentistry in Eoston, for a
Preamble:
We, the Women's
two-year course
Mrs. Walter Castner of Milford, Christian Temperance Union in
Mass., was a recent guest of her State Convention assembled, once
more re-affirm our fa.th in a God
mother, Mrs. Andrew Wilson.
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer and Mrs. Eni- of mercy, of forgiveness andi of
ir.a Norwood were guests of Mrs. lcve. We believe that He is with
Sawyer's daughter, Miss Evelyn us as we try to increase human
happiness through the abolition of
Sawyer in Gorham, N. H.
The Keen Teen Club will meet the liquor traffic and of the instiThursday afternoon at 3.30 at the tut on of war. We express grati
chapel, the opening meeting of the tude for His guidance; we ask His
Fall season, since the Summer re forgiveness for our short-comings
in the pregram of His Kingdom
cess.
The follow ng officers were in and we humbly ask His blessing
stalled Friday night at a private upon our plans.
Prohib tion: Resolved, That we
installation ceremony by R. Bliss
Fuller, Sr. of Union, D.D.G.M., re-affirm our belief that the total
and his staff, at the regular meet abolition of the alcoholic beverage
ing of Warren Lodge. I.O.O.F.. traffic is the only adequate solution
noble grand, Maynard Leach; vice of the alcohol problem, and to that
grand, Earl Smith; recording sec end we advocate the re-enactment
retary, George Gray;
financial of national constitutional prohibi
secretary, Ralph Robinson; treas tion. We oppose any scheme of
urer, Earle Moore, Sr., chapla n, nationalization of the liquor traf
Harry Shaw; past grand, Altti fic. We are firmly opposed to the
Lehto; warden, Charles Overlock. government going into the Lquor
Sr., conductor, Vernon Achorn; business in any form.
right supporter of the noble grand,
Counteract Moderation: Teach
G. A. Aspey; left supporter of the ings: Inasmuch as insidious efforts
noble
grand, Joseph Robbins; are being promoted to inject “mod
right supporter of the vice grand, eration” teachings into the study
George Buck; left supporter of the courses in public schools and
vice grand. Charles Shaw; left churches.
scene supporter, Eugene Peabody;
Resolved, That we seek the co
right scene supporter, Carl Wais- operation of church leaders and
anen; inside guardian, Percy R i based on well established scient fic
Bowley; outside guardian Edwin teachers in reaching youth and
Gammon; pianist, Raymond Pay- adults with authentic fact-findings,
son. A 6 30 supper preceded the pronouncements.
installation.
Liquor Advertising: Since glamor
Warren Lodge I.O.O.F., will con ous advertising induces youth to
fer the initiatory degree on a class use alcoholic beverages contrary to
of candidates, Friday night.
scient fic warnings.
A meeting of the Congregational
Resolved: That we urge Congress
Brotherhood will be held Thurs and State Legislature to prohibit
day night at the chapel.
such advertising.
Mrs. Vesper Rokes, who has been
Intoxicated Drivers: Resolved,
visiting Mrs. Annie Atkins Spear, That
we advocate that the seller
and all her former neighbors, also of liquor
to be held liable for ex
Mr. and (Mrs George Huntley, who penses resulting
from accidents on
bought the Rokes farm, will return our highways, due
to intoxicated
this week to Manchester, N. H.. drivers.
where she is making her home with j
Food Waste: Since we deplore
^lr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd.
Friends will be interested to the great waste of food products
learn that Mrs. Estelle Perry, is re which are being used by distillers
covering from pneumonia, at 148 and brewers while m llkms of the
world population are facing starva
North Main street, Rockland.
tion,
therefore,
The Study Unit of the Warren
Resolved, That we continue to
Woman’s Club will meet Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. Carrie Smith, write the President of the United
School street, Thomaston, subject,■ States and the Secretary of Agri
“The Possib lity of Hawaii and culture protesting the use of grain,
Alaska Becoming States” in charge syrups, and other foed products in
the manufactre of alcoholic? drinks
of Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
At a short business meeting of during this crisis.
Rehabilitation of Alcohoilces: Inthe Baptist Church, held after
the morning service Sunday, the as much as the present system of
church voted to change the time laws and reguations, governing
of the Sunday morning services ( the sale of alcohol c beverages, per
for a three months trial period mits the alcoholic beverage traffic
start ng Oct. 27, from 10.30 a. m., to accumulate profits by creating
to (10 a. m. Sunday school hour will social economic problems, which
be changed from 12 noon, to 11.10 are met at the expense of the tax
to 12 noon. It was voted also to payer.
Resolved, That we urge Congress
hold a series of five evening meet
ings, starting with Nov. 19, with and the State Legislature to make
Rev. and Mrs. Leonard Smith the expense of the rehabilitation of
formerly of Laconia, N. H„ the alcohol cs a special charge upon
speakers.
These meetings will be the profits of the manufacturers of
under the auspices of the Evange-. such beverages.
Conscription: Resolved, That we
listic Association of New England,
of which. Dr. Wesley G. Huber is oppose peace-time conscription of
men, women or youth.
the executive secretary.
The usual evening service Wed
Our Departments
nesday at the Baptist Church, will
Resolved, That since the aim of
be omitted this week, in favor of all the departments of the W. C.
the quarterly meeting of the Lin T. U. work is the betterment of hu
coln Bap'ist Association, at the manity, we will earnestly see the
Baptist Church. Thomaston, dur best poss ble development of these
ing that day and evening, one of departments, thereby increasing
the speakers of which is the Rev. their efficiency and advancing the
Ralph C. Ostergren, executive sec interests of our cause.
retary of the Baptist Bethel Mis
Courtesies
sion in Boston.
Mrs. Edna White arid Mrs. Ma
We extend our thanks to the
rion Lermond, marshal and mar- Rockland WCTU for their hospi
tha, respectively in Ivy Chapter, tality; to the First Baptist Church
O.EJS., of this town, filled those for the use of its edifice; to the
same offices Friday night at the speakers; to those who have ren
guest officers night observance at dered special music; to the con
Goldenrod Chapter, Rockland. At vention committees; to the press;
tending this meeting also from to the pages; and to all others who
Ivy Chapter, were Mrs. Laura have assisted in making the seven
Starrett, secretary of Ivy Chapter, ty-second annual convention of the
and Mrs. Helen Maxey.
Maine Woman’s Christian Tem
perance Union enjoyable and suc
Killed Bear With Oar
A clipping of interest from a cessful.
Massachusetts paper to friends of
Australia’s l945-45 exports to
5. Clifford Jackson of Framing
ham, Mass., and also other sports taled $864.000,0(X), a 54 percent in
men is the following: “S Clifford crease over its pre-war trade.
Jackson, manager of the Fair
Grain Company
in
Holliston. oar. When the head of the bear
Mass., went on a fishing trip in came within striking distance, he
Drummondville, Province of Que hammered away. The boat rocked
bec. and returned with a bear—a furiously, the bear continuing his
two year old blackie, weighing 150 attack, and it was 20 mnutes be
pounds, after an exciting 24 minute fore it was subdued by a series of
battle, in which the Framingham head blows.
man was armed only with a boat
“The carcass was towed to shore
oar.
and carried to camp, and early th*
“Jackson and an Indian guide next morning when Mr Jackson
left camp without their firearms returned to his home, he took with
or knife, for a fishing trip on the him a prize catch, and the thrill
lake. They were about a mile ing story, which will always remain
from their camps when they sud with him.”
denly observed something swim
Mr. Jackson is the brother of
ming towards the boat.
Mrs. Bryan Robnson of this town.
"They soon realized it was a
black bear. The guide took care of
Why not put on more insurance
the boat, while Jackson decided to before winter fires are started?
make battle with the animal, using Frank D. Rowe. Tel. Warren 2-22;
the only weapon available—an maif address, Thomaston R. D. 80-tf

Convention Echoes

The George W. Wells
Recalling Famous Si\-Master
Designed By Wardwell and

Built At Camden

For A Real
Lubrication
and
Check-Up
Visit

coal.

The George W. WelLs’ brief speci
fications were: 2970 gross tons;
2743 r.et. She measured 319.3 ft.
long by 48.5 ft. beam, with a depth
of 23.0 ft., and was handsomely
finished, and husky for her job. She
hailed out of Boston most of her
life. She spread 12,000 suqare yards
of canvas. Signals: KQGL.

INVEST IN

'

Our

SERVICE

STATION
At
32 Park St.

WALDOBORO

GARAGE
COMPANY
PARK STREET, ROCKLANO
67-tf

ADS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

Ice.

Mr. and Mrs R
turned Fridaj' bo K
having spent a few
A meeting of th
|$was held Fridaj’ at
LaVerne V. Gro
were present a:
served. The men
mashed potatoes,
and jello. Work
ing and knitting.
Mr. and Mrs
have been guests
Mr. and Mrs. B r.
their home on c
have returned to V.
Miss Joyce Rc
employment at M
Waverly, Mass . ai
Frizzell of Some:
been at the hom

FOR SALE

Bruce &
VIXAI.III
r

Taxi and Licj|
ANYTIME,

I

FURNLSHED room to let at 14 MA
SONIC ST.
83’84
UNFURNISHED apartment to let,

adults preferred. TEL 436-W
83tf
FURNISHED room to let 16 Walker
Place TEL 296-M.
83 84
ROOM to let. Adult preferred
In
quire MRS WENDELL BARLOW. Tel
43. Thomaston.
82-83
WARM, quiet rooms for Winter. THE
LITTLE GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason
street. Thomaston.
81*83
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment
to let. TEL 906-M
80*83
HEATED rooms to let at the FOSS
HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel. 8060
79-tf
FALL AND WINTER OCCUPANCY
A limited number of clean attrac
tive rooms will be available for Fall
and Winter occupancy at the
WINDSOR HOUSE
1? Myrtle St ,
Rockland,
Tel 670
?7-tf
• •
•

MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Electric Motors rebuilt and rewound
to Factory Specifications.
All work
guaranteed. Send them to SOUTHWORTH.
Maine’s
Finest
Machine
Shop. 30 Warren Ave Portland. Maine
Tel 4 1424
(D)
BICYCLES painted and reconditioned
like new. bought, sold and traded
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP
79T*8S
NOTICE TO MARINERS

U S. Customs Service. Collection
District. No. l, Portland. Maine
You are hereby advised that under
date of October 8 1946. the Commis
sioner of U S Customs Washington
25. D C . upon application of Schoon
er Cruises. James C. Wiggins. Secretary,
has authorized the change of name of
the schooner TABOR BOY (93261) of
Rockland, Maine, to the NORTHWIND
JOSEPH T SYLVESTER

Owners,

DUNCAN’S GI
Tel. 31 «|
Beginning

Trustees,

Mortgagees
t.

/ .

■

If you desire to sell your real
estate for' cash, comnTunicate
with me. lf priced right, will do
business at once. Send full de
tails or phone.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
12 Myrtle St. Rockland, Tel. 676

.•

51-tf

MY Antique Glass for sale. Appro
priate gifts for showers, weddings, etc.
No dealers
E. C. NEWMAN. 48 Ma
lonic St.. Rockland.
43*tf
GRANITE LIVES FORFVER
HEARING AIDS—Western Electric
Granite walks (any width), flico ac?*,
newest model, post-war achievement posts (anv size), boat moorings, step*,
of Bell Telephone Laboratories, longer flagging, chips, and dust for drlvewava
battery life, lower operating costs (no more mud), rip rap for all klnda
lighter weight
Free demonstra-lon
Write WESTERN ELECTRIC HEARING of Alls and dock work, pier stone, wa’ls,
AIDS, Box 27, Bath.
81-84 foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and mcnumental stone, posts fn«
PIANO and house organs tuned. $2 property markers and bulldln- sup
JOHN HUBBS Windsor House Mvrt’e ports.. We w.ll deliver anywhere, ask
Street. City.
83*84 us about grrnlte fill loaded on your
WOOD may be had for ite cutting truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.
ALBERT TOLMAN, West Rockport
JOHN MEEHAN * SON.
79*87
Tel. Rockland 21-11
cEiniNGS whitened, painting and Clark Island. Me.
A. C. HOCKING,
paper hanging; first class work FRANK
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
BUZYNSKI, Thomaston. Tel. 178-4
78 83
STEEL and Wood Office Chairs: In
AUTOMOB ILE keys made.
JOHN
STEIN. 7 Pleasant St
75*86 stock for Immediate delivery, a com
plete line of wood and steel office
PERCY L. Young, Swedish Massage chairs. Including the famous Sturgle
by appoin’ment. PHONE 1193-J.
74tf Posture chairs; chrome chairs In red
SUBSCRIBE now to the Maine Coast leather upholstery, a complete Une of
Fisherman. Maine’s only paper de office equipment and suppnes; Victor
voted solely to the fishing Industry and portable adding machines; portable
salt-water activities. Send one dollar typewriters. Drop us a card or phone
130
Our representative wlU
for a year's subscription
MAINE call
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COM
COAST FISHERMAN Belfast. Me
PANY, JiJurnal Bldg, Belfast, Me
z
MV

A

Headquar

WANTED

TO LET

"YOUR AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK HEADQUARTERS"

John Morton reti
from Knox Ho.sp
where he has been
tient.
Mr. and Mrs. Ho
have returned to
having spent a fe ■.
Summer home at (
Mrs. Lamont O:i
tor returned Fnd
where they ac;
Oakes, son Lawn i
was returning to
after a short leav

LOST AND FOUND

LINCOLN - FORD - MERCURY
GENUINE PARTS
A COMPLETE ACCESSORY LINE
TIRES and TUBES

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

SAVINGS BONDS
SALES and SERVICE

USE
OUR

Because of the great interest
which has always existed in Knox
Ccunty over the building and
launching of the six-masted schoon
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
er George W. Wells, at Camden, the
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
following article written by Clar
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
ence N. Rogers and clipped frem the
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. live
September issue of “The Tiller.” is
small words to a line.
here republished:
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements
Sept. 3, 1913, the great six-master
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
George W Wells, stranded out on
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
Ocracoke Island, N. C., during a ter
rific storm, to become a total wreck.
The Life Saving Station at Ocracoke
Island rescued the crew and several
passengers, including two women
and three children. It was cnly
NEW all-stool construction Bantom
SOLID oak roll top desk for sale; 2-wheel
after many attempts were made that
tral.er; complete with 600 16
General
Electric
range
with
thrift
a lifeboat was able to get alongside cooker: Brown Bros, seamless copper tires, rack sides and canvas cover.
to rescue the women and children tank with fittings. ALVARY GAY. ' TEL. Warren 55___________________ 83*lt
CHILD'S ski-suit, size 6 for sale,
83*84
who were clinging to the rigging. A T’hnmsston Tf1' 1 ,'tS
price $5; also 2 pillars. ARNOLD SAL
few minutes after she struck, two of
HARDWOOD fcr sale, $12 50 per load, MINEN. 66 Pacific |St. Tel 9 W. 83*lt
her masts went over the side. The about one cord Large stove size, dump
KITCHEN1 range, complete with oil
Excellent kitchen wood.
Call
Wells' old bones still bleach in the load.
burner, for sale; 38 Thomaston St or
MR
COFFIN
853-22
after
5
p
m
83
84
sun, washed by a tireless sea. She is
TEL. 481-W_______________________ 83*lt
NEW milch cow and bull calf for
a mute tombstone to the great fleet sale;
LUMBER and wood for sale IOREN
heavy milker. DAVID CARROLL.
10 six-masters that, in the early Union. Tel. 4-7.
83*lt W BENNETT. 19 Willow St.. Rocki and._______________________________83 • 84
nineteen hundreds, raced with ccal
STROLLER for sale. TEL 895 83-84
CHEVROLET sedan (1934) back cut
between Boston and Hampton
NEW Phll-gas hot water heater, and off. no tires; also boat. 24 foot. With
Roads.
gas stove for sale. TEL. 1085-J.
out motor. TEL. 1426-R.
83* lt
83*lt
John J. Wardwell, of Rockland,
GIRL'S bicycle for sale, good con
Maine, designed the Wells, first of
ESTATE circulating oil heater, prac dition; pair lady's white shoe skates. 1
the six-masters, and supervised her tically new. large model, pot burner tubular and 1 figure, sizes 6 and 8,
type. Between 10 3 p. m.. WEBBER'S girl scout outfit, size 14. reasonable.
building at the H. M. Bean Ship IVN.
Thomaston.
83*lt TEL. 1306 M before 11 or after 7 o'clock
yards at Camden, Maine, in 1999.
_____________________________________________ 83tf
She was built for the Crowley in
1935 CHEVROLET l'i-ton trurk for
terests in Boston, but claimed Rock
sale, long wheel base. ARTHUR DECK
ER. Owl'a Head.
83*84
port, Maine, as her home port for a
SHORT gray fur Jacket, size 20 for
few years. Mr. Wardwell made his CHECK lost, maker R H Macy. MRS
-ale
Cheap.
TEL. 504 W before 4
own condemnation of the six-master BOUDREAU 7 Masonic St.
83*lt o'clock.____________________________ 83* 11
when he once said, "Sixmasters are
ROWBOAT, white. 12 ft . gray bo
BLACK Kineo C kitchen range for
not practical. They are too long for tom. lost from Minot Island EMERY sale,
price $45 ; 16 BEECHWOODS ST
wooden construction and, when POWERS. Dark Harbor Tel 59 83*84 Thomaston.
83*lt
ORIGINAL discharge papers in name
loaded with coal, beccme badly
BROWN fur trimmed Winter coat,
of
William
A
Putansu
lo«t
between
strained, by over-lapping the beds Thorndike Hotel and Park street. size 18 for sale; black dress, size 16.
’ark shoes, size 7!i. all new also
on which thej- rest at low tide, while Finder please return to owner at b
table radio, also reversible art square.
Spruce Head. Me.
82*83 size 9x13. TEL 1067 R__________ 83 8-1
discharging.”
YELLOW gold wrist watch with flat
The Wells cost some $125,000, or
MAPLE kitchen set for sale.
In
bracelet lost
Reward
Finder
roughly $42 per ton, to build, with link
83 lt
leave
at THE COURIER GAZETTE good condition. Call 1221.
liiue cr no lccal timber going into , OFFICE
82*83
DORY, new 12>2 foot with hard
board, false bot.om. for sale.
F.
her hull. Most everything was
A__ HARRIMAN. Friendship.______ 83 lt
gathered from far and wide, for her
COUPE (~3O Ford V 8)3 for sale,
plans called for timbers larger than
good
tires and heater.
EDWARD
anything remaining in the forests
YOUNG. South Union__________ 83'84
arcund Camden. Her lower masts
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must
RACCOON coat for sale, practically
measured 119 feet high, and her top- be healthv Call either ROBERT GREA new.
TEL Thomaston 80-3
83*84
sticks 58 feet. When she came down SON. Washington. Tel. 6 19 or DODGE
CARPENTER
tools,
all
kinds:
cross
FARM. Roekland) 853 23. after
Prnobscot Bav. she created a sensa | 6FUR
p m
83tf cut saw. 1 wood, 1 metal tool chest;
stand for oil burner can: large parlor
tion in the shipping world.
LUMBER lots wanted, large of small, stove; second-hand kitchen chairs and
The George WelLs was a good logs on road side, ceiling prices paid. windows; lll Pleasant St. TEI, 307-W.
sailor and quite free of troubles. Pulp wood on roadside, and pulp wood ____________________________________ 83 85
or stumpage. IX)RHN BENNETT.
However, by a strange quirk, on a lots
BOY'S blcyc'e for sale TEI, 246 Tt
19 Willow street, Rockland.
83*84
after 4 p. m.
83*84
bright, brisk moonlit night in 1904.
CHOPPERS wanted to cut hardwood
she was in collision with another bolts,
SQUARE
dining
room
table
for
sale,
pulp logs .lots located fn Rock
six-master, the Eleancr Percy, near land
Must
have
transportation in good condition, 26 Holmes St. TEI.
Cape Cod. The Wells was clcse LOREN W BENNETT. 19 Willow St 68 R_______________________________ 82 83
83*84
1933 PLYMOUTH 4 door sedan for
hauled, bound for Boston with a Rockland. Me.
FURNITURE
wanted
to
uphob
cer, sale. ALFRED RAWLEY, West War
cargo of coal. The Percy, bound cnllpd for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ren,
Me.
82*83

south and running empty, was bear ING. 19 Birch St. Tel. 212W 10 T-tf
THREE-PIECE bedroom set. spring
ing down on her with a fair wind
ONE or two 18 Inch tires, 525 want and mattren. complete for sale: also
bed and box spring mattress; bureau,
on the Percy’s quarter. Tlie Wells ed FRANK D HAWES Rockport.
82*83 stand and commode; rocker; medicine
luffed to empty her sails but hit the
chest, old-fashioned high chair and
Percy broadside, cutting deep into 6!2 FT ridge top, meta! edged., hick child's rocker, dishes etc. MARION
ory
skis;
Kandahar
touring
bindings,
PODKOWA. Union St , Warren
Tel
her. The Wells sustained little cr 46' bamboo poles. CALL 1374-R
59 -11.______________________________ 82 83
no damage, but the Percy went to
82-83
ENAMELED circulating heater for
her builders, at Bath, for repairs.
PAIR lady's white tubular Ice skates, sale. (4}oal or wood), excellent condi
When the case for damages was size 8. Man's hockey skates, reln- tion Call after 5 p m. ARNOI D
ankles, size 10.
Man’s figure LAINE. North Cushing.___________ 82*33
tried in court, the Percy was held at 1l forced
R
fault. Old laws of the sea (es | skates, like new, size 9. CALL 1374
RACCOON dyed opossum coat, size
82-83
20 for sale. $100.
TEL. 184-M after
tablished in the square-rigger days)
82 33
upheld the course taken by the Jail 45 M or write MARIE SAUNDERS. 5 p. ni/
NEW
quilt
and
quilt
tops
TEL.
54
Union
St.,
Rockland
82*85
Wells’ captain, since she was run
1015 May be seen between 5 and
HANDKNIT Infante’ Wear! Send 7 30 at 10 Granite St
ning close hauled and the Percy
82 83
stitches or garmenta.
Best
running free. Therefore the former sample
HOUSEHOLD furntshinngs for sale.
prices. MRS A C. HALL, 715 East
vessel had the right of way. This SL. New Britain. Conn
82*84 Including circulating heater (coal)
cook stove, gas stove. TEL. 1015. May
rule obviously should apply to a
CHIMNEYS wanted to clean by an be seert between 5 a'nd 7.30 at 10 Granite
square-rigger, since such a vessel expert. Neatly done, years of experi street.
82 83
running before a breeze merely had ence, go anywhere out of town. AL
MAPLE breakfast set porcelain top.
BERT E. GROVER, 4 Warren St . Tel
to slightly brace the yards. How 1030-W.
83*84 practically new. for sale; 16 Elm St.
TEL. 199-R._______________________ 82*83
ever, in the case of a schooner run
A CONNECTICUT HOSPITAL offers
ning with a quartering breeze, it re you: (1) Board, room and limited
FRESH crabmeat, guaranteed.
De
quires altering course so as to bring laundry plus salary. (2) Women be livered. MRS C H. CLINE Tel.
tween 18 and 45 a position in a large, Rockland 829 X__________________ 83 84
the wind on the other side. The private
hospital ln Hartford. Conn. (3)
BEAGLES, six months' old. for sale,
close hauled schooner could either A hospital located within walking dis ready
to start; also Beagle and Walker
tack or bear away with little risk tance of theatres, restaurants and crossed, six months’ old. reayd to start.
(4) Extra benefits Includ One English Beagle, two months' old
to her gear. At any rate, the Court churches.
ing vacation and sick time with pay,
for pets
MRS CHARLES TAYabided by the old rule and it cost free life Insurance and hospitaliza Pups
IOR, 163 New Countv Road Tel 1456
the Percy’s owners some $59,000 in tion! policies. (5) Beginning salary
_____________________________ 79 tf
$70 per month
Interviews to be ar
damages.
ANTIQUES bought and sold LOUIS
ranged ln your locality lf you are in
The Wells changed her home to terested ln 'his opportunity Write to A PERREAULT. SR . Warren. Tel 13 3
Boston but continued in the coal MISS MILDRED’RUDINSKY. Box 2070 O£ 38-21._____________________ 79 tf
Hartford, Conn , for further Informa
U S. No. 1 grade Potatoes Buy now
trade most of the time, although she tion.
______________ __ _____________ 81-83 for winter’s storage at our low prices,
frequently carried railroad ties from
Bring own bag lf
CHIMNEYS to clean.
I am still 1.69 per bushel
Brunswick, Georgia, or phosphate cleaning
HILLCREST
ROADSIDE
chimneys, with all work guar possible.
rock from Tampa, or sulphur from anteed and prices reasonable Sixteen MARKET, Route 1. Phone Warren
ln the business. Free Inspection. 35-41. ________________ 78-tf
Texas ports to Maine. She could years
ARTHUR GROVER. Tel. 953-.W or
LIVE' bait for sale, smelting minnows
carry a maximum load of 45,000 ties, 212
W. ________________________
79-tf now In* season
R W. TYLER. So
and freight rates in her day offered
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live ThomMton. Tel 243-31____________ 69tf
17c per tie. Phosphate rock brought poultry. Call ISADORE POUST , 41
STOVES of all kinds for sale, one pot
$1 per ton from Fernandina to Tillson Ave. City. Tel. 1396 office, type heater, ca»t Iron and steel fur
residence 1221.
29tf naces. , kitchen, gas and oil stoves,
Baltimore.
OLD marble top furniture wanted, large and small living room coal heat
The Wells’ best passage probably antiques
of all kinds ln any quantity. ers. living room wood heaters, all sizes,
was in December, 1907, when she Write or phone
W J FRENCH. 10 High also the latest style lawn mowers, fuel
iotf barrels with and without faucets. ABC
sailed from Portland to the Virginia St., Camden.
range burners and one iron sink and
Capes. From the 12th to the 14th
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest one
water pump for the sink .one Iron
.< • sailed 518 miles in fifty hours. prices CARLTON H. RIPLEY. Cam- folding
cot bed. one new silk floss mat
den
St.
Terra
ce.
Tel.
41
M
104tf
She was fitted with a steam winch
tress to' fit cot. Come ln and look us
USED Furniture and 8tovea wanted over
C E GROTTON 564 Main St.
of 30 hp. for handling gear and
We will pay caah or trade for new Tel 1091-W
72tf
anchors, and had a bilge pump capa Call
1154 V F STUDLEY. INC.. 283
city of 1200 gallons. Her capacity Main Rt. Rockland
!Wt.f
load was five thousand long tons of
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ROCKLAND GETS FINE “BOOST”

C. F. McMahon
& Son

i

ketal tool cheat;
Ian large parlor
f I < n chairs and

Laie THI,

son's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Robinson, the past week.
Mrs. Julia Johnson went WedRcckport.
Mrs. Andrew* Johnson and daugh
ter, Mrs. Edwin Maddocks, are
spending a few weeks
in Wey
mouth Mass., and Wollaston, Mass.
Cindy Sue, daughter of Br. and
Mrs. Bob Llcyd, celebrated her seecond birthday Oct. 9, at her home on
Atlantis Avenue. In v. ted guests
were: Karen Lloyd, Barbara White,
Betty Ellen Burgess, Nancy Norton,
Marianna MdLauchlan,
Chefyl
Headley, Rosemary Anthony, Bob
bie Williams. Lunch was served
which included two beautifully
decorated birthday cakes, cookies
and ice cream. The little ones
wearing colorful paper caps, and
seated at the table decorated in
blue and white made a charming
picture. Cindy Sue received many
nice gifts. Mrs. Phillip Bennett,
ass sted Mrs. Lloyd in serving
Mrs. Ronald Gillis, who has been
in town a few days, has returned
to North Haven.
Miss Fave Coburn and Mrs. El
len Thomas, left Thursday for
Springfield, Mass., for a visit with
Mrs. Thomas’ daughter, Mrs. S.gvard Melin.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Nickerson
have returned to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Burgess are
visiting friends in Wilmington,
Mass.
Mrs. Ada Rogers came Fr’day
from North Haven where she had
employment at Haven’s Inn. While
there she visited friends and even
enjoyed a horse and buggy ride,
accompanied by Miss Eva Barton,
to the Waterman Farm, where Mrs.
Rogers in her younger life used to
v sit her aunt, Mrs. Eliza Water
man.
Mrs. Walter Ingerscn has closed
her home on Atlantic avenue and
will spend the Winter in Rock
land.
Mrs. Sophronia Tolman has re
turned from Rockland and1 Ten

ant’s Harbor where she made her
found a heavy debt load in Rockland
official visit as D D. president of
when he took up his duties; a debt
the Rebekah Lodge.
load which he frankly admits
Malcolm Hopkins is home from
greatly limits the possibilities for
Wrrcester, Mass., for a week's stay.
immediate large-scale improvements
Guests the past week at “The
in the community. The first fiscal
Islander:*- lister Harr.man, Wil At the Hands of Maine Publicity Bureau's policy of the new government,
liam Talbot, Murray Graham,
' therefore, is to reduce the $300,000
Rockland: Arthur L. Eastman, F.
“Pine Cone”
debt andi this will be done by paying
F. Parker, Portland: John R. Dil[ off the first 10 per cent beginning
phea, Lewiston. Douglass P. Free
-r - T------------- —- ---------.
, next year. An adequate amortizaman. Portland, Paul Ahistrom, Wor
„
ticn plan has been worked out from
cester, Mass.
The Autumn issue of “The Pine definitely committed $1,000,000 con- j there on.
These Sir Knights of DeValois Cone,’’ published by the State of struction and expansion pregram of j He found other important probCommander, K. T.. were dinner [ Maine Publicity Bureau, and now on General Seafoods Corporation, !^enis’ such as extensive debilitation
guests at “The Islander,’’ Friday
night, O. V. Drew, L. W. Lane, | local newsstands is of particular which will make Rockland the base cf Physical plant’ both a^ the city
Frank Wh te, George Lawry, Ernest interest because of the fine article of that organizatien’s North Alanttic I Fn^Sicula’-^’oS wlSticn for The
Talbot, Curtis Webster, Albert on Rockland, painstakingly pre fishing operations and the third "part,CU*a‘ °?1eu ,.L
^*‘LpCt‘*W
Carver, C. L. Boman, A. A. Peter pared by the Editor Richard A largest fishing port on the Atlantic ;
Coast, surpassed only by Bostdh and : next Maine Legislature fcr the
son: and Murray Graham and
e tablishmrnt of a Rockland Schcol
Hebert, and presented with literary Gloucester
William Talbot cf Rockland.
District,
which will be a separate
as
well
as
news
merit.
With
the
For a city of only some 9.900 perMrs. Frank Mullen, went Sunday
fiscal entity, and therefore not sub
kindly
permission
of
Editor
Hebert
sens,
albeit
drawing
on
a
market
to Stonington, called by the death
it is here republished:
population area of 56.000 this, and ject to the constitutional debt
of her brother. Steven Sellers.
When a cemmunity starts along accompanying industrial and eco- limitations which the city, as such,
Mrs. J. W. Kittredge
the comeback trail, the first faint nomic developments and prospects, faces today.
One„ definite present school plan
Mrs. Blanche H. Kittredge, wife stirr.ng of its rejuvenation are sel- means “big*’ business.
i j,,
cf J. W. Kittredge, died Oct. 8 at (lorn noticed. Only in vision of its
In its civic planning, Rockland
eliminate two old buildings by
Knox Hosp.tal, Rockland.
She leaders, who have quietly rolled up was “ready” recently when the big c^^ning both in a new structure
was born in Vinalhaven, daughter their sleeves and carefully laid the economic news broke ani ‘he d'U
!onS range plans call for a
of the late Albert and Carrie foundation for a new community was ratified and blueprinted. For bet^er hl8h schocl hi a new location
(Arey) Hamilton. Her age was 62 structure, are the broad outlines of months Tier leading citizens had
complete sports facilities and
years. She graduated from Vinal the new civic edifice visible.
oeen meeting in s*udy groups and 1 '? r equipment. The school plans
haven High School, class of 1904.
Then the framework gees up and jointly, poring over r' ery major binge greatly upon the acceptance
Mrs. Kittredge was prominent in suddenly all citizens can see, in their phase of municipal government and, b'
voters of the School District
musical circles and gave freely of mind’s eye, much the same vision b ’ analysis and mui.;?.i agreement setuP- Presuming the Legislature
her talent, in all mus'cal activities of a new and greater community as j drawing up the broad outlines of a votes Permissive action,
of the town and was a member of the leaders amcngk them have seen, community structure.
Rockland expects an allocation of
Union Church choir for many years. From being just a “gleam in the
Thus, altogether, large groups of ^71’°°° from the Federal Public
Bruce & Duncan
She was a member of Union Church, eye* of a few men, the new spirit j Rockland citizens participated in ?oa(5s Fund, which, with matching
Marguerite Chapter, Order cf the sweeps through the community like ; the framing of a charter and ordi- State Government funds, will great
Eastern Star, having served as new life in springtime. Instead of nances which, after approval by the ly improve urban routes. One such
VINALHAVEN
worthy matron; and Ocean Bound “talking poor-mouth,-’ as the coastal voters, went into effect the first of major project will be in the western
of the city and will take U
Ro'oekah Ledge, having filled the Maine vernacular has it, everyone the year. In the opinion of the new section
_ _
Taxi and Light Trucking
office of Noble Grand. A few suddenly becomes a booster. Every- city Manager, Frederick D. Farns- Is- Route One back of the business
weeks before her illness she be one feels like rolling up his sleeves worth, Rockland has the finest set ■ ^strict, instead of down congested
ANYTIME, ANY PLACE
came a member of the Ladies of the and going to work. Everyone is Of community laws in New England I Main Street as at present. This
Headquarters at
GAR.
willing to put in his share cf the today, close to public management j may
built next year- The
Mrs. Kittredge belonged to the effort that will make his community ideals.
j Government also is working out a
DUNCAN’S GRAIN STORE
Eastern Star Club, the Bridge a better place in which to live.
Backbone of this municipal plan. I fiye-year program to tar all the
Eight, the Needlecraft and Non
That is my impression of the American democracy, are the ad- c]ty’s. streets and State-aid conTel. 31 or 45-2
Eaters Club. She was a lifelong transformation I have seen taking visorv boards of citizens which ad- i stru<:tion funds are expected to help
Beginning Oct., 1946
resident of Vinalhaven and will be place in Rockland during the past vice anrf mS. recommendaUcns to ; in th*’ further deyelcpment of
83-86
greatly missed by many friends.
twelve months. From a community
city Council. Key among these 1 lyrreational facilities also is high on
Besides her husband she is sur- which seemed to be drifting listlessly groups is the Planning Commission, the list of civic projects, including
apparently exhausted after the which is charting Rockland's de the development of a city park.
Further development of the public
hectic economic and1 civic exertions velopment along zoning, industrial
of World War II, Rockland now sp- and commercial expansion lines. An , waterfront area, which now includes
proaches the second century of its advisory Board of Appeals gives a
pubjic landing reopened after
civic history in an atmosphere of hearing to citizens who have been four war years, also is on the docket,
confidence and promise. It is build- refused building permits. To the A small, but modern building now
ing for the future on a whole new Board of Assessment Review, unique houses the Community Yacht Club
set of economic and community jn Rowland, any taxpayer may take and is at least a start in the de
foundation stones.
hls tax complaint as to an informal veloping of facilities to attract small
Protected from the open Atlantic jury of yjjs fenOw citizens, who will craft and yachts from the nearby
by a broad promontory of granite study and give opinion on the merits iif:!9 nds in Penobscot Bay.
and pine known as Owl's Head, the or iack Of merjt of the complaint. I Mr- Farnsworth takes note of the
City of Rockland lies just inside the
Personnel Advisory Board, work- new spirit which is abroad in Rocksouthwestern entrance to mighty hig through the City Manager has land with the observation that Rock.
Penobscot Bay, largest indentation heen instrumental in installing the land citizens want service and
in the center of the Maine coast- nverit system for municipal em- ! achievements from their governline. At the northern end cf its pioyees and participation in the ’ mer>t an<i are willing to pay for it if
extensive, C-shaped, deep water state Pension and Retirement Sys- ' they get it. He is confident that the
harbor a long granite breakwater
will start Nov. 1. The func- citY is on the verge of much new
gives protection from the sweep of tioning of this board will ensure a growth and predicts the addition cf
storms from the north and east. In constantly better quality of civil another thousand of permanent
the tear of the City, to the north servant for Rockland and will keeppopulation during the next year,
and west, loom the Knox County community personnel in pacewith ;
New construction, as in all other
hills, serving an appreciable role in
grOwth and development of the Maine communities, is spotty at the
present time, due to lack of ma
breaking the edge of severe weather community.
sweeps from the quadrant.
The Recreation Advisory Board is terials, and most of it is for veterans’
Historically, Rockland is a seaport charting the development of facili- housing. A new, three-stcry com
city, the base of an extensive fishancj activities in its field and bination memorial and commercial
ing industry, the commercial center the Library Advisory Board is building is, however, being built on
of a large trading market area, and, actively functioning in that impert Main Street, but a new creamery
more recently, the seat for much ant area of community cultural de- plant and the greater part of the
diversified industry.
velopment. Rcckland also has sub- $1,990,000 General Seafoods CorIn the past, Rockland became
cre official, the Director of ; poration plant and development
known as “The Lime City" because Welfare, for -the old Board of Over- aw’aits release of materials.
of its manufacture and shipment of seers of the Pocr.
The latter company has, however,
lime. Immense deposits of lime
All these advisory groups form a already begun operations by estab
rock underlie mast of Rockland and connecting link between the city lishing a fish precessing plant and
neighboring Thomaston and Rock- goverrmcnt itself and the citizens taking ever the Sncw Shipyards,
port and while Rockland still manu- as 8 wjlo]e ancj have been designed third largest on the Maine coast, for
factures lime, but almost entirely
function in those areas cf interest building and repairing its own fleet.
for agricultural purposes, the ad most important in Rockland at the ! With four sardine and fish packing
jacent town of Thomaston to the present time. Thej’ bring directly plants, including a large unit of
west and south is the site of the into participation with the city gev- F. J. O’Hara & Sons, Rockland is
largest cement plant in the East, the eminent the thoughts and intelli- ; the le ad»ng fishing and lobster shipLawrence Portland Cement Com gence of representative citizens and ping port in Maine. Several plants
pany.
community leaders. All reports indi- i manufacture food and chemical staToday Rockland contains no less cate
they are functioning splendidly j bilizers from seaweed and kelp and
than a score of large and small in and rapidly overcoming the fatal t are pioneering in new chemicals
dustries, ranging from shipbuilding lack of interest which so often be fiom sea products .while fish proc
to clothing. But its principal in comes the creeping paralysis of essing plants are expanding to take
dustrial activity is and will continue democracy.
care of all fish waste, so that none
to be the servicing and processing of
One
measure
of
the
new
concept
is dumped into the sea.
the products of the sea. For the
civic government in Rockland is
Under City Manager Farnsworth
brightest star in Rockland's eco of
the
rigorous
formula
laid
down
for
and
the City Planning Commission,
nomic prospectus today is the the passing of a new ordinance by a comprehensive
zoning map has
the City Council. The new ordi been drawn up, delimiting industrial
vived by an uncle. Lewis Arey. who nance must run a rigid gamut of and commercial areas, in which
k
u
made his home with her. Several public hearings and publication at there is plenty of room for expan
•]
cous ns also survive her.
stated intervals and after the final sion, and a residential area which
Funeral services were held Thurs ruclic hearing and action by the ' can be extended toward the western
day at the Kittredge residence. Dr. Council a non-cancellable period of side of the city in some of the most
C. S. Mitchell, pastor of Union twenty days must elapse before the aivractiveliy located and wooded
Church officiating. There were ordinance becomes law. Within areas.
many beautiful floral tributes. In. that time, the oeople can petition
One of the leaders w’hcse vision
terment was made in Ocena View for a referendum, which must be is bringing Rockland back to the
cemetery.
The bearers: Bruce granted. In the opin cn of Rock- forefront of Maine communities is
Grindle, Cl nton Smith, Lester land's leaders, this may be leaning Edward C. Moran, Jr., chairman of
Mills, Max Mills. Those from out over backwards, but—it's democ- 11 -o city Council and former U. S.
of town to attend the service: Mrs. racy!
Representative and member of the
Basil Webster and Mrs. Jcsephine
City Manager Farnsworth, a vet- , <j. s. Maritime Commission. After
Columb of Springfield, Mass.
eran in Maine municipal affairs, helping U. S. Secretary of Labor
' —
Schwellenbach reorganize that de• partment as his special assistant,
—1.
i Mr. Moran returned to Rockland to
VV lla A lOW©r JDOOKiGt
devote his energies to his private
business
and to the rebirth of his
NEW! TIMELY1 BEAUTIFUL! — Profusely illustrated with 68 natural
home
city.
color photographs of native Wild Flowers. Write for your copy of
How well he and associated non
this beautiful and colorful booklet today. Send 10c foi each copy
partisan
citizens builded during the
to Salada Tee Co., Dept. 51, 155 Berkeley Street, Boston 16, Mass.
i past year is becoming evident now in
I the progress and promise of their
and famous Water-White Kerosene
I community. In Mr. Moran’s opinion
Rockland, which has so many natuial
advantages, should new be selechandled by well-known company
I tive in its choice of new industries
and should invite only those con
cerns which will stand on their own
feet, not ask tax preferments, pay
years of Socony-Vacuum refining ex
HIS business association means
adequate wages and generally con
perience. It is water-white and clean
economical and efficient heating
form to accepted standards in sound
employe relations.
for more families. To take care of —ideal for space heaters and range
He conceives that the commun
burners.
people with oil burners as well as
ity’s share in encouraging the in
ception of new industries is to
those with space heaters — your
foster such community conditions,
distributor offers both clean-burning
as in housing and health, as will be
YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
conducive to the location of a de
Mobilheat and Mobil Kerosene sirable labor supply in the com
has the equipment—the personnel
plus outstanding delivery service.
munity. Such factors, he believes,
—and service facilities to give you
will preve beneficial both to work
the kind of trouble-free heating you
Mobilheat is one of America’s
ers and management and will
want! Telephone ...
largest-selling brands of fuel oil. Be
serve the overall community well
being. As a specific example, he
cause it burns completely, it promotes
Rockland 266-W or 266-R
is a strong proponent of community
... made “on your own terms”
combustion efficiency—delivers high
ass stance in modern housing de:
velopments.
whether in encourag
You,
yourself,
can
decide
how
we prefer to make loans on your
heat values.
ing group financial action or in
much per month you wish to re own signature (husband and wife
providing municipal services for
pay and how much the total cost both sign) or on auto or furniture
Mobil Kerosene is backed by 79
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL
housing developments.
of your Ioan will be. We don't ask any amount $2.5 to $150 or more.
In other words, along with other
COMPANY, INC.
you to put up a lot of security . . . If you need cash, see us at once.
Rockland citizens, he wants to
Now at 407 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. TEL. 1133
make his community an ideal place
'Mobilheat
2nd Floor—Open 1 to 5 P M. Closed Saturday
in which to live, work and play
Alcng all these lines, Rockland
Monthly charges 2*2^ on balance ever $150;
business leaders expect that all
3** on $150 cr less. Small loan statute lie 35.
types of construction, but especial
ly homes, will see the greatest
activity once
materials become
FINANCE CO.
available. The situation in Rock
land naturally gTeatly affects adja
cent and nearby towns such as

John Morton returned Thursday
from Knox Hospital, Rockland,
where he has (been a surgical pa
tient.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McFarland
liave returned to Belmont, Mass.,
having spent a few weeks at their
Summer home at Crockett's River.
Mrs. Lamont Oakes and son Vic
tor returned Friday from Portland
where they accompanied Mrs.
Oakes, son Lawrence Oakes, who
was returning to San Franc'sco
after a short leave from the serv
ice.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Ment Arey re
turned Friday to Rochester. N. Y„
having spent a few days in town.
A meeting of the V. T. A. Club
jbwas held Friday at the home of Mrs.
' LaVerne V. Gross. All members
were present and! supper was
served. The menu: Fish squash,
mashed potatoes, cranberry sauce
and jello. Work was done on sevzing and knitting.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dusso, who
have been guests the past week cf
Mr and Mrs. B rger Youngquist at
their heme on Calderwood’s Neck,
have returned to Worcester. Mass.
Miss Joyce Rcbinson, who has
employment at McLean Hospital in
Waverly, Mass., and friend Robert
Frizzell of Somerville. Mass., have
been at the home of Miss Robin-

Mobilheat * Mobil Kerosene

A *
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Page FivB
Owls Head, South Thomaston, St
Why Not Civilians?
George,
Cusning.
Friendship,
Thomaston, Warren, Rockport and
Camden, many of whose citizens
“G. I.” Wants To Know
work in or have their businesses in
Rockland.
Why They Cannot Man
For all these places and also
from the island communities in
Rescue Boats
Penobscot Bay, Rockland is the
nearest large trading center and
Rockland, Oct. 8,
its commercial leaders have made Ed tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
their plans to expand their busi
In response to a number of ar
nesses. The Maine Central Rail
road runs five trains a day in and ticles concerning the need for men
out of Rockland and regular boat to man our Coast Guard patrol and
schedules are maintained to the rescue vessels out of Rockland.
island and other coastal points
It seems rather ridiculous that
Most spectacular transportation our men should have to roll and
c’evelopment is in aviation and thrash about in angry storm washed
newly-formed companies are now Atlantic when we could have plenty
using the big Rockland Naval Air of qualified men and rescue boats
Base at Ash Point for charter available. As I understand it, we
fre'ght and passenger flights to have plenty of surplus patrol craft
points along the East Coast and tied up for lack of personnel to
nto the Canadian Maritime Prov man them.
inces. Five-thousand-pound shipWell, did you ever stop to th’nk
ments of lobsters and other fish that right here in Rockland there
products out of Rockland are a' are dozens of men who have served
regular line of business. Another three and four years aboard our
fly ng service also has been estab- fastest patrol and rescue boats?
lished at the former Rockland Aren’t these men capable? I think
Municipal Airport.
they would agree with me that they
With all this new spirit of opti can and would man a couple of
mism in the Rockland area, its rescue boats if they had the op
civic and service clubs also are portunity as civilians.
feeling the rejuvenation and mak
Wouldn’t it be better to have
ing their contribution to general civilans with years of experience
community morale. The Rockland than none at all. It would provide
Chamber of Commerce whose presi jobs for our ex-G. i.s as well as a
dent. Fred C. Gatcombe, is general- much needed quick aid to our disly credited with being the leader abled craft who are out there to
most responsible for the advent of feed us.
General Seafoods into the commuBefore jumping to an answer to
nity. is becoming increasingly ac- this article, ask yourself Did vou
tive in the community’s economic ever ride out a nor easter in a dis’ifc. Mr Gatcombe. former general abled dragger
manager of Snow’s Shipyards, was
A “G. I.
retained as general manager for
the General Seafoods Shipyard
BURKETTV1LLE SCHOOLS
Division.
Honor
roll of Burkettville Gram
The Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions
Clubs have all increased their mem mar School for first six weeks:
berships. The women’s cultural Highest honors all As, Louise Grin
and civic clubs also are important nell, Janice Miller; Highest honors
community organizations of many for school co-operation and receiv
years' standine and include the ing crit cism in the right spirit, also
Rubenstein Club
(music), the no less than four As are the fol
James Winchester, Janet
Shakespeare Society, the Women’s low.ng:
Turner
Arlene Cooper, RPbert
Educational Club, largest in town, Esancy
Frank Leigher, Bradley
the Methebesec Club, the League
of Women Voters and the Junior Maddock, Lena Roy, Carlene Pow
Women's Club. Nine churches in ell. Florence Miller. Dycal Cullinan,
the community serve its religious Muriel Leigher. Syvia Pease, and
Beverly Maddock.
needs.
No report on Rockland would be
Those attaining high honors for
complete without mention of the
the
first six weeks in tiie Burketcity’s famed newspaper, The Rock
land Courier-Gazette.
Chronicler ville Primary Schcol are: Robert
Phyllis Snowdeal. Joan
of events in the Rockland and Maddocks,
Penobscot Bay regions. The Cou Esancy, and Dorothy Roy. These
someTV honors were Abbie
iiLI
-VJilOUtVU IWCilliy
puuxiaucu rta getting
rr,,,.,
rier-Gazette
recently published
comprehensive centennial edition .
’
°
Gycal Esancy, Althat drew Nationwide attention
d, Esancy> Mary
for its value as source material in
, °‘c5a,s Jones- Maureen
depicting the progress of a com- Wi‘_Juc' Sukeforth, and Patty
munity over a century.
winenester.
Edited today by Frank A. Wins’
low. who began as cub reporter
MATINICUS
with the paper back in the Gay
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell went
Nineties, it still retains the flavor to Rcckland Tuesday on business
f?meHtylW O ^llpV X JriHeri
WallaC<? *nd AdeIla A^«
famed W. O Fuller, who edited %-e,re Tuesday supper guests of
this and
predecessor Rockland Marie R pley
newspapers for
years until hls
Celia Kirk of ,Rockland has bepn
death in 1941 at the age of 86. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young
Single-line top heads, with a twoMr anrt
,
or throo-Une bank. »Mch often
continue the sentence begun in the vlsit u,
a
top head, are still used by the paCape SS
per todav as they were in news*
paoers of a cen.pry ago The Cou- to
Thu™^ Rlpley went
rier-Gazette is the only newspaper
M
ay.
in Maine which still uses this be^t in R^n^W,\AmeS hVae
headline style, the others having °entl ln Rockland on business regone modern and even streaml’ned.
ivr/ ’or.H
T
But the pithiness and oftentimes ,
Ivan Fhilbrock liave
pungency of The Courier-Gazette ,
thpir
d3ys’ pack"
headlines are a more accurate inhousehold goods wh;ch
dication of the strength and chare moving here,
acter of the copy found in the
“
body type as Frank Winslow “lays
GLEN COVE
it on the 1 ne,” in his news stories,
pred E Gre?ory William
his editorials and his widely- Dean, james A guUivan C ?
known “Black Cat” column.
Gregory of this place, and Cartton
Associated with him in the man E. Orcutt of Rockport, Hollie Benagement
newspaper
arer ne^L town representative. CMP
., qf
»• the
r- Fuller
i.
j
Mrs. —
Kathleen
S.
widow
of ;
Camden and Ha ’ s, a^
.he late editor, as associate editor. | Be]fast a]] Qf ,ong tjmy
and John M Richardson, business wlfh Central Maine Power Cornmanager and author of ^Steam- pany werp takf,n fcQ polanfj Sprfn?
boat Lore of the Penobscot
Bo h by assistant division manager. L
Mr, W?51Slowi and Mfh RS?r?hat H- Jackson’ Oct 7- 'o attend an
pride themselves on the fact that, old t)mers. Quting
by
they have had adjoining desks in company It was a swpll banquet
the same small office for 25 years, Herbert Black j{. havjng twQ
and the r relationship is Just as weeks vacation. Mrs. Black and he
.pleasant today as when they first attended Windsor Fair and spent
became associated.
four days in Portsmouth, N. H . as
Rockland originally was a part guests of their daughter, Mrs.
of adjacent Thomaston, which was Charles Crowell.
first known as a trading post in
1630, and was set off and incor
porated July 28, 1848, under the
name of East Thomaston. Its
sa,J
name was changed to Rockland in
1850 and a city government or ^ewb«hl9»i priced
ganized in 1854. It broke with the
mayoralty form of government last
December and, as noted above, now
has a City Council Manager form.
As it nears the 109th anniversary
of its incorporation there seems
little doubt but that its present
leaders will be able to start it off
on its second century well ad
vanced in a new pattern of civic j
and economic l fe that will bring
it once again into the limelight as
a leader among all Maine commu
nities.

Hades

25* SHAVES

The first known shipment of
petroleum occurred in 1790 from
Oil Creek to Pittsburg, Pa., when
Nathan'el Carry carried two five
gallon kegs on horseback and
traded them for provisions.

YOU
FOR 3 MONTHS!

CUAKANTKD tr

THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY
. Fine Ctn Sint 1170
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Enjoy your favorite sport at its best
delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.

IFrire /or

Booklet ottd Rata

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH, FLOBIDA

JAMES J FARRELL. Mp

THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Oiva Lampinen
are occupying the upstars apart
ment of Norman Kalloch, Main
street.
The We Two Club met Monday
night in the vestry of the Federat
ed Church with Mr. and Mrs. Irv
ing Bracy and Dr. and Mrs. E. R.
Moss as hosts. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames, Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Grafton, Mr. and
Mrs' Alvary Gay, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Knights, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Carroll, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Abbott,, Mr. and Mrs. Hor
ace Keizer, Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Shesler and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Woodcock.
Mrs. Edgar Ames of South War
ren was guest of Miss Mildred
Demmons Thursday.
Mr.s. Edith Chapman of this town
nnd Mrs. Herbert Standish of
Waldoboro have returned home
after a week’s visit at Mr. and Mrs.
Stacy Chapman, Milford, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Lampinen
are visiting their son and daughterin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wilho Lampi
nen at New York, for several days.
Mrs. Lawrence Carroll, Mrs. Roy
Kalloch, Mrs. Joseph Richards and

DR.E. R. MOSS
18 KNOX ST., THOMASTON

Will Be On Vacation

Oct. 18-28, inclusive.
83*lt

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

MYSTemr.''
DISPENSE
in *55

Mrs. Kenneth Reed were visitors in
Portland Tuesday.
Patricia, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Miller, Main street, cele
brated her eighth birthday Tuesday
afternoon by entertaining a group
of friends. Games were played and
prizes went to Patr.cia Miller and
Norma Clark. Others present were
Maureen Quinn, Mildred Young,
Joanne Edwards, Donna Carroll,
Gwendolyn Sawyer, Ruth Barlow,
Skippy Bracy, all of this town and
Henry P. Hussey cf Winslow's Mills.
Miss Eliza Wh.tney assisted in serv
ing. Patty received many nice
gifts.
Mrs. James Diplock of Camden,
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Carroll, Kossuth street,
for three weeks, has returned
home.
Mrs. Maurice Rancourt and
ch ldren Michael and Judith, of
Waterville, are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jack, Hyler
street.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss and
sens Roy and Edward will go Fri
day to Everett and Brookline,
Mass., where they will be on vaca
tion for 10 days.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Quinn and
family have moved from the Har
riett O Brien house, on Hyler street,
to the Florence Gardiner house,
■Gleason street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Danforth,
who have been passing several
weeks with Mrs. Danforth’s mother,
Mrs. George Hanley, have returned
to Rio de Janeiro .
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lineken
and two children of Three Rivers.
Quebec, were week-end guests of
Mr. Linekin’s mother and sisters
here.
Mayflower Temple. P S., will hold
its annual inspection Friday night
with 6 o'clock supper. The inspect
ing officer will be Mrs. Dora Brewer
of Boothbay Harbor, District Dep
uty Grand Chief.
Mrs. Rena Wotton has returned
home after visiting relatives and
friends in Friendship for a few
days.
A joint shower was given by the
We Two Club girls Wednesday
night at the home cf Mrs. Hubert
Leach, honoring Mrs. Walter Abbott
and Mrs. Forest Stone, Pink and
blue color scheme was used for
table decorations, with a dells

cradle as the centerpiece. Mrs.
Horace Keizer, Mrs. Lawrence Carroll, and Mrs. Forrest Grafton, were
the committee. Others invited
were, Mrs. Alvary Gay, Mrs. Law
rence Shesler. Mrs. Walter Henry.
Mrs. Norman Kalloch, Mrs. Warren
Knights, Mrs. Richard Woodcock,
Mrs. E. R. Moss, Mrs. Kenneth
Reed. Mrs. Irving Bracy, Mrs. Hu
bert Leach, Mrs. Edgar Ames, Mrs.
Eugene Fales and Miss Olive Leach.
Miss Jennie Moody has returned
home, after visiting Miss Marjorie
Hupper at Martinsville for two
weeks.
i
Mrs. Gecrge Hanley has closed
her home on Beechwoods street,
and is at Knox Hotel for the.
Winter.
The Half Hour Reading Club is
holding its annual meeting Oct. 29.
The guest speaker will be Miss
Elizabeth Ogilv.e of Gay’s Island,
author of “High Tide At Noon'’ and
‘ Storm Tide.”
Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Blanche
Lermond, Mrs. Lilia Ames, Miss
Helen Studley and Mrs. Marion
Grafton who is Grand Electa, at
tended Grand Officers Night of
Rose of Sharon Chapter, Augusta
Saturday night.
Grand officers
of the State of Maine did the initia
tory work.
Dav.d Saastamoinen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Reino Saastamoinen,
celebrated his second birthday
Thursday by entertaining friends
and their mothers, at his home in
Cushing. Those invited were Vir
ginia Pipicello of Owl’s Head, Paul
ette Lash, Arthur and Frederick
McFarland1 of Friendship, Doris
Jean Draper, Charles Dennison
Maxey of South Warren. Malcolm
Crute. Sandra Richards, Muriel
Abbott, Jackie Wood, Sandra Com
ery, Maureen Morse, Mrs. Everett
Condon, all of Thomaston, Mrs.
Kendall Orff of Cushing.
Frankl n Comery cf West Springfield, Mass., spent the week-end with
his family and mother, Mrs. Lillian
Comery on Dwight street. He was
accompanied home Sunday night by
his wife, Mrs. Corner^ and two
Children who have been • visiting
here for several weeks.
Here Is a Good Buy. Grade Al
Green Mountain Potatoes, for
Winter storage. Will deliver for
cnly $1.69 per bushel. Call or write
Hillcrest, Warren. Tel. 35-41.
82-83

TUES., WED., THURS.
Double Feature Program Hits
PRESTON FOSTER

ALAN CURTIS
ANN RUTHERFORD
in

mi, McBUlM OICM ERDMAN JOHK

,i,icin'.i

JOSEPH SANTLEY

‘."-.tl-

--------------—--------

“MARCH OF TIME”

“INSIDE

Latest News

JOB”

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

On tlie Same Program

PAT O’BRIEN • CLAIRE TREVOR

“GI WAR

..... f

BRIDES”
with

nr

COllINS-WALLACE FORD • Of AN HAREMS

WASHINGTON

n, v,
He°S:«.1 and

“TIME OF THEIR LIVES”

with
WILD BILL ELLIOTT
News
Cartoons
Serial

d

T ” ^re
„
J
guests Sunday at the

Crooker s. Mrs. Harriet Jones, Mrs.
Nellie ^Crooker "and ^daughter ^attended the Installation of officers
Wednesday in Waldoboro. Frances
Crooker was installed conductor.
Miss Crooker is a Past Noble Grand
of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge.
Mrs. Neilie Crooker and daugh
ter Frances were in Damariscotta
Saturday on business.

ROCKLAND

PA K©

■ RdCKU

/V
.BONDS

AMDFN • • • PMONF H ■ <1

MATINEE 2, EVE. 7 and 9
SUNDAY AT 3.00

TUES., WED., OCT. 15, 16

Cfffjresr FRONTIER SAGA
SINCE CIMARRON'!

MANHATTAN
RANDOLPH SCOTT

SPECIAL

e

ANN RICHARDS •
-REOREE 6atti’HATES
THURS., FRI., OCT. 17, 18
A smash as a stage play . . . now
a gripping drama on the screen.

FREE

“The Searching
Wind”

ENGRAVING

Starring
ROBERT YOUNG
SYLVIA SIDNEY’

In 23 Karat Gold

ceives his discharge from the army Mountains.

On All

father, Q T K(?ene
ardson of Reading, Mass., spent
father, O.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jackson the week-end in the White Mounwere in Yarmouth to spend the, tains.
week-end with Mrs. Jackson’s sis- j Joseph Sawyer spent the week.'
ter and family.
( end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The fiftieth annual Harvest Percival Sawyer,
Joe is third
Home and supper will be held at, engineer on the “Yankee States,”
Community Hall Thursday, Oct. 31 the training ship of the U.S. MariMr. and Mrs. Vilo Hill of Hears- ’ time Academy at Castine, now stamont, visited her parents, Mr. and tioned in Bath. The ship is being
Mrs. Crosby Johnson Sunday.
prepared for a trip to South
America.
Miss Nathalie Smith is in New
READ THE ADS York City attending the Southwest
Pacific Wac Veterans’ Convention
which is being held at Hotel New
Yorker.
The Grange Card party on Sat

THE TIMES /•
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Chapter, DA
was held at thi
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Procter, Rut
Bicknell and I
hostesses, -T lit
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Army nur •
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Mrs. Fred ’
ren is guest o;
the home of
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Mrs. Georgi
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abroad. Hust<
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”1 LOST 32 LBS.!

SAVMG'SBONDS

WEAR SIZE 14 AGAIN”

GILBERT C. LAITE

FUNERAL HOME

In clinical tests conducted bv

9 Mountain St.,

Tel. 8225

Dorothy S. Laite
Robert E. Laite

59-tf
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• 61 aokbi

medical doctors more than 100
persons lost 14 to 15pounds
average in a tew week a w ith
the A\DS Vitamin Candy
Reducing Plan.

Camden

Gilbert C. Laite

X

Once 156 lbs., Miss Reynolilslnst
weight weekly wilh AY DS Vita
min Candy Reducing Plan. Now
she has a model's figure. Your ex
perience may or may not be the
same but tiy this easier reducing
plan. Very First Hox Must i>how
Results or money back.

After

Us.ng

No exercise. No laxatives. No
drugs. Kat plenty. You don't cut
out meals, potatoe’, etc., vou just
cut them down. Simple when you
enjoy delicious AY DS Vitamin Candy before
meals. Onlv $2.25 for 30 days’ supply.
CARROLL CUT KATE
101 Main Street, Rorkland
lending Urns Counters K\vrvw here

/

Every

PRE-SEASON

and here’s
to make t;
showroom

you've eve

ANTI-FREEZE

lush blue
many moi
preted ir
choose you

urday night produced the following

prize winners: first, Mr. Roberts;

A PROFESSION*!

Tuesday

UNION

Mrs APce Rcbbins of Portland
visited Friday Mrs. Tina Nelson.
Woman’s Community Club v sits
tenight Fiicnds- n-Council, Cam
den.
Mrs. Merten Fayson and son
Marshall went Friday to Westbrook
to visit Mrs. Evelyn Bryer. Mer
ten Payson motored there Sunday.
ginning with a picnic supper at 6
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Rich spent
o’clock.
the
week-end in Fortland.
The Ladies of the Congregation
William
Clark was a supper
al Circle are making plans for
their annual rummage sale to be guest of Supt. Frederic Mosseler
held the last of this month. The and wife Thursday night.
Nina Fuller and Agnes Creigh
regular meeting of the Circle will
.
take place this Wednesday in the ton were in Avgusta Sunday.
Parish House.
Mr. ana Mrs. William GleasoW
Frank Thomas has sold his house were callers Sunday on Mrs Char
on Bay View street to Mr. and lotte Hawes in Camden Commun
Mrs. Lewis Cucinotta.
ity Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. George Boynton Charles Hill of Randolph Mass.,
are spending their vacation at r°Cfn lv vis td Mr. and Mrs. D.
their camp at Lake Megunticook. Linwood Carroll.
David Carroll, 4-H club leader,
Mrs. Martha J. Day
entertained
the club at his home,
Mrs. Martha Joan Day. age 54
years, widow of Louis S. Day, died Thursday.
Ralph Calderwood or
i
Monday at the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Virginia Robinson on 65 was a caller at Nelson CalderChestnut street,
| wood's Sunday.
Mrs. Day was born in Stockholm, ■ Monmouth Canning Co. began
This is
Sweden, the daughter of John and canhi'ng squash Monday.
an
added
product
this
year
A new
Johanna Skoffman Lind. Besides
her daughter she is survived by building and machinery have been
one sister, Mrs. Hilda Johnson of i erected durin? the Summer
Boston, and one brother, Albert 1 Philip Morine’s biplanp, oueh
Lind,of Brookline, Mass- also three cockpit, crashed Sunday afternoon
in the woods back of the fair
grandchildren.
grounds.
Mr Morine was piloting
Funeral services were held from
the Gilbert C. La te Funeral Home,1 and alone Some part failed tA
Wednesday afternoon. Rev. Hor function. Mr. Morine was unin
ace I. Holt officiated and inter jured although he was pulled from
ment was at the family lot in wreck”ve. The plane was a com
plete loss.
Mountain View Cemetery.
Mrs. Dorcas Thurstcn Ruth Mc
Here Is a Good Buy. Grade Al Kinley, Geraldine Hannon, Gra e
Green Mountain Potatoes, for Caldrewood, Joan Knight, attended
Winter storage. W.11 deliver for a horse show in Gardiner Sunday
only $1.69 per bushel. Call or write Walter Caldeiwood conveyed two
horses to Gardiner Sunday tor
Hillcrest, Warren. Tel. 35-41.
Joan
Hall who entered in the
82-83
races. Miss Hall won several second
and third prizes.
tttet&fK,
Mr.s. Olive Bur’ess, Mrs Jennie
Hannon, Miss Wilma Hannon and
——
Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver were
in Orono Sunday Visiting Miss Eva
Burgess who is a freshman at
U. of M.

in the near future.

^^^
“chanter OUS, Mass- arrived Sunday to spend her and Mrs. Orman Goodwin, Mrs.
Harbor ^hten^
Jocelyn Christie and Harold Rich

will hold ^annual ^P^.on^
night with District Deputy Grand,
Matron Katherine Veazie o. Rockland as inspectiong officer.
Baptist Rally Day Concert
The evening service at the Rock
port Baotist Church was in the
form of a Rally Day Children s Con
cert toby members of the Church
School.
The platform was artistically
decorated w.th. Autumn leaves,
marigolds and red berries. The
program was announced by Rev. C.
Vaughn Overman pastor of the
church and was as follows:
Hymn sing; invocation; anthem,
Young People’s Choir, “Com.ng,
Coming, Yes They Are;’” Scripture
Reading, Ronald Young; vocal solo,
"Beautiful Garden Of Prayer,” Pa
tricia Upham; Prayer for Rally
Day, Arlene Heath; Welcome, Judith
Rhodes; greeting, Barbara Rhodes;
My Part, Ncrma Heath; It's Rally
Day, Cynthia McCctob. Joseph
Thieriault, Lyle Payson, Edna Dow,
Earl Payson;
Why I Like Rally Day, Helen
Pierce; Boys’ Chorus, “When the
Roll is Called Next Sunday;” Have
You? (Beverly Clough; Need Of
All, Alice Rolfe; The Offering.
Shirlene Heath; offering taken bj'
Ruth Rolfe and Mary Ellen McKin
ney; drum solo, Harold Page; The
Bugle, Dennis Dow; The Right
Stand, Patricia Upham; piano duet,
Judith Rhodes and Mrs. Wheeler;
Using What We Have For Gcd, Patriica Wentworth, Lorraine Dow,
Clair McCobb. Winola Gerrish;
A Little Child’s Prayer, Clair Mc
Cobb; anthem, Young People’s
Choir, “Royal Banner;” Loyalty.
The Farley Boys; If. Arlene Gray;
Why We Rally, Arlene Gray, Pa
tricia Upham, Shirlene Heath,
Judith Rhodes, Dorothy Ogier; The
Harvest Field, Mary Demmons; vo
cal solo, Richard Cash; To His
Service True, Mary Lovejoy; Never
Too Young or Too Old, Teddy Love
joy; In His Service, Lorraine Dow
My Master Was a Worker. Marga
ret Marshall and Mildred Robin
son; Invitation, Patrie a Upham,
Patricia Wentworth; A. Parting
Word, Dorothy Ogier; Hymn;
Benediction.
Mrs. Clara Lane was organist and

second, a tie, Ed Trainor of Lin
colnville and Mrs. Edith Weed:
consolation, Fred Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Blacking
ton are the parents of a son, Ken
niston Fred, born at the Camden
Community Hospital, Oct. 8.
The Ladies of he G.AJt. will ho'd
their regular meeting at the
Grange hall on Friday night, be

the White

Moor, Cooper s Mills, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss den.
Hussey in Waldoboro.
Austin Winchenbaugh, Waldoboro, Mattie Russell are visiting friends
Mrs. Shirley Mercer of Palmer,
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Tounge, Mr
and Fred Sukeforth, Providence’ in Yarmouth today

CHEYENNE”

Mat., 2.00: Evenings, 6.25, 8.30

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carroll are on
MrcmS
Mnri<ic ^
Wolft hhas
reopened1 "«*■.been
at and
Seattle,
7ouT.nd
»■’ an stationed
P- <s ho™
re-

Mrs. Alice Burkett spent last
son, daughter Florice Fenwick and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam
Mrs. Angie Fish is visiting her week-end with her son-in-law and
two children. Mr. and Mrs. Harvev spe111 Sunday in Sanford.
daugher, Mrs. Eula Quinn in Cam daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Robert

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

“CONQUESTof

CAMDEN

a motor trip through

JAMES ELLISON, ANNA LEE

Last Times Today
ABBOTT and COSTELLO
in

Thomaston Lions

The Congregational Ladies’ Cir
cle had its annual business meet
Quick - Witted
Substitute With Many Visitors There ing and election of officers for the
ensuing year on Wednesday, Oct.
Smashes Champagne Bottle
Were 54 Present at
9. Those elected are: President,
Mrs. Percival Sawyer; vice presi
Second Meeting
At Thomaston
i
dent, Mrs. Harry Richards; secre
The Morse Boatbuilding ComThe second meeting of the tary, Mrs. Louis Cucinotta and
pany of Thomaston launched the Thomaston Lions Club was held at treasurer, Mrs. Blanche Kimball
The meeting next Wednesday will
dragger Ethelena at 11.30 a. m„ Masonic Hall. Oct. 8. An excellent also be held in the Parish House.
Saturday for Capt. Otis Thompson turkey dinner was served by memThe Ladies Circle of the Chest
of South Portland. Sponsor of the bers of the Eastern Star.
nut street Baptist Church will be
85-foot craft was Mrs. Ethelena
Following dinner the Camden held in the Parish Rooms of that
Thompson, wife of the owner for delegation enlivened the meeting church on Wednesday, Oct. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton and
whom the boat was named. ,
| with some peppy singing and
Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Miller of
Dimensions of the dragger give amusinig
entertainment. There Rockland
were in Portland last
her a length of 85 feet; a beam of seems to be no dearth of talent week-end.
19 feet and a draft of 9 feet 6 among this group.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Strong re
Lt. Commander. Frank Perry turned home Monday after a long
Inches. She is built with a sawed
in the White
white oak frame, oak planking, gave an interesting talk on the week-epd spent
strategy of the fleet air-arm in the Mountains
and attending
the
Southern fir decking and deck Pacific theatre of war.
Gray-Fossa
wedding
in
Nashua,
houses of native white pine.
The last part of the program N. H.
She will
. be
, powered 'with an At. was devoted to a U. S. Signal
Mrs. Mary Heal of Lincolnville Is
las diesel of ~v>0 horsepower which corps movie which showed the
is expected to drive her at better, preparation for and invasion of visiting her daughter, Mrs. Percival
'
than 10 knots.
Cape Gloucester. This presentation Sawyer and family.
The fathometer was furnished ! was through the courtesy of SuLt. Alfred W. Knowlton USAAC,
by Submarine Signal
pervisor Arthur Rogers of the who has been visiting his father,
winches and fishing gear by Hath Maine Fish and Game Department. Raymond Knowlton, for the past
away. She will carry a radio tele
There were 54 Lions in attend- three weeks, has returned to New
phone of the latest type.
dance including visiting members Mexico.
Capt. Thompson will go as mas Irom Belfast, Camden, Rockland,1 Donald Robbins of Orland, who
ter and will carry a crew of sevetr Brunswick and Bath.
has spent most of the past four
men to engage in redfishing and
Future meetings of the Thomas-i years in the Hawaiian Islands, is
ground fishing. Her fish hold will ton Club will be held on the sec- Buest of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sawhave capacity of 115,000 pounds.
ond and fourth Thursdays of each,yer^and family.
The Ethelena makes a fleet of month at the Masonic Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Elmore are
two in the Thompson family as he
___________________ on a motor trip.
has been operating the Elinor and!
Mrs. Harold Ames returned on
Jean out of Portland for some
*as arran°€d b>’
Monday from a visit with her sis
time, and which his son, Capt. Helen Overman,
ter in Calais.
Lewis Thompson, will take out! Several participants were absent
Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw of the
when the new dragger is ready.
j
e'er>’one enjoyed the children Rockland Airport was guest speak
Yard superinendent Doug Vinal and y?un?. pe°Ple ln their efforts er at the Rotary Club meeting at
saved the day on the christening ILo make the Program such a suc- Wadsworth Inn last Tuesday and
when he grabbed the champagne cess.
well entertained his listeners with
The young people’s choir of the an
bottle afer the sponsor had failed to
account of his experiences while
break it, and smashed it against Church will hold a social get-to flying freight over the Andes
the bow as she slid down the gether on Tuesday night in the Mountains and the knowledge of
church vestry at 7.30.
ways.
that region and its people which
he acquired. He also gave an out
APPLETON
line of the past, present and future
ROCKPORT
plans of the Rockland port. Out
and
Mrs.
Russell
Eelcher
Mrs. Eleanor
Kimball of Reading,
Ma,.
S?
of Camp Benjamin
present were
Mass., spent tne wees ena
Harrison, Indianapolis, Ind., are in Maurice Lovejoy, Ben Nichols, Ted
lown
' Vernon Bridges was ’ recent town visiting Mr. Belcher’s par- Blrd and Edwin Jones of Rockland
Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Belcher. and Arthur Stevens of Augusta. In
guest of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
The meeting this week of the Mrs. Florice Fenwick, Sgt. John- j the absence of Rotary President,
Bantut Tidies Circle has been son c- Fenwick and Mrs. Grace Rev- Melvin Etorr, Jr., Burt Stevenehaneed to Thursday and will be Johns°n accompanied Miss Jeanine son- Jr - Presided.
Comment was
hridl withm£s'christ^Wliitney in- Fenw^ck to Waterville where she ™de on the very interesting Fire
stead of at^he church vestry
i entered Colb>’ College, Saturday.
j Camden Fire Department and now
Mrs Vernon Bridges of Milton ’ e1wi£ Mank is confined to his on display at the Chamber of Cornmerce Cabin, Elm street.
Mass, was guest Tuesday of Mrs. ho“e by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. French and
Sgt.
Johnson
C.
Fenwick
who
Blanche Ellsworth.
,.
.
.
j
x ~

week-end were Mrs. Grace John- will make an indefinite stay.

Directed by IRVING RdS • Written by John Peiton,
Ben Bergal end Ray Spencer

TEL. 892

,

Ethelena Launched

* ■«
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SALE

FIREPLACE

J19

gal.

*

Leather Wallets,

THOMASTON DANCE
Heathen, Wallets.

Pens and
Pencils

Genuine leather
Wallets in a big1
variety of smart
styles. From . . .

s250

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

, WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
WAYNE DRINKWATER and His 12-Piece Band

Featuring George Huntley, Vocalist
Dancing 9 to 12—Admission 70c
AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION

Five ways to buy—Cash, Charge, Budget, Layaside.
Credit with NO Carrying Charges.

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.
ROCKLAND'S ORIGINAL CREDIT JEWELRY STORE.
GCARANTEED WATCH REPAIRING

376 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1202

Get yours now
Ask
the person
and save money. They will be higher in the Spring,
who has one.

the Stone, Staple and Chain, any size. Will deliver.
Are you building a house or wall? We have the best and cheapest
granite for this purpose (ask for quotations!. Have you seen our
granite walks, flagging, etc.? Free estimates, no obligations whatever.

BOAT OWNERS
We have several models of GRAY MARINE MOTORS
in stock for immediate delivery.

A. L ANDERSON
TEL. 464 and 693

We have a few of these beautiful fireplaces left,

Moorings—This is the time to get that Mooring Stone. We have

83-tf

Join Our Christmas Layaside Club
We will Layaside your Christmas Gift with a
small deposit.

Regularly $1.40—In Your Container

CAMDEN. ME.
81-86

John Meehan & Son
Alfred C. Hocking, Supt
QUARRY, CLARK ISLAND
TEL. ROCKLAND 21-13, TENANT’S HARBOR 56-13

Fast! Safe!
RADIATOR
STOP-LEAK

MMSSl

RADIATOR

RUST

INHIBITOR

IO Oz*.

Pint

All *- Weather
X

stops leaks iu
a Jiffy. Won’t
c 1 o 9 radiator
core; harmless
to hose, metal.

C<-«oo,.‘ha»)
TfHfS

4

All - Weather
keeps cooling
systems rustfree. A filling
a season doc:
the trick.

h,.--

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN STREET. TEL. 677
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
s V’.

.■ -r'/

'-
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Social Matters

Oliver were
ng Miss Eva
reshman at

Special Low Prices on Cosmetics

KATHARINE’S

BEAUTY SHOP

A

63 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1120

73-T-tf

WARMTH, COMFORT, STYLE
In these, your

f /

i
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Comrades Of The Way

Hold Annual Encomp- Plans To Entertain the Pil
ment in Rockland Week
grim Fellowship Of Three
of June 7
Counties

This And That

The first meeting of the Methe
besec Club will be held Friday, at
12.30, at the home of Mrs. H. P.
The first meeting of Lady Knox
Guests at the home of Mr. and Blodgett. The topic for the day s:
Mrs. Grace Darling of Gray,
Chapter, D A.R, for the season, Mrs. George Stewart during the
“
The
Land
and
the
People."
Mrs.
was
at Hotel Rockland Sunday to
was held at the home of Mrs. Clara convention of the W.C.T.U., were
Thurston. M md,,y with Winifred Mrs. Anna K Bi-bee of Portland Ali.e Jameson and Mrs. Reita formulate plans for the G. A. R.
Procter, Ruth Levenseler, Edith and Miss Effie Flye of Freedom. I Holden, assisted by Mrs. Blodgett encampment to be held in this city
Bicknell and lucy Cartex assisting
Donald H. Fuller and wife have during the week of June 9. The
hostesses. The gues’ sneaker was
Mrs. Knott Rankin, who has ! closed
their Broadway home and members who responded to the call
Capt. Mae Emery, R. N„ retired, been receiving medical treatment
left
today
for Coral Gables, start- through the columns of this paper.
who t Id of her exper ences as an at Knox Hospital, has returned
i
ing
earlier
this year, for healths represented all branches of the
Army nurse in both World War I home much improved.
I
WeH 35 the pleaSU"S Cf G A R allied orders.
and II The October meeting will
be held at thp home of Mrs. Maude
Earle McAuliffe, Jr., celebrated
_____
j Mrs. Eliza Plummer w’as chosen
Blodgett, Talbot avenue.
his first birthday Saturday at his
Perley
N.
Bartlett
cf
22
Philbrick
as general chairman and appo nted
home on Fulton street. Dianne
Mr.s. Fred Dyer of South War McAuliffe, his cousin, gave the ' avenue, Rockland, announces the hcr committee from those who were
ren is guest of Mrs. E. V. Shea at party in his honor. Earle had sev engagement o’ his daughter Arlene 'n attendance—Mrs. Millie Thomas,
the home of Mrs. C. E. Grotton, eral lltMe friends to help make the Muriel ,to Walter B. Wakeman, son treasurer; Mrs. Velma Marsh, secCamden street.
occasion a happy one.
His little of Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Wakeman ’yetary; Mrs. Stella McRae, print^rs- Margaret Rackliff, banfriends were James and Marion of 31 Center street, Laconia. N. H.
Mrs. George A. Wooster was hos Smith, children of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Bartlett graduated from duet; Mrs. Prisci.la Smith, entertess to ner contract Ciub last Fri Stanley
Smith, Charlene Mc Rockland High Schcol in 1943 Mr Uainment; Mrs. Lina Carroll, housday.
Auliffe, cousin of Earle, Jr., Mil ’ Wakeman is a graduate of Laccnia tag committee; and Rev. Herman R.
dred, Barbara and Gene Staples, High School, Laconia. N. H„ class Winchenbaugh, master cf cereNow is the time to get the best and their mothers attended. Earle of 1944. Both are attending Gordon monies.
Mrs. Plummer authorized the va
selection of Christmas cords. Don’t was presented with several n ee College at Boston.
rious chairmen to appoint assist
forget to ma i them early to boys gifts Ice cream, candy and birth
ants from each allied order as the
abroad. Huston-Tuttle.
82-84 day cake were served.
Mrs. Ernest E. Johnson and sen necessity demands.
Guy Eugene of _Newi York
arrived
Mrs. uaiuug
Dari.ng gi
graciously
offered
TbnrcJov
.
,
I
ivirs.
aviuusiy
oueic
'er
Johnson’s mother a\1S 1
lth
Mr
her
valuable
assistance
wheneve
uonnsons mother, Mrs. Marguerite required, as she knows that all
Prepare for compliments . . . they'll
Johnson.
They
joined -at i are desirous of making this convenhe yours when you have a new Rilling
„
u.. will be -------tf
“Vapor’’ Koolerwave! For appointment,
_ J°^nson. com- I tjon a suc PcS ancj a fitting memoing on from Bostcn.
phone 1120.
rial to the Civil War Veterans.

Sunday for
tered in tlie
■several second
Mrs. Jennie
Hannon and

George T. Stewart has returned !
from Portland where he has been i
visiting his brother, Fred, who is'
cr.tically ill at his home on Park
Will
street.

Patriotic Orders

a • Mn -

a
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lin Candy before
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Every woman's dream—to own a fur coat! . . .
and here's an excellent opportunity for every woman
to make that dream a reality. For right now in our
showrooms is the most beauteous selection of furs
you’ve ever set eyes ujjon. Black and grey Persian,
lush blue-brown beaver, mink-dyed muskrat and
many more of your favorite furs handsomely inter
preted in fashion's latest dictates. Come now and
shoose yours.

Rubinstein Club

Had Many Callers

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tripp Holds the Season’s Opening
Meeting With Mrs. Faith
Observe Their Golden
G. Berry
Wedding

Comrades of the Way met Sun
Mr. and Mrs. w. S. Tripp of
day at the Congregational Church.
Maverick street observed their
Plans were discussed for Oct. 23,
, golden wedding anniversary Sunwhen the group will be host to the
| day with open house for their
Lincoln. Knox and Waldo counties
many relatives and friends.
s» ».
P lgrim Fellowship. They will meet
Married in St. George, Oct 14.
in the church at 4.39 p m., bring
1896. they have made their home
Who said America is the land of in Rockland, Bath, Connecticut and
box lunches and have an evening
milk and money? It certainly takes New York.
service at 7.39 with a speaker.
Two team captains for a mem money to get the milk.
The eoup’e have three children,
• • * ♦
bership drive were appointed, and.
sides were chosen. Members ofj, C. Bedell Mouro, president of Frederick A. Tripp of Rockland.
the first team are Howard Crozier, The Capital Airlines, has said Mrs. Sarah T Sparrow of Needham,
Betty Staples, Marilyn Spear, “Peace, as we understand it, can Mass., and I eslie Trion of Port
Leila Stiles. Jo Ann Champlin, only be attained through the mcst land, and seven grandchildren.
Relatives and neighbors visiting
Virginia Manning;
the second rigid safeguards, and through the
team; Charles Gifford, Betty Cro most thorough preparation against the couple: Gertrude Sabien, Louise
zier, Ruth Bowley. Dianne Camer those who shoot first and talk Tripp. Russell Bartlett, Merle H.
Bartlett, Evelyn Robbins, William
on. Arlene Edwards and Ruth afterwards.”
Robbins,
Bertha Daggett, Malcolm
Mahoney. Teams are to select a
• * • •
name and report next Sunday., It was Lincoln who once said— Daggett. Edwin Watts and Betty
Points will be given for attendance and it fits today’s needs—“Let us Bradford of Tenant’s Harbor. Bes
and new members. The winning strive on to finish the cork we are sie Kellar, Spruce Head, Helen
team will be given a party by the in, to bind up the Nation's wounds, Kellar and Ralph Spiller of Port
land, Arthur Ke’lir, St. George,
losers.
to care for him who shall have Flora Eaum, Hatti? Jackson and
It was decided to continue last borne the battle.”
Alice Baum of South Thomaston,
year's plan of having a supper
• • • •
Helen Perry, Deborah Barron,
meeting and a speaker the first]
Honey Rolls
Charles
Blackington.
Florence
Sunday of each month.
The 22 invitations sent out last One cup milk, % cup fat, 1-3 tup Blackington. Margaret Nutt, Myrtlj
week brought four responses.
It honey, 1 cake compressed yeast Nelson, Alfred MacFarland, Mar
was planned to continue sending softened in *4 cup lukewarm water, jorie MacFarland, R. R Thomp
1*2 teaspoons salt, 4 cups flour, 1 son of Friendship, Chauncey Lo
weekly notices.
,h?m^n
entertained
ISAAC BERLIAWSKY
well, Delia Lowell, Helen McIntosh,
Cider and doughnuts were served egg.
j tne members of the S.N.A. Society! T
r
1
n i
Eva M Iowell, Howard Lowell.
Scald
m
lk,
add
fat
and
honey,
as
refreshments.
and their guests at a taffy null at' ^saac Beri a'ys^Y> one
RockRobert M. Packard. Katie Murphy,
cool
to
lukewarm.
Add
yeast,
salt
his home in Glen Cove last Thurs-Iland s oest kno'™ Jewish residents, |
Mr, and Mrs. George Avery and
ELIZABETH EMERY HALL
and
2
cups
flour.
Add
beaten
egg
day night. Those present were died Thnrsda>’ after an illness of
Following a prolonged illness, and remainder of flour to form a Gertrude Gay of Rockland.
t Lois Clark, Catherine Young Nan- cnly three days' Heart ailment'
The couple received many gifts.
Elizabeth
E. Hall died Sept .1 in soft dough. Knead lightly till
cy Gregory. Dorothy Pettee Bettv developing suddenly, had caused
smooth.
Let
rise
twice,
then
form
Portland Oregon. She was born ta
Wellman, Arlene Cross Ruth Dor- .his removal to Knox Hospital,
BLACK-SUOMELA
man, Marilyn Cates’ Margaret I The deceased was born in Kiev, Rcckland. Sept. 3, 1873, daughter into rolls. Let rise till light. Bake
Mrs. Maurice Athearn, Old Coun
Dorman, Dea Perry, Aifreda Perrv Russia> 75 J'ears ago. He came to of Capt. J. Weston and Evie B. at 400 degrees about 20 minutes.
or cold.
ty road, announces the marriage of
Austin
Ulmer,
Alvin * Norton th s country at the turn of the Hall. She graduated from Rock Serve either hot
• * # •
her daughter, Miss Gertrude M.
George Cassens^ Stanley Leighton’ century. locating first in Waterville, land H gh School in 1893, continu
Congress
is
kept
cool by electric Suomela to Lewis L. Black cf Glen
Thornton Leach, Dean Deshon Lee
he remained three or four ing her education at Boston Uni
Wotton, Mr. and Mrs William >'ears- The remainder cf his life versity and did post-graduate w’ork equipment wnich includes six 1000 Cove. Tlie ceremony was performed
motors wh ch operate by Rev. Cecil Witham of Newcastle,
Dorman and the host, Mr. Luf- was sPPnt in Rockland, where for at Reed and Radcliffe colleges and horsepower
8000-ton
compressors.
Every three using the double r ng service.
from
tlie
latter
held
the
degree
of
kin.
’
■ many years he had been extendays they produce refrigeration
The only attendants were Mr. and
______
sively engaged in real estate, be- Master of Arts.
Her life work was eminently suc equivalent to 14.000 tons of ice—the Mrs. I.ester Black, brother and
Mrs. Roland W Philbrook 139 CGm ns the owner of numerous
cessful. For many years, she taught weight of the Washington monu sister-in-law of the groom.
Pleasant street City, is a patient Properties.
After a short honeymoon trip, the
He was a member of the Jewish English and Dramatic Art in the ment—of course this is for the
at Knox Hospital, where she un
warm
w
’eather season.
young
couple will <be at heme at 34
Chelsea
and
Melrose
High
Schools.
Synagogue,
and
was
possessed
of
a
derwent a major operation Mon
• • • •
Cedar street, Rockland.
Upon her retirement seven years
j genial personality.
day.
Mrs. Black is employed in the
The lighting equipment at New
.------F.fty years ago he was married. ago, she went to Portland, Ore., to
Mr. and Mrs. George Gould of the domestic partnership being make her home with her sister, Ycrk’s La Guard a Airport would Rockland Candy Company offlce
of city streets. and Mr. Bla"k at the Esso station
Porland are guests of Mrs. Maud broken by the death of h's wife, Mabel Hall Smith. Here she con illuminate 700 miles
• * • •
on Park street.
tinued
her
active
interest
in
the
Gould, South Main street.
Anna M. Berliawsky three years
Recent
tunnelling
operations
at
several
University
Women
’
s
Organ------ago.
Gibraltar have revealed a series cf
A neighborly act
Mrs. Ethel Horton of LincolnSurviving are three daughters, izat ons. She gave generously of cave
chambers.
Main
features
are
Marion
Griffin, Barbara 'Wads
her
time
to
the
work
of
the
Ameri

ville Center was honor guest at a Anita Berliawsky of Rockland, and
surprise shower party Thursday Mrs. Louise Nevelson and Mrs. canization Council and taught their tremendous size, a profusion worth, Esther Hart and Josephine
of calcite formations, and a lake Bean gave their 4-H canning exnight with Mrs. Virginia Kunesh Lillian Mildwoff of New York; a English to European refugees.
of 70.000 gallons of water. Work hib ts to Robert Gushee's family,
Miss
Ha'll
was
a
member
of
the
and Mrs. Marion Johnson as son, Nathan Berliawsky; and four
hostesses. Mrs. Horton received grandchildren, George Berl awsky, F rst Congregational Church in ers, one on raft and another on an which was burned out this Sum
many lovely gifts. Refreshments Myrcn Nevelson, and Stephen and Portland. Her pastor. Dr. Raymond outcropping of stalagmite in the mer. These girls belong to the
B. Walker officiated at the funeral lake, examine the cathedral-like 4-H Boosters of Appleton.
w’ere served. Those present were Inez Mildwoff.
services
and paid her a beautiful “salt" formations.
Mrs. Horton, Mrs. Helen Harvey, ( Funeral services were held Fri♦ * • •
Mrs. Lewis Gordon, son Lewis and
and Mrs. Vittrici Haskell of Ash day forenoon. Interment was in tribute, saying in part:
Ah!
wcrld,
so
busy
making
death
daughter
Kathleen who have been
“
Miss
Hall
has
been
an
inspira

Point, Mrs. Eleanor Glover of Jef- ’ the Berliaw-ky private cemetery.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chester Har
tion to the mult tude of those We’ve little time for playing.
ferson, Mrs. Dorothy Lvforri of Vi- ,
-----------------nalhaven, Mrs. Virginia Thomas,' Dr. H. V. Tweedie and Mrs. who through the years, have been In frantic rush we lose our breath. rington left Wednesday lor their
home in Sioux City, Iowa.
Mrs. Ann Miller, Miss Virg'nia Tweedie who have been vis ting in privileged to know her. The rich- T'were better if we were praving.
—K. S. F.
Haskell, Mrs. Ruth Mitchell. Mrs. Millerton. Newcastle and Bathurst, 1 ness cf her character, the dignity
• • ♦ *
The Rcckland Society of the Hard
Barbara Crudell. Mrs. Vera John- n. B . have returned to their home of her spirit, the charm of her
(bitkens
Relics
of Hearing meets Thursday at 2.30
son, Mrs. Kunesh and Mrs. John- on North Main street. Dr. Tweedie personality, drew pc pole to her.
The copy cf Boswells “Life of p. m., at the First Baptist Church.
son. Mr.s. Stella Ellingwood, Mrs. reports that the weather there in She was a woman of keen men
Louise Kinney, Mrs. Ruth Barrows, August was very dry, but notwith- tality and profound ins ghts. She Samuel Johnson” sent by the au
Mrs. Dedia Lowell and Mrs. Helen standing the dry weather they had was interested in life and eager al thor to Rev. Doctor Joseph GoodStaekpole were unable to attend, i a oood crop of potatoes with no ways to serve. Back of that serv all, headmaster of Eton, 'was re
1 signs cf rott ng. Meat and other ice was a religious philosophy and cently sold in London to an Ameri
groceries were plentiful and much a spiritual sens tivitv that gave can for £220. A Dickens letter fell
to the same buyer for £39. and an
cheaper than in Maine. Butter radiance to all that she did.’’
Besides her sister Miss Hall other Dickens letter, in which the
Subscribe To j
selling at 50c a pound and chickens
leaves a niece, Mrs. David Mitch author protested against capital
all dressed at 35c a pound.
IWOMAN’S HOME
ell, and a nephew, J. Weston Hall, Dunishment and pubke executions,
366 MAIN STREET,
brought £54.
Jr., both of Denton, Texas.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Waldo
Adams
cf
COMPANION
• • • *
1765 Plymouth street, Dubuque,
There are all of 500 basic mate
Baraca Class met at the home of
Iowa,
annonce the marriage of
At Bargain Rates]
rials
used in the manufacture of
j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Winchen

their daughter, Nancy, to Robert
Now 3 yrs. $3.00 1
bach, Mrs. Mildred Achorn presid- inks, including oils, resins, color
C.
Barnes
of
Boston,
which
took
Price
place at the Emanuel Episcopal I ing. There were 26 present. Mrs. pigments white pigments dyes and
Sat. 3 yrs. $6.00
Chur-'h in Boston. The couple will Nathalie Ferrera gave a very in- various acids as well as other
1
Until
reside in Providence, where Mr. i teresting book rev ew on “In His chemicals.
State News 1
* ♦ « *
Fri. Only
Barnes is attending Brown Uni Steps” by Charles Sheldon. Mrs.
Hark,
Hark.
My Soul
Co.
1
versity. The bride is a granddaugh- Ivy Chatto read an appropraite
original
poem,
and
presented
Mrs
Hark,
hark
my
soul!
Angelic songs
l ter of William T. and the late Anna
! Ferrera with a gift from the class,
are swelling
White of Rockland.
j The guests were given an invitation O’er earth s green fields and ocean’s
i to go through the beautiful home of
wave-beat shore;
the W nchenbachs. and this was How sweet the truth these blessed i
much enjoyed. Refreshments were
stra ns are telling
i served by Mrs. Blanche Witham Of that new life when sin shall be
I and Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
no mere.
Angels o’ Jesus. Angels of Light.
Singing to welcome the pilgrims of
DRESSMAKING
the night.
AND ALTERATION’S
* * * *
All Types of Sewing
Few great and lasting things are
Called for or Delivered if necessary.
created in a hurry—like the ripen
DOROTHEA GIPSON
41 OCEAN’ ST„ ROC KLAND. ME. ing of fruit, vegetables and felds
of grain. Time must be taken to
TEL. 1198-R
89*87
bring the worthwhile to perfection.

The opening meeting of the Ru
binstein Club Friday night at Mrs.
Faith G. Berry’s was well attended
and several new members were wel
comed into the club.
The president, Mrs. Mary Gar
rett, spoke with feeling for pro
gress, and hoped for much chorus
work this year, and a deeper musi
cal urge in the hearts of members.
This program was greatly enjoyed
by the Club.
Piano number by Diane McAuliffe
Pupil of Mrs Nettle Averill
Report of Maine Federation of Music
Clubs, held at Portland. June 4. 5 6.
Mabel Spring
Piano Solo- To a Water Lily.
Carolyn

Chisholm

PupU of Mrs. Faith Berry
Plano Solo— \
Hungarian Rhapsody. No 8.
Mrs. Edna Rollins of Camden
Reading The Harp Weaver.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
Report of Convert Ion toy Delegate,
Mrs. Beulah Ames
Piano SolosThe Two Larks,
Dark Eyes
Charlotte Cooke

This ciub holds with Mrs. Dora
Bird at the next meeting, Oct. 25.
Program Chairman, Mrs. Nettie
Frost.
—Kathleen S. Fuller, Publicity
Cha rman.

Mrs. Lucy Holbrook cf 137 Union
street, an invalid fcr 18 years, and
confined to her bed four years,, was
made happy on her 89th birthday.
She rece ved many gifts and cards,
taking the form of a shower .for
which she expresses her gratitude
to all who made it the happy occa
sion.
Albert C. Crowley is a surgical pa
tient at Kncx Hospital.

Miss Harr et Parmalee is a medi
cal patient at Knox Hospital.

Floyd Richardson, on vacation
from the J. A. Richardson Store,
was the guest for several days of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy 'Lord in Portland.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ardie Johnsen, were Mrs. Johnson’s
sister, Mrs. Guy S. Lord, her niece
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John
Davis, and son David, all of Port
land. Other guests af the John
sons during the past week were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Fowler of South
Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. Charle’
Smith of Vinalhaven.
The delightful party given by
and Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan of
Broadway honoring Miss Marie
Berry and her fiance, Donald W.
Estes, whose wedding is scheduled
lor November, was a charming af
fair, and many were bidden to this
social function.

Mr.

Charles Albert Pease and sister
Mrs. L. E. Chapman of Eoston, are
in Rockport on a visit of 10 days.

VESPER A. LEACH

1

SPECIALTY STORE

[2

ROCKLAND

' CHILDREN'S ROBES

PRE HOLIDAY SPECIAL

Sw

■7/

WARM RAYON FLEECE ROBES

FLOWERS ARE
APPROPRIATE!

’Anniversaries

-Wedding

THIS AD WORTH 25% TO YOU
intainer

-

Sizes 2, 4, G
PINK and BLUE

All eventful occasions are
made all the more memora
ble by the presence of
flowers. Whether presented
as gifts to those whom you
desire to remember t»r used
for decorative purposes in
your cwn home they are
invariably pleasing. Our
large assortment offers you
a wide choice.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

PRICES ON PERMANENTS $7.50 UP

Walter G. Morse, Prop.

RADIATOR
RUST
INHIBITOR

“Feminine hair was worn shorter this last sum
mer,’’ states Al. “However, a woman’s hair need
not be cut short if the coiffure effect is one of short
ness. The length recommended by the American
Hair Design Institute is a medium-short length of
five to six inches. This length is ideal for most
women, since it can easily be adapted to any style
most becoming to the individual. And that's what
counts.”

39c I
Pint
11 - Weather
aeps cooling
y st ams rustoo. A filling
season doc:
ie trick.

a

You must bring this ad to get discount,
good until November 9.

.

“Green’s of Course!”

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
furriers

16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Offer

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
284-286 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826

“If Your Hair-Do Is Not Becoming To You, You
Better Be Coming To Us.”
33-T-tf

371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 318-W

MADELYN’S SCHOOL OF DANCING
IN THE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND. MAINE
Classes will be conducted by the following
schedule:
First Year Babies, Ages 2 to 6
Older Beginners . .
Second Year Babies
Intermediate • ••••••
Advanced .

1.00-1.45
1.45-2.30
2.30-3.15
3.15-4.00
4.00-4.45

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

Appointments may be made for Private Lessons Saturday A. M.
from 9.00 to 12.00.
83*lt

y

/j

■ WHITTENTON’S
HEAVY BLANKET

ROBES
ASSORTED PLAIDS
Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14

STORE CLOSED WEDNESDAY P. M.

Page Eigfif

Tuesday-Friday
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right supporter vice grand; M
Benner,
left supporter vice gi
third watch; Alfred Teel, fourth
watch; Ralph Fowler, first guard Elliot Smith, inside guard; Al
of tents; George C. Graves, second Benner, outside guard.
guard of tents; Alfred Eenner, in- (
side sentinel; Harry WHbur, out
side sentinel.
Knox Lodge officers were in
Rockland Fncampment and Knox stalled as follows: by Charles
Lodge, I.OO.F., installed their offi Taylor, district deputy grand mas
ter;
Albert MacPhail.
district
cers last week.
deputy
grand
warden;
Wallace
Officers for the coming year of McLaughlin, district deputy grand
the Encampment were installed by secretary; Oliver B Lovejoy, dis
R Bliss Fu’ler, district deputy trict deputy erand treasurer; Carl
grand patriarch: Allen V. Sawyer,’ Chaples,
district deputy grand
d strict grand deputy
warden; chaplain; Alfred Benner, district
Nestor Brown, district grand sen- : deputy inside guard.
ior warden; Oliver B. Lovejoy, dis- I The officers are: Ellery T. Nel
trict grand high priest; George C. I son, noble grand; Kenneth LeGage,
Graves, district grand treasurer; vice grand; Milton V. Rollins, sec
Edwin Stetson, district grand in retary; Nestor S. Brown, treasurer;
side Sentinel.
Milton V. Rollins, Jr., warden;
The officers are: Frank L. S. ' Ralph Fowler, conductor; Albert
Morse, chief patriarch;
Milton MacPlw.il, right supporter noble
Benner, high priest; Carl Chaples.' grand; Clifford Achorn, laft sup
senior warden; Milton V. Rollins, porter noble grand; Oliver Love
ser be; Nestor S Brown, treasurer; joy, chaplain; Chester Hunt, right
Clifford Achorn,
guide; Edwin scene supporter; Alfred Teel, left
Stetson, first watch; Ellery Nelson, scene supporter; Charles R. Beal,

over radio stations in their DisIn New Hands
J tr ct within he following week, to
■ present their winning papers again.
All expenses of winners are paid
Southerners, Vacationing At Here’s A Chance For'Some Conferred Degrees On Four Chance To Win Prizes—
I to the semi-finals and the rad o Rockland Encampment and
presentations, and each winner in
Subject, “Building the
Littlp Deer Isle, Buy a
j Bright Grammar School
Candidates At Eastern
Knox Lodge, Add Fellows,
the semi final compet tion receives
Friendship Sloop
Star
Meeting
World Community
Pupil
! a book from the sponsoring organi
Install Officers

Hark, Essay Writers!

Guest Officers

Choosing Car Names

Fun For Howlands

Golden Rod Chapter, O.EB.. ob
Wilbur Morse of the Morse Boat
School children of the four North
building Company of Thomaston ern Nr w England states are to have served guest officers' n ght Fr day,
has sold his Friendship sloop, the an opportunity of choosing names at the regular meeting of the
Sadie M., to William S. Howland of for $2,CC0,CC0 worth of new coaches chapter with about 125 in attend
Atlanta, Ga., who is the Southern and restaurant-lcunge oars due to ance. including Mrs. Marion B
of Thomaston, grand
representative of Life and Time be delivered early next year to the Grafton
magazines. Delivery was made at Boston and Maine and Maine Cen electa and Miss Katherine A
Veazie, district deputy grand ma
Camden at noon yesterday. It is tral Railroads.
The 24 winners in the competition tron.
expected that she will be kept at to choose the names of the cars will
Other guests were present from
Mr. Howland’s Summer home at also have their own names and their Naomi
chapter of Ten nt’s Harbor
Deer Isle.
home addresses affixed on perma Harbor Light chapter of Rock
The craft, which is the first of nent name plates to be carried on
port, Fond-du-lac chapter
of
her kind to have been built in 25 the sides of the new cars, the an Wash
ngton,
Wiwurna
chapter
of
years, is 30 feet overall, has a 9 nouncement of the two railroads
Waldoboro;
Primrose
chapter
of
foot beam and draws five feet. stated.
Grace chapter of Thom
Auxiliary power is a 25 horse The ccmpetition, sta-ting Oct. 15 Belfast,
aston,
Seaside
chapter of Camden.
power Universal gas eng ne which and closing Nov. 10 will be open to
Ivy
chapter
of
Warren, F6rget-megives her an eight knot speed.
j public and parochial school pupils not chapter of South Thomaston,
in the Grammar grades and entry Orient chapter of Union, Corner
blanks are being sent today to all stone chapter of Portland, Lone
GRANGE CORNER Grammar Schools in Maine, New Star chapter of Islesboro. Mar-1
Hampshire, Vermont and Massa- guerite chapter of Vinalhaven,
ft ft ft ft
, chusetts.
Dorothy Bradford chaptw of
Mews ttema from all af the FaJudges of the competition, who Hingham, Mass., and
Meriden
trwu ot Hiubandry are welcomed
will select the winning names from chapter of Meriden, Conn.
here.
i the thousands of entries will be Dr.
The degrees were impressively
j Harry V. Gilson, Commissioner of 1 conferred upon Mr
and Mrs.
Knox Pomona Grange will meet Education in Maine; John J. Des- i Florian Clark. Donald Crudell and
Saturday with Hope Grange at mond, Jr., Commissioner cf Edu Neil Novicka by the following guest
Mope, with the address of wel cation in Massachusetts; Dr. Edgar | officers: Worthy matron, Aune
come by the master or substitute; Fuller, Commissioner of Education , Bragdon, Tenant's Harbor; worthy
response by Mrs. Florence Calder in New Hampshire; Ralph E. Noble, patron, Harlan Bragdon, Tenant’s
wood of Union; the show ng of Commissioner of Education in Ver- j Harbor; associate matron, Dorothy
moving pictures on pasture im mont; Kenneth Roberts of Kenne Upham, Rockport: associate pa
provement by Ralph Wentworth, bunk, Me., noted author; Edgar H. . tron, Russell Upham. Rockport;
County Agent; a talk on “The Hunter, Chairman Public 'Service I secretary, Esther Peabody, Wash
Functions of a Porfiona Grange, Commission of New Hampshire; ! ington; treasurer. Anne Waltz;
and Is Knox Pomona Meeting Re Fletcher D. Plumley, Chairman Ver. j Waldoboro; conductress, Imogene
quirements?" by Grange Deputy. mont Public Service Commission; Mollison, Belfast: associate con
James Dojtan of Fast Union; Thomas H. Flaherty, Chairman ductress, Helen Studley, Thomas
Massachusetts Public Utilities Com- i ton; chaplain, Doris Ogier, Cam
numbers by the host, Grange
Program given at the Oct. 5 mission and Frank E. Southard, den; marshal, Edna White, War
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange Chairman Maine Public Utilities j ren; organist. Blanche Lermond,
Thomaston; Adah, Madeline Ma
at Georges Valley Grange. Apple- Commission.
Decision to allow the school chil loney. South Thomaston; Ruth,
ton was as follows: Open ng song;
address of welcome by Deland dren to choose the names for the Frances Norton, South Thomaston;
Briggs, master of the host Grange; 24 new cars fellows a custom establ Esther, Muriel Kenoyer, Union;
response by Albert Goss of Union; ished by the Boston and Maine j Martha, Marion Lermond, Warren;
roll call. something about the Railroad several years ago when the Eecta, Marion Grafton, Thomas
good old days;' reading* by Mrs. general public and school children on; warden, Thelma Brown. Cam
Jennie Payson, Mrs Amelia Dor chose names which have since been den; sentinel, Bernard Brown,
nan of East Union. Mrs Bessie carried on the larger steam locomo Camden.
Following the ritualistic work
Carroll, and Mrs. Ida Goss of tives of the road.
Winners of the new car naming the guest officers were presented
Union; Mrs. Hilda Stockbridge of
Appleton: and Mrs. Janet John competition will be guests of the with gifts, the presentation being
ston of Washmgton: conundrums, road at award ceremonies in Pert- ! made by he marshal of the hostess
Mrs. Sadie Moody of North War land, and in Boston and two of the chapter, Mrs. Marjorie Cummings.
ren; discussion, “Growing Use of winners will make a trio to Worces- 1 Mrs Pauline Hutchinson, worthy
Concrete as compared with Brick ter, Mass., to christen the new cars matron, thanked the guest officers
and Wood," by David Carroll of at the plant of the Pullman Stand for their work and Mrs. Bragdon
ard Car Ocmoany where they are responded for the guests.
During
Union.
the business session, an invitation
The third and fourth degrees will now being built.
was received from Grace chapter
be conferred on a class of candi
FARMER AND TIIE ATOM
of Thomaston to a reception to be
dates, Thursday n’ght, at Goodwill
Grange, South Warren. A supper
Dr. Mark A Graubard, director held Wednesday hight at the Ma- |
will follow the work, and those of food and nutrition education sonic Hall in honor of Mrs. Marion
who need sugar, are reminded to programs among labor and city: B. Grafton, Grand Electa.
groups for the U. S. Department of '

bring their own.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Under

Hgh schcols all over Maine are
indicating their intention to en
ter contestants representing their
classes in the second annual World
Order Essay Con’e’t, scor^o-p-’ b the Maine Council of Churches,
and currently in progress.
i’h is comnetiticn provides for the
writing of 1000 word essays on the
theme .“Bulding the World Com
munity,” each High School or
church youth group submitting two
esays, one by a hov and one by a
girl, to District Judges. The State
has been divided Into five Distr ets
and in each District, three boys
and three girls -will be seletted bv
the Board of Judges to present
their papers in public meet’ngs
held about Nov. 10. In these semi,
final presentations, one boy and
one girl w 11 be selected to appear

zation.
Details

of the competition in
each of the five Districts are being
supervised by a D strict Chairman.
These chairmen and the counties
comorising their Districts include:

D strict 2—Penobsot, Piscat'auis. Waldo, Washington. Hancock,
Rev. E. Charles Dartnell, Brewer,
and District 3—Kennebec, Knox.
Lincoln, Franklin and Scmerset,
Rev. Mer’e E. Godling, Augusta.
Detailed informaton about the
contest may be secured from any
of the District Chairman or from
the Executive Secretary of the
Maine Council of Churches, Miss
Marion L. Ulmer of Portland. The
contest closes Oct. 31.

Nearly two-thirds of New Zealand
has an elevation of between 650
and 3500 feet.

second watch;

Toes’day-Fr

Kenneth LeGage

SAVITT’S INC.
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Odded to the sin

“Mortgage on I
Marylynn, a n
was superbly em
career, but indo

for her. Bess F
and perscverci
Marylynn's ri t

Registered

MOUTON LAMB

•’Lor

Regularly $139

YOU SAVE $45

fat!

the Good of the Order,

Agr culture, will be the keynote Miss Hazel Bohn sang. “Sing Me
speaker at 11 of the annual meet- To Sleep,” and “Beacuse,’' with
Mrs. Blanche Lermond as accom- j

panist.
Preceding

I WANT TO GET CAUGHT UP ON MY
DEER HUNTING—EARLY

RADIATOR SERVICE

IN A FLASH!—
Winter'll be on us before
a shivering Radiator can
say “Ugh-h!” — and split.
Before your car's motor
an call “Help!” THEN, it

vill be too late. Now„is the
time to eome to us for
Winterizing Radiator Servce and Repairs!

ROCKLAND RADIATOR CO.
William E. Black Prop.

REAR STUDLEY FURNITURE (O„ ROCKLAND

the

meeting

supper

was served under the chairmanship
of Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Decorations

83‘lt

in the dining room were of yellow
with Halloween napkins.

I
ings of county Farm Bureaus in
Maine. “The Farmer's Stake in
Atomic Developments’’ is his topic, i
Dr. Graubard is well informed on
the subject of atomic energy and?
has traveled widely in Russia, and
in Asia and Africa, as well as
America. He will discuss in aj
graphic way the use of atomic
energy through the atomic bomb.
He’ll predict how the use of atomc
energy can be made to benefit
agriculture, medicine, and indus
try.
j
Dr Graubard will speak at the
following annual meetings of
county Farm Bureaus: Hancock,
Oct. 29; Waldo, Oct. 30; KnoxLlncoln, Oct. 31.

SCOTT does it again!

W’ Av*#

The value of a lifetime!

Scott takes thrilling reduc
tions on famous Seott Superbilt Mouton Lambs!

Highly

styled coats, usually sold for
$139, now priced at only $94

for this sale.

v-j

Values yor

can’t afford to miss, made

possible cnly by the tremend
ous buying power of this
great store!

a, g

Watch for
oi Owe

OPENING
V0ce -

y>M

0

V‘*

,

SOON!

4.

tf#
$3$
^tf<

SULKA’S
393 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

tf

All prices subject to tax.

Mail inquiries accepted.

Takes a heap

Thorndike Hotel Building

you wisn. Alter You Take it Ou!

SCOTT FURRIERS at SAVITT’S
*

*

fitted! ’Cause wet
hauling in whopp
there are! Then q'
beauties are filletdeep-sea flavor’s
40-Fathom Fillet:
No unpleasant fi.pther favorites; ;

I
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Comrades Of The Way

Leach-Holbrook

Four Cents A Can

Foresee G.O.P. Win

Local Labor Market

i

Plans Made For Picnic Social Thomaston Pastor Announces Ceiling Price on Herring and As Seen By Officials of the Fifty Political Writers In
Washington Believe Party
Rockland Employment
Alewives Boosted Satur
the Engagement Of His
and Rally—New Adult
Will Gain Control of
Bureau
Daughter
Advisor
day
House
At the Sunday night meeting of
Ceiling prices on canned Atlantic
IN TIIE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 o m. to 8.30 p.
• * * •

m.

A Magic Wand

A Book

Is a magic wand
To curb a schoolboy's will.
Making his nervcus body quiet
And still.
Bless
The printed page,
And the teller of tallish tales,

A book i.s a magic wand which never
Fails.
(Taken from Wilson Bulletin,
October, 19445.)
• * ♦ •

Library instruction starts this
week at ' the iLbrary. The use of
books, catnlbg, and encyclopedias is
taught the six grades. The pupils ;
are accompanied.to the library by
their teacher and the lessons are
taught by the librarian. The in
struction takes one week with an
examination at the end.
♦ ♦ * *

The following books have been
added to the shelves:
"Mortgage on Life” by Vicki Baum.

the “Comrades of the Way.” young
peoples’ group of the Congrega
tional Church, Rev. Maldwyn
Vaughn Parry introduced June R.
Champlin, Jr., as the new adult ad
visor. Mr. Champlin will assist Rev.
Mr. Parry in'the direction and su
pervision of young peoples’ activi
ties for the ensuing year.
Plans were discussed for a picnic
and a social as well as for a rally
next Sunday, at 5.30 p. m. This
is one hour earlier than formerly.
Refreshments will be served.
Invitations to the rally have been
sent to the following: Charles Gif
ford, Bradford Sleeper, Henry
Sleeper, Roland Ware, Howard
Crozier, Ml ton Proctor, Paul Halligan, Marilyn Dudley, Ruth Ma
honey, Earlene Perry, Carolyn
Howard, Arlene Edwards, Gale
Clark Jean Weir, Jean Edwards.
Joan Proctor. Greta Nelson. Donald
Miss Olive Leach
Kelsey, Cresswell Gamache. Donald
McLellan, Wayne Drinkwater, Don
Rev. and Mrs. Hubfert F. Leach,
ald French and Jo Ann Champlin.
of
Thomastcn, announce the en
An invitation is also extended to
al, interested of at least High gagement of their daughter, Olive
Muriel, to Frank Millard Hol'brook,
School age.
of Portland.
Miss Leach graduated from
Codders." A book about the Caoe;
Thomaston
High S:hool in the
its houses and churches, its inhabi

sea herring and alewives wRs
raised Saturday, the OPA said, in
order to restore price relationship
with Maine sardines.
The agency said the increase will
amount to four cents a can at re
tail. Canners received an increase
of $120 a case of 48 15-ounce cans.
Wholesalers and retailers will pass
on the increase wnen first ship
ments are received at the new
rates.
OPA said it previously allowed
canners of Maine sardines an in
crease of $1.20 a case of 100 quart
er-pound cans or 48 three-quarterpound cans on August 28
OPA said that an alewife is a
fish related to a herring.

Jackson B. Ruggles

Rockland employers have found
that it is good business to hire
handicapped workers, because of
Men Will Also Have Their their production, low absentee
rate, and a practically negligible
Inning At the Congrega
accident rate on the job. Here is
Jackson B. Ruggles, of Rockland,
tional Church
placed by the United States Em
Housekeepers for the coming ployment Service as an ass stant
season at the Congregational circle draftsman for the City of Rockland.
This job was developed after JackClass cf 1939, and from The Waldo suppers are listed below:

Marylynn, a musical comedy star,
was superbly endowed for her stage tants and their stories, its country
County General Hospital, Belfast,
career, but indolt nt and lazy; and side.
for her, Bess Poker, whose brains
“Our Son Plablo”, by Gordon. in 1944, with affiliations in the State
and per.everence were behind Pablo, an Indian boy of twenty-one Hospital Concord, N. H„ Children’s
Marylynn's rist to .stardom, had i.s “adopted” by the authors who Hosp tai, Portland, and the Mas
sacrificed her own chances for fame met him while making a documen sachusetts Memorial Hospital, Bos
as well as love.
tary film in Mexico. This is the ton. S nee graduation she has

Housekeepers Named

SOUTHWORTH PROMOTIONS

Ray Houghton Promoted To Vice
President of the Company

Fifty of the best informed politi
1
cal writers in Washington believe
i
that the Republican Party will gain
j
control of the House of Representa
tives in the November elections
|
and that the Democrats will retain
Senate control by only the slinv
mest margin
The poll of correspondents, con
ducted by Newsweek Magazine, alsc
showed that the newspapermen be
lieve the 83th Congress will be in
creasingly tough toward The Tru
man Adm nistration’s domestic pro- i
gram, but will continue to supporr
the President on foreign policy.
The average of the answers on |
the coming congressional elections
The promotion of Ray H. Houghshowed the correspondents believed
.
,
., . r _
the Republicans would win 221 tOn to vlce President of Southworth
seats, the Democrats 213 and other Machine Company has been anparties one. Control of the House r.ounced by M. C. Cole, president
requ res 218 seats—the Democrats and chairman of the board of diln the 79th Congress’ last session rectors.
had 239, Republicans, 192 and
Mr. Houghton has been manager
others, two. Two seats were vacant, of Southworth’s tractor and road
The poll brought the prediction machinery division the past year
that, of the 35 Senate seats to be and a half and 'will continue in this
contested in November, the Demo- capacity in addition to his new
crats would emerge with a total cf. duties.
50 seats in the Senate and the Re- 1 The promotion of Harold Sawyer
publicans 46. Senate control re- from plant superintendent to genquires 49—which would give the eral superintendent for all of
Administration only a one-vote Southworth’s shops; and Andrew In Hospital . She is a graduate of

Oct. 23—Mrs. Erwin Spear, Mrs. son, a Coast Guard Veteran of four
The present lineup is Stuart from auditor to comptroller the Eastern State Normal School
Earl Perry, co-chairmen;
Mrs. years’ service, found that a route- margin.
Henry Bird, Mrs. Eva Sleeper, Mrs. mans work aggravated a service- Democrats, 56, Republicans, 39, and Robert Colomy to the post of at Castine and also attended Sim

others one.
I
(
advertising manager for all divis- mons College.
Augusta.
Asked to indicate in order of im- ions, is also announced
portance, the specific factors wh 'll In addition to the manufacture
will play the biggest part in influ of printing machinery, humidifiers,
encing the voting, the newspaper engine buildings, etc, Southworth
is exclusive Maine distributors for
for phsically handicapped workers, men decided that the Administra
caterpillar tractors and road ma-

General Seafoods Corp., as indus Philip Howard.
leaves Lady Barbara and risks his amusing record of his struggle with trial nurse.
tion would suffer because of dis
Nov. 6—L. B. Cook, H. B. Bird,
whole career in England’s tight our modern civilization.
,____
Mr. Holbrook graduated from co-chairmen; A. B. Huntley, H. S. Everett W. Humphrey, manager of __________
satisfaction______________
due to shortages
of ma- chinery, Garwood bodies. Northwest
Light Fiction
against Napoleon This time mutiny
the
Rockland
office
of
the
United
Portland High School in the Class

“The Salem Frigate,” by John
Jennings Witli the famous Frigate
"Essex” for setting. John Jennings
dramatizes the lives of four people,
beginning with Tom Risdall. a young
doctor s apprentice. Ben Price, who
Won Patience Nowell, before Tom
realized that he was in love with
her himself, and. finally, Selina,
whose father owned the Salem
Shipyard, and whose strange pas
sion ended in her violent death.
“The Sudden Quest ”, by Christo
pher LaFarge. In this new novel,
its story, plot and characters, are
planned to move on three levels.
Tiie first is the story itself, the ex
perience of an ego-centric woman in
the hurricanes of 1938 and 1944 in
Rluxie Island.
"Bell Tiinson", by Marguerite
Steen. Bell Timson, alone in the
world with her two daughters to
care for, might have remained, but
for her ambition to give her chil
dren a better chance than she her
self had ever had.
"Journey Down a Blind Alley’’, by
Mary Borden. As soon as she knew
the war was coming Mary Borden,

of 1937, and was recently discharged
from the United States Navy as
Chief Stcrekeeper after four years
of service. Since h;s discharge he
has been in the employ of the NewGregg.
England Telephone and Telegraph
Double Wedding Ring, by Jose Company.
phine Lawrence.
The wedding will take place late
Black Stocking, by C. Little.
this Fall.
Shawdows in
Lobaugh.

Succession, by

E.

The Sea Scouts

Tomorrow Will Be Monday, by M.
Marlitte.
Women, Inc., by J. K. Morris. •

Over At the Crowleys, by Kathleen
Norris.
Through Purple Glass, by L. ;P.
Osborne.
Stranger at Home, by George
Sanders.
Welcome Wilderness, by G.
Tomkinson.

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs Hart of Boston
are at their home on Long Island.
Carrolyn Kahn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Kahn, was op
erated on for appendicitis at the
Miles Memorial Hosp.tal, Damari
scotta, last Friday.
Mrs. Astor Willey spent a few
days with her sister, Mrs. Katie
Eugley in Waldoboro rerently.

Addie McLain and Lester Sim

This will be a busy week-end
for Sea Scout members for they
are beaching part of their fleet.
All members are asked to report
after 11 a. m., Sunday, if possible,
to assist in dismantling the "Sea
Wolf,” and "Sea Cow” and beach
ing them during the extreme high
tide. The motor lifeboat will re
main afloat until space on the
ways can be made for it.
The local ship has just been pre
sented a new 18-foot round bot
tomed puli ng boat by the Navy.
It will arrive by truck soon.
The city-wide paper and maga
zine collection to be held in Rock
land oo Thursday, Oct. 24, will be
sponsored by the Sea Scouts and
Boy Scout Troop 202. If stormy,
collection will be held the next day
<1 p. m.).

Lecah, E. M. Spear, Dr. E. L. Scarlott, F. D. Orne, M. T. Whalen, H.
C. Cowan, C. A. Rose, H. L. Karl,
John G. Snow, E. E. Webber, S.
K. Gamache, F. S. Marsh, F. H.
Bird, A. W. Bowley, C. M. Keene.
D. G. Cummings, H. B. Fales, L.
A. Thurston, Kennedy Crane, Carl
Nelson, J. M. Pomeroy.
Nov. 20—Mrs. Harold Karl, Mrs.
Francis E. Pearson, co-chairmen;
Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs. W. W.
Spear, Mrs. Woodbury Snow, Mrs
J. O. Stevens, Mrs. Joseph E. Blais
dell, Mrs. Charles A. Emery, Mrs.
Ensign Otis, Mrs. John I. Sncw.

Mrs. William W. Graves, Miss Ma
bel Snow, Mrs. A. J. Bird.
Dee. 4—Mrs. Edwin Edwards,
Mrs. Louis A. Fickett, co-chairmen;
Mrs. Harold Connon, Mrs. Nell S.

terials, food, clothing and housing,
Other factors were: Tendency of
voters after a war to seek a change;
the “Missouri Crowd,” and "gen
eral administration ineptitude at
home and abroad;” a left-wing
split away from the Truman Ad
ministration; the h:gh level of em
ployment at relatively good jobs
and OPA policies generally.
Only one correspondent forecast
a Democratic gain in the total
number of House seats and not one
believed the [Democrats would gain
in the Senate.
>.

States Employment Service, said
his office has work applications
from 95 handicapped workers, vet
eran and non-veteran.
Throughout the State approxi
mately 10,000 physically handi
capped men and women are seek
ing jobs, and of this number more
than 6500 are veterans of World
War II, Humphrey said. During
the first eight months of 1946 a
total of 3248 disabled workers, in
cluding 2,227 veterans, applied for
jobs at Maine's 15 employment
service offices. Of this number,
1355 men and women have been
placed in suitable work, according
to Humphrey's figures. Included
were 844 veterans. 90 percent from
GroHo
World War II.
Typical of the placements made urduG

Her home is in

She’s “A Real Friend”
Margaret Chase Smith Tops

shovels, Chicago^ pneumatic^ tools,
Universal and Caterpillar marine
engines and electrical plants.

the List In Air Reservists’
Opinion

A Suitable Memorial

The story behind H. R. 7039
(Air Reserve Association of the
United States) was revealed to the

House of Representatives by Con
gresswoman Margaret Chase Smith
of Maine as shown by the Congres
sional Record, page A4993.
“Mrs. Smith of Maine.
Mr.
Speaker, H. R. 7C39 has been apMonday night at the meeting of proved by the House and Senate,
Ruth Mayhew Tent, Daughters oi and provides certain benefits to
Union Veterans of Civil War, it was personnel of the armed services eni suggested that as a patriotic order ga?ed in training duty prior to
1 the Tent should make an effort to official termination of World War
------I secure a suitable marker in some n
Ls the direct result QJ.
Philriran nf RnrkvillP conspicuous place in the city, in the alertness of the Air Reserve AsUnilOl ell Ul nut
memory and to honor the boys and sociation through its executive diSchool Put On Very
' g rls who sacrificed so much, and rector, William C. Lewis, and is for
I to those who made the supreme the protection of Reserve personnel
Clever SHOW
1 sacrifice.
: in a hiatus period during which
------In every small town and village they are not fully protected while
The grade school children of the ! there is some marker or honor roll giving their services for their
Rockville school planned and pre- in memory of the boys and girls of country.
sented a very entertaining circus, that village or town.
1 "Present laws protect reserve
complete with a black monkey
it is a disgrace for a city the size personnel with certain death and
which loped around the grounds, Of our own city to apparently for- physical disability benefits during
carrying a large coconut. The ticket get so soon or ever forget that we active wartime service and during
seller in traditional circus manner Owe them a debt of grat.tude that training in peacetime. The period
was dressed in a brightly colored Can never be repaid, but wecan , that is not covered is the training
robe and ropes of beads, The erect a suitable memoriam as an period after the shooting war is
tickets were five cents and were honor to them and which they just- over and after having been placed
sold by Geraldine Tolman.
[ iy deserve
on inactive duty but before the offi
The children had a long table
a committee was appointed to se- cial termination of World War II.

Being Planned Bv Ruth May
hew Tent To Honor Those
Who Served

An Unique Circus

Perry, Mrs. Neil A. Fogg, Mrs. Fred through his office is that of Jack-

C. Black, Mrs. James M. Pease, Mrs.
Jesse E. Bradstreet, Mrs. Joseph
Emery, Sr.. Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan,
Mrs. Henry Chatto, Mrs. Willis
Ayer, Mrs. Howard E. Crozier.
Dec. 18—Jerome C. Burrows, Al
lan J. Murray, co-chairmen; Rev.
Maldwyn V. Parry, Cleveland
Sleeper, Jr., Joseph Emery, Sr., R.
M. Allen, E. W. Humphrey. E. J.
Hellier, C. A. Emery, F. S. Black, A.
J. Bird, Dr. Wesley N. Wasgatt,
Ralph Post, Roland G. Ware, Theo
An old fashioned hallo ween party dore Bird, Walter Barstow, L. W.
and dance will be held at the Ship Dean, David S, Beach. A. L. Bird,

famous novelist, arranged to set up mons were Rockland v sitors Mon
a fieldi hospital in France as she day.
Headquarters

Former Instructor of Knox
Hospital Nurses Gets
•
High Office
Miss Lillian Nash. R. N., former
ly superintendent of the Gardiner
General Hospital, has been named
Director of the Division of Hospital Services. Miss Nash succeeds
Boyd L. Bailey who is now Inheritance Tax Commissioner.
The Division which is located In
the Bureau of Health will admini
ster the law passed by the last ses
sion of the Maine Legislature
which provides that all existing
hospitals, maternty homes, sana
toria. convalescent, rest or nursing
hemes, as well as proposed institu
tions of this type, must be approved
and licensed by the State. It will
also conduct a survey of all exist
ing public and private hospital fa
cilities in the State
Miss Nash, the Division Director,
recently resigned as s uperlntendent of the Gardiner General Hos
pital after four years’ service. She
was also head of that institution
from 1924 to lf«?9 and was instruct
or of nurses at Knox Hospital for
several years. She received her
training at the Gardiner Hospital
with affiliation at the New Haven
Hospital, New Haven, Conn., and
did post-graduate work at the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear In
firmary and the Providence Lying

Harr et Frost, Mrs. i Dan H. Paulitz, connected disability, in his new
Mrs. Laforest A. Thurston, Mrs. work, Ruggles is doing a fine job.
Everett L. Spear, Mrs. Nettie Frost,
During the current week, with
been employed by Knox Hospital,
"lord Mornblower”, by C S. account of the two years he spent and for the past six montlis by the Miss Mabelle Spear, Mrs. Clarence State and lederal agencies co-op
Joy, Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs. erating to find work opportunities
Forester. Once again Homblower with them in California, and the

Abbie, by Dane Chandos.
is the problem.
Desparate Cure, by Ruth Fenisong.
"Red Morning.’' by Ruby Frey.
Love From London, by Gilbert
The French and Indian wars pro
Gabriel.
vide the background for tins story
Mystery at Batty Ridge, by Alan
of .Jane McClain and John Frazier.

Miss Nash Promoted

son B. Ruggles cf this city. Mr.
Ruggles served in the U. S. Coast
Guard from April 23, 1942, to April
17 ,1946, and emerged as a ship’s
cook, thrid class, a job in which he
prepared all meats, vegetables and
desserts. While in service, Mr,
guggles fell while carrying supplies
aboard ship ,hls heavy load falling
on him in such a way that he re
ceived a spinal injury. He came
to the Rockland USES office April
29, just two weeks after his honor
able discharge.

There was an opening for a
at 8 p. m., on Fri E. Carl Moran, C. F. Snow, John routeman for a nationally known set up in the school yard and there cure a suitable place, if possible. In other words, it covers the time
Perry, Fred Harding, L. M JLaw- food distributing concern, where Janice Moody sold popcorn, pea- Funds or voluntary contributions that we are actually, but not offi

Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and day. Oct. 25.
had in Wo. Id War I, and she escaped
across the channel only after Petain Mr. and Mrs Ralph Keene of
Visitors at the last meeting were rence.
Nobleboro returned Sunday from a Richard Tompkins, Edwin Hustus,
surrendered.
Jan. 15—Mrs. Allan J. Murray,
"Bluewater Men and Other Cape visit with Mr. Keene’s brother. Dr. Raymond Pendleton, Oliver Curtis,
Mrs. Frank Marsh, co-chairmen;
Richard Jones and Cedric Long.
Mrs. Albert R. Havener, Mrs.
Chauncey Keene, Mrs. John G.

the work was selling food products,
and operating a light delivery
truck. Mr Ruggles took the job,
but found, after two or three
weeks trial, that getting in and

nuts, apples and squash and pumpkins. Grabs were five cents.
The circus started at 10 o’clock
with a parade of the children all
in costume. Some had decorated

Knowing that the city of Rock
ran, Mrs. Clinton Gifford, Mrs.
Mrs. Ashley Walter and daughter Lutie Jones. Mrs. Vance G. Norton, land was conducting a property
Nancy and mother Mrs. Albina Mrs. Jerome C. Burrows, Mrs. survey, for appraisal purposes, and
that rodmen were needed for this
Shuman were visitors Sunday at Rhama E. Philbrick.
Clifford Shuman's.
Jan. 29—Corice Leach, Iva Ware, work, Mr, Grant, of the USES

to sing America and salute the
Flag. Then came a musical Indian game in which the children
shot imingary animals with bows
and arrows. This was followed by

Carrol Keene at Chatham, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter
spent a few days in Boston last
week.

w.ll be solicited from all interested
persons, clubs, patriotic and fratemal orders to cover the expense,
We ask the co-operation of the
citizens of Rockland who still re-

cially. at peace.
"This gap in the law was dis
covered by the executive director of

the Air Reserve Association and he
called mv attention, and the at-

bicycles, tricycles, carts and scoot- member our boys and girls who left tention of the Military and Naval
Snow, Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs. L. out of the truck constantly aggra
ers. They marched in a ling before home and friends to suffer the pri- Affairs 'Committee of Congress to
vated
his
spinal
injury.
So
back
he
B. Cook, Mrs. D. G. Cummings, Mrs
the spectators and then regrouped vations of war that we at home it.
Eecause
their
committee
David S. Beach, Mrs. E. Carl Mo came to Mr. Humphrey’s office.

might 1 ve in peace. Let’s show
our appreciation and gratitude by
erecting a lasting memoriam in a
place where all fathers and mothers
can iook uoon it with pride. Sug-

schedules were not as crowded as
those of the Military Affairs Committee. the Naval Affairs Committees of the House and the Senate
were able to report this legislation

group recitations of poems learned gest:cns through the press are out first.
Mrs. Reginald Martin co-chairmen;
Eleanor
Wasgatt, office, went to Richard E. Thomas,
welcome as to a suitable place and
“This legislation is but another
Martin’s mother and Mary Wasgatt, Evelyn Cameron’ city engineer, the net results being in school.
Two
of
the
boys,
George
Quinn
t
y
pe
o
f
marker.
A
Member.
example
of the effective work of the
Mrs. Dorothy Rcbrrt of Damari Ruth Barnard, Leonora Beals Sybil an assistant draftsmans job for

Mr and
and Mrs.

scotta were guests Sunday of Mrs, Orne, Jean Hodgkins, Ann ’ Karl, Mr- Ru&Sles- doin8 drafting and and Fredercik Lofman did clever,
trapese stunts on a volleyball
A. R. Benedict.
Florence Morse, Agnes Brewster survey work.
Not only has, tlLi,s drafUn& w°rk stand in the yard and Sally
Mrs. Hartwell Carter spent a Lena Marshall, Peggy Ladd, Joyce
few days last week at Freda Colla- Champlin, Martha Beach, Muriel
Every. Virginia Congdon, Irma Anmore’s.

derson, Jane Johnston, Barbara
Perkins.
Feb. 12—Mrs. Frederic H. Bird,
Mrs. Theodore S. Bird, co-chair
men; Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Mrs.

beenmost
Provedmost

Air Reserve Association for the
benefit of Air Reservists and other
reserve personnel for more than a

MATINICUS

Mrs. Teele is boarding with Mr. decade Such nrogressive and con
SU/ab5,’ bUt»< itbas Crockett and Joanne Lofman sang,
"Did
Jou
Eever
See
A
Lassie,"
with
and
Mrs Orris Philbrook.
structive work has been led by Wilenjoyable to Mr Rugsppropriate
gestures.
The
primary
Mrs.
Lyford
Ames
and
infant,son
Ham c. Lewis since 1938 when he
?u d
2

1 el®si rod work, which takes him out-ofdoors most
of the time.
Mr
Thomas says that Ruggles’ work
is more than satisfactory.

grade recited a poem they had
learned as part of their school
work and the whole school joined
in singing "Home On the Range,”
This instance might be multi- accompanied by Gladys and Mary

have returned home from
Vinalha'
ven.
Clement Hill is repairing the ell
of the house belonging to Orren
Ames which was damaged by light-

inspired the first legislation granting broad training benefits to Air
Reservists and others.’’
Heading the list of real friends
of the Air Reservists is the ex

some of their furniture and will
live in the Deshon house later.
Mr. Belcher was in Rockland over
ths week-end.
Ibra Ripley of Lewiston and
friend, Mr. Parker of Auburn visited
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ripley a few
dyas recently,
that black Ellen Wallace was a Sunday dinboy named ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orren
up. Imagine! Ames.

troduced H. R. 5577, a bill to authorize lump sum payments to the
• heirs or estate of Air Corps Reserve
Officers killed while on active flight
duty, which unfortunately was not
acted upon, by the House Military
Affairs Committee before the end
of the session. It will be reintro
duced and its passage pressed foi
in the next Congress—From the
A.RA Contact.

Ernest
Keywood,
Mrs. John«Pomtremely capable Mrs. Smith of
erov Mrs
L M’lXnr.
r Plied many times throughout the Tolman on their guitars They n ng in August.
eroy^Mrs. L. M. Lawrence, Mrs. C. gtate Humphrey said.
Many of then regrouped to parade once
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook Maine for she not only started this
A. Rose. Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, the replacements have been made more and closed by singing “Amer have been in Bath a few days to get legislation rolling, but she also in-

Takes a heap of net-mending to keep the 40-Fathom trawlers out
fitted! ’Cause week in, week out, these busy little ships plough the waves,
hauling in whopping catches of the plumpest, tenderest ocean-caught fish .
there are! Then quick—while the good, salty, sea-tang clings to ’em, these
beauties are filleted and quick-frozen at the water’s edge. So that heavenly,
deep-sea flavor’s sealcd-in till it reaches your skillet! And what a breeze
40-Fathom Fillets are to prepare! They’re all meat — boned for no waste.
No unpleasant fishy odors. Get 40-Fathom Fillets (cod, haddock, perch,
Other favorites) at your grocer's!

A Predart •( General Foodi
40-FATHOM FISH, INC, BOSTON

Jr., Mrs. R M. Allen, Mrs. Carl
by the close co-operation
Nelson, Mrs. Gardner French, Mrs. possible
of
the
Vocational Rehabilitation
P. L. Maker, Mrs. Leland Drink Division of
the Maine department
water.
of Education, where training, med
Feb. 26—Mrs. Eugene Lamb, Mrs. ical and surgical attention, and
Howard
Proctor,
co-chairmen; even tools for various trades, to
Mrs. Frank B. French, Mrs. Everett gether with artificial limbs, if
Humphrey, Mrs. Harold Greene. needed, are obtainable.
Mrs. Esther Howard, Mrs. Ralph
Whenever a USSS interviewer
Smith, Mrs. D. L. Kelsey, Mrs. finds that a handicapped worker
Lawrence Leach, Miss Ruth Peter would have a better chance for
son,
Mrs. A. W. Bowley, Mrs. M. T. ' gainful employment if training,
wbaion
e Barnard' artifical limbs, or tools could be
Mrs. F. H. Cates.
provided, that worker is referred
March 12—Madeline Philbrick, directly to the Vocational Rehab li
Delia Lowell, co-chairmen, Luella tation Division, directed by Leroy N.
Post. Elyzada Barstow, Alice Parry, Koonz of Augusta, with branch
Inez Harden, Mildred Edwards, offices throughout the State.
Florence Post. Flora Crocker, Hilma
The
American
Legion,
the
Bardstreet, Winona Gay. Marian Maine Council of Veterans Affairs,
Ginn, Athleen Pease, V ola Bever and other agencies are co-operat
age, Ruth Staples. Elizabeth Han- ing in finding work opportunities
scom, Gloria Gifford, Virginia for these men and women, charac
Brown. Estelle Bitler, Betty Bart terized by Gov. Horace A. Hillett, Mary Fales, Marion Healey, j dreth in his Employ the Physically
Mazie Newcomibe, Nancy Lamb, ( Handicapped Week as having "es
Clover Weeks.
tablished enviable production recMarch 26—L. E. Jones, chairman; ords in many industries where
R. A. Smith, E. R. Edwards, S. M. their absentee rate is low and
Congdon, Eugene Lamb, Vance Nor where their accident rate is almost
ton, Howard Proctor, L. W. Fick negligible.”
ett, C. E. Merritt. W. E. Graves,
The Hildreth proclamation urged
M. F. Lovejoy, Clarence Joy, John "all Maine citizens, and more
I. Snow. C. W. Munsey, J. E. Blais specifically employers of labor, to
dell, H. C. Allen, Dr. Neil Fogg, co-operate with federal and State
Elmo Crozier, Clarence Barnard, agencies, servicemen's organiza
R. E. Philbrick, D. L. Kelsey, Mau tions and civic groups in promoting
rice P. Hill, Earl Perry. Frank B. and developing full employment
French, J. E. Bradstreet, Henry for all Maine’s handicapped work
Howard.
ers.’ ’
April 9—Mrs. Katherine Derry,
Many Rockland employers have
chairman; Mrs. Clarence Munsey. co-operated enthusiastically with
Miss Charlotte Buffum, Miss Anne the employment service in develop
Blackington, Mrs. Alan Bird, Mrs. ing work opportunities for handi
B. B. Smith, Mrs. A. L. Orne, Mrs. capped workers, Humphrey said.
Maurice Lovejoy, Mrs. E. J. Hellier, These workers want no special
Mrs. R. E. Bartlett. Mrs. H. C. Al consideration. no handouts, no
len, Mrs. E. E. Webber, Mrs. S. K. chairty, Humphrey added.
All
they want is an even break with
Gamache.
their more fortunate brethren, a
The most populous possession of chance to show what they can do
Great Britain after India is West when their abilities 'are matched
Africa, with 20 million inhabitants. with job specifications

ica the Beautiful.”
Mrs. Mildred Gould, the teacher,
said that the children did most of
the planning of the circus themselves and that the money taken in
at the ticket booth and food table
would be used for things the children want in school.

The children say
monkey was just a
Lloyd Tolman dressed

CHOCOLATE MOCHA ROYALE

ICE CREAM
flavor-of-the-month

the

Streams of rich Coffee Ice Cream woven
through that famous smooth, creamy Sealtest
Chocolate Ice Cream. You'll agree it’s an un
forgettable flavor—delicious, refreshing and
nourishing. Ask your Sealtest Dealer for it ia
the convenient Pint Package.

ICE

CREAM

Look for the Sealtest sign on the door
GENERAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION ★ Ditiuon of Sational D»irj Proven Corporatioa
Tua« in the Scaliest Village Store, starring Jack Haley, Thursdays, 9.iO P. M.. NBC
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INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

Owl’s Head Sketches

History, Home Life and Personal Recollections

Wherein One Reads Of the
Early Ancestors of
George Emery

By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW
This installment pertains to old
houses and early Vinalhaven.

strom present owner and cccupant.
Dolham house, Lane’s Island, R
Mont Arey, present owner.
Edwin Lane house, Frank Boggs.
William Lane house. Lane s Island
present owner, Harold Vinal.
Timothy Lane house, site of Reck.
away Inn, Lane’s Island.
Timothy Lane's fish house, Lane's

(By Maricn M. 3pringer)
Samuel Pease, bom in 1829, came
George Emery
to Vinalhaven village in 1839 <10
1763—1846.
years old to learn the shoemaker s
Several readers of mv “Owl's
trade of Chaney
Head Sketches’ have asked me
Noyes.
about the early ancestors of George
According to his
recollection the
Emery. It might be well to pause
following houses
here and return to the eaily days
composed the vil Island.
of Maine and New England.
lage proper at
It is almost impossible o make
William Smith house, (not stand
that time
ing today) known as "Beehive, coherent literature of six genera
David Vinal stood near Smith’s Point.
tions of genealcgical records. They
homestead near
Fernald house, boarding house dc contain an element of interest
Chestnut- street. which then stood between Harbor in their bearing on the early his
Reuben Carver and Sands Quarries.
tory of our State and country.
homestead corner
The
American ancestry
of
Chapman house and E. P. Walker's
East Main and Carver streets.
store, building near L. A. Coomb’s ’George, the Settler'’ will take us
Banks house, present day resi boat shop.
back to the very beginn ng of New
dence of W. H. Ingerson.
Samuel Perry's store and cobbler England, about 10 cr 15 years after
Timothy Hall house, present own shop on wharf at rear cf spot where the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth.
er Elliott Hall.
Maine has the reputat on of hav
Creed’s Garage now stands.
Jones Mills house, present owner
John Carver's stcre on west com ing been settled by a rather less
Kenneth Webster and resident.
“pious-minded ’ contingent than
er of Main and High streets.
David Vinal’s store, Main street,
Fernald store which stood1 west of was Massachusetts, but at least
present owner, Beatrice Ewell.
present bank building near site cf one family Bible did ccme to Maine
Fernald Store, comer Main and the Honor Roll.
—in 1634 In it is probably the
High streets, (not standing today*.
John Carver house, present owner earliest extant record of a progeni
Timothy Lane house, Lane’s and cccupant, Mrs. Jennie Patter tor of George Emery. Inscribed in
Island.
this Biale is the following record
son
Standing In 1853
John Carver, Jr., house, present • John Frost. Berne Nov br ye 17th
When James Beggs built the house owner and occupant, Frank Sellars 1558, near Cornbre Hill. Cornwall.
Anna Hamden. Borne Oct’r ye 8th
Thad Carver house, site of build
occupied today by C. L. Boman the
following houses were standing in ing known today as Allenwood 1565, near Caer Brann, Cornwall.
John and Anna, marride May ye
the village on the eastern side of House.
John Carver net factory, cn ICth 1582.
Carver's MilLstream, this was in
Their children:
present site of residence of A. A.
1853.
John Borne July ye 15th 1583, in
David Vinal House (previously PeteTson.
Tiverton.
Phillip
Pierce
house,
present
mentioned.)
N cholas. Borne Aprill ye 25th
Saw-in Pierce.
John Brown house, present owner owner.
1585 in Tiverton.
William
R.
Creed
house,
present
and occupant, Ernest Talbot.
Anna. Borne Oct’r ye 11th 1587 in
occupant, C. C. Webster.
Jonas Mills housp, (previously
Fitz Hunt house on hill near Deep Tiverton.
mentioned).
Charles. Borne Dec'r ye 15 th
Hollow, present owner, Neil Wahl
1588 in Tiverton.
Sim Conant house, present owner man.
and cccupant, Winfield Dickey.
James Creed house, present site Samuel. Borne Jan'y ye 28th 1591
in Tiverton.
George Greene house, present of Nils Stordahl residence.
Elizabeth. Berne Feb ye 12 1593
owner and occupant. Porter Lawry.
1860
in Tiverton.
George Hall house, present owner,
Samuel T. Pease house, present
N cholas marride Bertha CadByron Thomas.
owner and occupant Miss Elizabeth walla. Jan'y 1630 Ifrom Tavistock,
Buildings at Carver’s Harbor in Pease.
Devon.
*
1856:
Alfred P Greene house, present
Bertha Cadwalla. Borne Ffeb ye
David Vinal house.
owner Mrs. Lawrence Ames.
14, 1610.
Reuben Carver house.
1861
April ------- arrived on -------Jonas Mills house.
Sa-led for America June, 1634
Stephen Colburn house, present
James Robots house, present
in the year. In ye ship Wulfrana
owner and occupant. Dr. R. H. residence, Mrs. J. E. Snow.
Alwin Wellborn Master, from Ply
Thompson.
1862
mouth.
Devon.”
“Stony Lonesome” (so called)
Samuel Perry house, today known
The Nicholas Frost named above
present owner and occupant Law as Central Hotel.
at Leighton's Point, Kittery,
rence Orcutt.
Here is the origin cf the name of settled
in
1634.
died July 20th, 1663.
Timothy Hall house.
Vinal and (incidentally) Vinal There is .He
a
tradition
that his wife
Simeon Conant house.
haven: About 1450 a man called
Page house, East Boston road, William (he had no other name) and daughter, Anna, were killed by
on July 4. 1650
present owner Mrs. Luther Page.
bought the estate of Vineland or Indians,
Nicholas Frost ana Ik tha Cad
Schoolhouse, present day owners Vine Hall in Eastern Sussex County
and occupants, Mr. and Mis. w. R. England. Surnames probably were walla were the parents of six chil
Lane.
then just ccming into vegue and dren. It is hard to confine oneself
James Beggs house.
William took as his surname, Vinall, to the direct line in reading gene
Freeman Arey house, (Stinson from the name of the estate and alogy. So many times ether mem
house so called).
became William Vinehall which bers of the immediate family of a
■John Brown house, present owner, afterward came to be abbreviated progenitor are Well known to his
tory and seem a near relative be
Ernest Talbot.
as Vinal.
cause of intimate association with
R. L. Boman house, present owner
a lineal ancestor.
and occupant, Max Conway.
MATINICUS
Charles Frost, a son of Nicholas
. George Banks house, (W. H. In
Sonny and Scotty Young of Rock and Bertha, was born in England
gerson residence).
James Tuffnell house, present land visited' their ,grandparents, and was brought to America by his
owner and occupant Charics Young. Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young over the parents. He became a very distingu shed man. both in civil and
George Hall house.
week-end.
military li e. He was one of the
George Green house.
Malntosh house, Albert Holm Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette six councillors of Maine and com
mander-in-chief of the Maine regi
ment in 1689.
He fought the Indians for many
years, but they killed him from am
bush on Sunday, July 4. 1697, while
he was returning from church.
Elizabeth Frost, a daughter of Nich
olas and Bertha Cadwalla Frost, was
JUST RECEIVED
born on May 10. 1640, in Kittery.
She lived a long and useful life and
died after 1738. May 14, 1667, she
was married to William Gowen.
HEAVY 8 OZ., 6 TO 12
There
are two depositions of Eliza
SANFORIZED____________________ ■
____________
beth Frest Gowen, one made at the
age of 79 and another at 84, which
declare that she was born in 1645.
instead of 1640, but this record is
ALL WOOL CONTENTS
given as repeatedly published.
Will am Gowen, sometimes called
RED AND BLACK PLAIDS
Smith
(“gewen” means "a smith ’)
DOUBLE BACK, WATERPROOF
probably came from Scotland. He
INNER LINING
was a farmer and carpenter and
FyLL l^ENGTH—6 POCKETS
first appears in Kittery in 1666,
when he had land granted to hi.m
38-INCH HEAVY
He was granted a house lot in
1670 and had another grant of land
in 1674. William Gowen died April
2, 1686. He and Elizabeth Frost
RUBBERIZED SHELL LEATHER
Gowen were the parents of eight
BOUND POCKETS—WARM LINED SLEEVES
children. Their daughter Margaret
WOOL WRISTLETS—LARGE MOUTON
(b. Nov. 15. 1678-9, d Nov. 21. 1750)
COLLAR—WORTH AT LEAST $25.00
married on March 17, 1695, Daniel
Emery, '(b. Sept. 13, 1667, d. Oct.
DON’T MISS THIS VALUE___________________
15. 1722).
Daniel Emery was a noted sur
veyor cf land and was elected sur
veyor of Kitterj- 1706-1717. In 1712
he was elected to attend the sur
SIZES 6 TO 12 ONLY
veyors apponted by the General
Court cf Massachusetts, to run the
WARM PILE LINING—WITH HOOD—ZIPPER
lines of the town, and in 1718 he
•was
one of the commissioners to
ON KNITTED ANKLE—Reg. Value $10.95
mark the line between the com
mon rights of Berwick and Kit
BOYS’ HOODED 100% WOOL
tery and to make the division be
tween Kittery and Berwick.
The Emery family had been iden
tified with Newichawanock as early
KAHKI—SIZES 6 TO 14
as 1650. What is now known as
South Berwick was anciently called
A VERY LOW PRICE
•'Quamphegan,” “Newichawanock"
and the “Parish of Unity” in Kit
U. S. ARMY
U. » SURPLUS
tery.
RUGGED
RECLAIM
Daniel Emery was selectman of
100% WOOL
WORK
Kittery in 1704-1712. and selectman
cf the new town of Berwick in 1718.
SHOES
He was moderator of Kittery in 1707
ALL SIZES
and of Berwick in 1718.
May 3. 1703. the church at Unity
MEN'S HEAVY
BOYS’
BOYS’
Parish
was dedicated and organize d
SHAKER KNIT
Daniel Emery was one of the foun
ders of this church. “Foundation
GENUINE
Brethren” they were called in those
ALL ELASTIC
HAND-SEWED
days. The new Congregational
All Wool Contents
Church was a most imposing edifice,
TOP
Sizes 2 to 51a
furnished with a high pulpit, a
SMALL
scunding board, and old fashioned
MEDIUM
straight backed pews, with doors.
LARGE
The building was of such beautiful
MEN’S
proportions that later the church
at Dover was built from the same
plans and specifications.
36 to 46
Daniel Emery was chosen “Dea
Heavy Medium
con” the Sunday the church was
dedicated and on Nov. 21, 1720. he
was elected “Elder.'’ It is interest
ing to note that the son of Daniel
Emery. Kev. Joshua Emery, left
this church and was instrumental
in founding the First Baptist Church
in Maine.
435 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Daniel Emery was the son of
James
and Elizabeth Emery. James
FOR MEN AND BOYS
Emery was born in England about
82-84
1631 and was brought to America
by his father in 1635. As a boy.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP
BOYS’ DUNGAREES

MEN’S HUNTING COATS

SHEEPSKIN LINED COAT

__

SKI SUIT SPECIAL

MACKINAWS

I

BRIEFS

PANTS
Moccasins

ECONOMY

\

James Emery lived for some time in
the family of Major Richard Wal
dron at Cocheco (Dover).
In 1705, when James Emery was
73 years old, he made a deposit on
that he had removed from the town
of Dover, in the Province of New
Hampshire and was now living in
Dedham, in the Province of
Massachusetts. He also said that
he had lived with h's father, about
three or four miles from Richard
Waldron’s settlement, and that
when he was 15 years old. h<> l!ved
for some time in Major Wa’dron's
family, “and wrought for him.”
May 12. 1660, James Emery
bought from his father. Anthony
Harbor in Kittery with all other
lands in Kittery, with all and sin
gular the housing, barn, gardens,
orchards, commands, profits, priv
ileges, fences, wood, timber, appur
tenances and' Hacredtaments be
longing or in anyway appertayning
there unto.”
James Emery was selectman of
Kittery for eight years, between
1674 and 1696. In 1693, he was
elected to the General Court of
Massachusetts. He weighed over
350 pounds. When he went to
Boston, he rode in a chair placed
on a cart, drawn by a yoke of cxen.
He was re-elected to the General
Court in 1693. Maine had a large
delegation at the General Court,
James Emery was a member of
that august body.
No doubt he
was the author of many weighty
opinions.
Anthony Emery, father of James
was the second son of John and
Agnes Emery. He was born in
Romsey Hants, England and was
married to Frances—.Anthony and
his older brother, John, came to
America in the ship “James” of
London. William Ccoper was the
master. They sailed from South
Hampton, England, on April3, 1635
and landed at Boston, June 3, 1635
They were accompanied by their
wives and one or two children each.
Anthony Emery was probably in
Ipswich, in August of that same
year, and soon after settled in
Newbury, where he lived until
about 1640, when he removed to
Dover. Dct. 22, 1640, he signed the
‘Dover Combination.”
From then until about 1649, when
he removed to Kittery, he was
identified with the interests of
that town. His house was at
Dover Neck, about one mile from
where the Dover Point R.R. station
was later located. It was three or
four miles from Major Richard
Waldron’s settlement cn the Cocheco River. There Anthony kept
an ordinary which was destroyed
by fire. In 1643-44 and 1648 he was
one of the selectmen for the ‘pru
dential affairs’ of Dover.
Nov. 15, 1648, he bought from
John Wlhite a house, field and
great barren marsh on Sturgeon
Creek in Pischataqua, (afterward
Kittery, now Eliot) and. fa^o other
marshes. He did net take posses
sion, apparently until the next
year, for he served as grand juror
in Dover in 1649.
During ihis 11 years’ residence in
Kittery he was jury man several
times; also a constable. He was
selectman 1652-1659. At four dif
ferent times he received grants of
land from the tewn. He also
bought from Joseph Austin, a
marsh, a little house, and upland
above Sturgeon Crek, and' 1500 feet
of boards, for which he paid “Two
steers, called by ye name of Draggon and Benbow, with a weeks
work of himself and two other
cxen, which is to be done at
Cutcheha.
In 1615 he was fined five pounds
for mutinous courage in question
ing the authority of the court at
Kitten’, and in 1660 he was again
fined for entertaining Quakers and
was disfranchised. At this time,
May 12, 1660, he and Frances, his
wife, sold all their possessions in
Kittery to their son, James, and
went to a colony in which greater
liberty was allowed. They were
received as free inhabitants cf
Portsmouth, R. I., Sept. 29, 1660.
“It is difficult to estimate the
character of Anthony Emery. From
wat little we know of him, however,
we infer that he was a capable
business man, energetic, independ
ent, resolute in purpose, volo in
action, severe in speech, jealous of
his own rights and willing to suffer
for his conscience sake. He did not
hestitate to express his opinions,
though on one occasion it may
have savored of “nautiness courage."
He recognized a higher law than
statute law and with the courage
of his convictions preferred to suf
fer the penalty of the latter rather
than disobey the former and violate
his conscience
In entertaining
Quakers, he obeyed the divine com
mandment. “Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself.”
In Anthony Emery and Nicholas
Frost we have two early ancestors
of George Emery. Both of these
gentlemen signed the “submission
to Massachusetts,” as did Anthony
Emery's son, James Emery
In my next sketch I will tell of
George Emery's grandfather, “Noah
of Kittery” and those early families
of Old Kittery with which he be
came allied through his marriage
to El zabeth, the daughter of Rich
ard and Martha (Lord) 'Chick.
The ‘Submission to Massachu
setts’ signed- by the 41 innhabitants of Kittery, was only an agree
ment. between the settlers and the

He Wants To Know

Multoy Is Indignant

Story By Si
Correcte

Ray Pierce Seeks Informa Tells What He’d Do To Used Effected By An Airplane Ride Contest Conducted By Lisbon
Falls Paper Attracts
tion On “Redfish” and
And An Electric Shock
Car Dealers Who Gyp
<<iKittywake Island”
Wide Attention
Veterans
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
Two remarkable “cures” are
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
From time to time you publish
The method used by some used claimed in news items reaching the
the receipts of fish at the port of car dealers in evading ceiling prices London Daily D spatch.
The first is the case cf a baby
Rockland, chief among which are seems to indicate that prices set by
dying from whooping cough whose
redfish.
the OP.A. are not very effective. life is said to have been saved by
Now as a boy I caught in Maine The method used is to sell the car an aeroplane flight above the
waters ccd. haddock, hake, pollock at $100 or more above the ceiling clouds.
mackerel, tunners, flounders, smelts
The second is the case of an asth
sculpins. yes, I hooked a skate once 1 price. The bills show the ceiling ma sufferer who feels quite well,
on the Green Islands grounds but price. The balance is a gift by the thank you, after surviving an 11,000
Jack Holmes and Peter Richardson party who bought the car to the volt electr.c shock.
would not let me bring it over the party who sells.
All that was humanly possible
If the party who wishes to buy seemed to have been done for fourrail. None of these as I recall had
any t.nge that would even suggest Refuses to deal in this way there is weeks’-cld Geraldine Fieenslade
the color which from time imme no sale lf he .pays the above ceil Her life was in the balance. Her
morial has been the signal of dan ing price he is made to believe he parents were heartbroken.
is as guilty as the one who receives Today Geraldine, after a 30ger
I have tred unsuccessfully for the money, and he is afraid to talk, minute aeroplane flight, is gurgling
blackfish in St. Andrews Bay. Fif When a civilian is willing to be contentedly again. Her case has
teen or 20 years ago on frequent cheated in this way no one cares, revived the controversy of recent
trips to Chicago I had a standing but when a cold blooded dishonest years—dees h gh flying cure whoop
order for Lake Superior Whitefish, rascal gyps a veteran out of the ing cough?
at both the Blackstone and Drake few dollars he has scraped together
“When everything looked black,’’
Hotels. I have consumed my full no red blooded American can or said Mrs. Greenslade, “the doctor
quota of tluefish, black base, white should stand idly by and say noth mentioned that high flying was
and yellow perch but aside from ing.
suppesed to be a cure for whooping
the odd red snaooer here and there • Many of these boys were snatched cough. He .never dreamed we would
I do not recall having indulged in from the classrooms of our schools be able to get a plane or that we
anything that would be classified before they had finished High might try it as a last chance.
School and the entire course of
as redfish.
“My husband went to Hersham
Has it anything to do with the their lives has been changed. police station and told the officials
old saying: "neither flesh nor fowl They endured training such as no that Geraldine was not expected to
nor good red herring,” or may it beys eveer endured before in the last through the night. Within half
be that the crusading apostles of entire history of the world, they an hour they had fixed up an aero
an alien ideology have extendei were then crowded onto boats and plane at Fair Oaks, about 12 miles
their activities from the land tc shipped to foreign lands to fight away. The aerodrome sent a car
the sea in the hope of accomplish in the bloodiest war of all time. for Geraldine and my husband. He
ing by an approach through the They slept ln foxholes, in mud and went up with her for half an hour.
stomach what t^rey have failed to water, in frigid cold and in burn When they came down Geraldine
achieve by an appeal to the brain? ing heat. They ate what and when was smiling. By evening she was so
I ll bite. What are redfish and they could, many times going hun much better that it was almost
what do I call for when I want to gry for long periods. They faced like a miracle. She new is quite
patronize a product of my native the cannon and the airplanes of well."
the enemy. Many gave the last
city?
(High flying as a cure for whoop.
But now before I sign off. let me full measure. Many left part of ng cough was. first tried out in
their body on the battlefield. Some Germany before the war).
get something else off my chest.
back unharmed.
They
Last Winter at a dinner in came
Thousands of asthma sufferers
Providence, a fraternity brother did th s willingly without complain will be interested in the case of
several years my senior, who had ing, to preserve our American way William Morris, 54 years old, who
from something in my remarks, cf life and to make the world a claims that he has been cured by
identified the place of my birth decent place to live in.
an electric shock. It is just pos
Now if one of these boys wants sible that Mr. Morris, when he ac
told me that when he was a young
man he had visited in Roekland a Used car to carry him to work, or cidentally touched a live 11,000-volt
and had been entertained at a pic to provide him a little pleasure, and electric wire, made medical history.
nic on one of the islands in the he falls into the hands cf one of He escaped with nothing more
Bay. He said it had a wide sandy these rats, he is gyped cut of the than a few burns, but to his sur
beach running back to a high bluff few dollars he has saved.
prise discovered that all his asthma
It is costing the taxpayers of the symptoms had disappeared.
on which the picnic was laid. He
United
States
about
$2C0.0C0
evensa‘d the name of the island was
A Lendon physician said it was
day to operate the OP.A, and it possible that the shock suspended
Kittywake.
Returning to Rockland some 20 would seem that the agents of this the man’s asthma, but it remained
years ago he expressed a desire department should protect the vet to be seen whether his asthma was
for another picnic on Kittywake, erans from their human rattle finally cured.
but. to his surprise, i no one knew snakes who are operating under the
“Short-wave therapy is being used
where it was or had ever heard nose of the O.P.A.
already in asthma cases,” said the
I suggest as punishment cf these physician, “but nothing yet has
of it.
At the time of his first visit 1 fellows tliat they be made to return been done so far as I know in elecshould have been familiar with all the money they have stolen from tr cal-contact treatment.’
the islands in the Bay but I did veterans and that they be drafted
asthma sufferer should go in
into the Army regardless of age or forNo electrical
not feball any by that name
treatment without
Can any of your family of read anything; that they be put in the medical advice.
Army
cf
Occupation;
that
the
sol

ers of my generation throw any
—S. Newton Broadbent.
diers they are with be told why
light on this?
Port Clyde, Sept. 23.
they
are
there
and
leave
the
rest
T. Raymond Pierce.
up to the soldiers.
Wellesley, Mass.,
INVEST IN
James M. Mulloy.
Sept. 21. 1946.
tPersonnally I can answer Ray
In 1839 the white population of
by saying that redfish are rosefish,
New
Zealand numbered about 1030;
but dUrned if I know what rosefish
in 1939 it was 1,551,334.
are. Page Dick Reed—Ed, 1
SAVINGS BONDS
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Province of Massachusetts, that in
exchange for protection -from the
Indians, they would acknowledge
themselves subject to “ye govern
ment of ye Massachusetts Bay in
New Englande."
In tl»s agreement these inde
pendent settlers stipulated that they
were to retain all their rights and
privileges as free inhabitants of
Kittery. A few days later the set
TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS
tlers of York signed a similar agree
ment and thus Maine became a
part of the Province of Massachu
BETWEEN NEW YORK AND BOSTON
setts Bay, a relationship that was
to endure fcr over a century and a
You’ll pick up your telephone receiver and call
half.
In 1677 the H gh Court of Chan
New York . . . and your message w ill he beamed to
cery decided that the boundary
its destination over an 8-relay radio route. There
between Massachusetts ond NewHampshire was three miles north
will be radio towers for this new type of telephone
of the meuth of the Merrimack
line on seven hills between Boston and New- York.
River. New Hampshire was given
to the heirs of Capta n John Ma
\\ hat w ill this new- development mean to you? If
son and Maine to the heirs of Fer
it
proves
as practical as Bell radio engineers expect,
dinand Gorges. Immediately the
Massachusetts government pur
it will provide extra circuits for busy routes hke
chased Maine of Ferdinand Gorges,
New Y ork to Boston — and over water. These extra
grandson of the original grantee,
circuits will help you get your call faster, easier —
for 1250 pounds. Thus Maine with
enlarged lim ts remained under the
and help keep service constant for you —at all times
government of Massachusetts un
— since they arc relatively safe from damage by
til 1821. when Maine was admitted
of the Union.
severe storms.

Tuesday-
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Those Big Potatoes

Two Odd Cures

Watertc
Editor of The
In H L. Sk
esting article
log houses ar
reference to
was a bit “ol
as the Stanley
cerned.

Newspaper magazines and radios
have paid attention to Maine's
big potato contest to such an ex
tent that the -National Publisher,
magazine of the National Editor
ial Association is running a full
length story on it under the head
ing "Best Promotion Stunt of the
Month.” Meantime farmers from
all over the State are mailing in
their spuds as fast as they find a
big one in the digging and plans
are completed for a tour of the
contest potatoes in November
The Lisbon Enterprise which is
conducting the contest, and offer
ing a prize of $100 ifor the biggest
potato grown in Maine this year,
isn’t saying at this date who leads
for the big one. Marjorie Beech,
news editor of the Enterprise, is
the only person in the world who
knows how many have come in,
their sizes or where they came
from She locks the potatoes and
records up every night and sleeps
on the key. On November lst. she
will call on the winner wherever he
lives and make the award.
First stop on the potato tour will
be the lobbv of the Statler Hotel in
Boston, probably a window display
in Filenes and some theatre lobby
presentations.
Then the spuds
start traveling. Boise, Idaho, seems
l;ke a good place to end the tour.
After which a lot of famous people
are going to be given their holiday
potatoes.
The Enterprise has had many
queries about pie contest from
cutside Maine. Several Idaho sub
scribers have sent in their opin
ions, some suggestng that another
year the two States might compete
in a world series.
The Klamath
Falls, (Oregon), Herald and News
suggested editorially that their
milk-fed potatoes m ght interest us
here, in Maine In West Virginia a
man made a speech about the con
test at a Rotary Club and the club
wants some of the potatoes to
serve at a luncheon. A Texas
newspaper suggests, with Texan
humor, that the contest is really to
interest Maine folks in trying to
grow potatoes like these in Texas.
Everybody is trying to get into the
act.
But the only folks who really
can get into it are the Maine pota
to growers—professonals or back
yarders. One of them will have an
extra hundred dollars, November
lst.
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Something new in a telephone pole

More than nine-tenths of the
population of Haiti is of African
descent.

Ifhr/ltse

Forward looking innovations like this arc one

more example of the unending effort put into tele
phone research at the Bell Laboratories so that you
will continue to have the best and most efficient
service possible.
NIW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

—Spoils Sleep Tonij
You’ll like the way”
Va-tro-nol works light
where trouble is to
open up nose-relieve
stuffy transient con
gestion. (Also grand for
relieving sniffly, sneezy,
stuffy distress of
head colds.) Follow
directions in folder.

VNUVA-TBO-NM

Sweaters

CLOTHES
SHOP

4
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COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools
A completely equipped Photographic Scrvicb
that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

TEL 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

7 experimental radio relay tower, like this —
including one at .-1 tnebu rn ski, Mountain near
Horcester and one at Hear Hill near H ulthan,
will tarry Long Distance message and tele*

program, between ,\ew York and Bo,lot,

e
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Watertown, Mass., Oct. 5.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
In H L. Skinner's recent inter
esting article, which touched on
log houses and other things, his
reference to (photograph c plates
was a bit ’“off the beam," so far
as the Stanley product was con/ cerned.
There were two Stanleys—twin
brothers named Francis and Free
land. They were photographers in
Lewiston when they hit upon the
secret formula for putting a sensi
tized coating upon glass for use in

T

taking pictures.

But it was not a "wet” plate—it
was emphatically what is known
as a dry plate. Moreover, Stanley's
market was not ruined when roll
film became popular. On the con
trary, they had sold their business
to the Eastman firm for one mil
lion dollars.
I can speak with authority on
this matter for my first job after
leaving school was in the Stanley
dry plate factory and I learned all
brandies of plate making exc0"*
the paramount one of how to mix
the emulsion.
That secret was
known to only four men—the Stan
ley twins, a nephew named Carl
Stanley and Edward Dolbier of
Newton. Mass. The Stanley label
featured a knight in armor, on
horseback, holding high a banner
on wh ch was inscribed, "On Stan
ley On."
Getting down to their steam car
riage, the first one, known as the
Stanley Surry, needed to take water
frequently and pumped its supply *
from the nearest horse trough,
which led to bitter denunciation
from horse owners and drivers who
declared the contraption contaml-

folks who really
ire the Maine potafess onals or backthem will have an
dollars, November

>N USED CARS

PLYMOUTH
ST., ROCKLAND

55-T-tf

nated the water so that the horses
refused to drink it.
But the car did not go out of
business so far as they were con
cerned. They sold it, for another
million, to the Locomobile Com
pany iof (Bridgeport, Cpnn., and
after six months or so. began pro
ducing a modernized version. That
led to a lawsuit and Stanley won.
chiefly because of the changes in
design they had made Thereupon
.Locomobile discarded steam? land
began producing a heavy, expen
sive gasoline car.
The Stanleys equipped their new

type with a flash boiler that made
steam qu ckly and with a condens
ing apparatus that made it neces
sary to take in water much less
often than before.

I think the real reason the car
was not kept in production was that
one of the twins was killed in an
auto wreck on Newburyport turn
pike and the surviving brother,
whose health was not robust, lest
interest. At one time he experi
mented with steam propelled rail
road cars and steam buses, of which
he operated a fleet at Estes Park,
Colorado, but his latest years were
given over to building fine violins
as a hobby.
Fred C. Green.

shots I saw of it looked clever and

like an interesting story, wit hRita
Hayworth and Larry Parks, in
technicolor. It is sort of a "Mr.
Jordan" picture including Heaven
as part of the locale, and I want
to see it when it is released.
There are strong rumors that
Columbia will be mass picketed
Monday, which may preclude our
working—in which case I may get
a chance to get some of the many
things done that we need finished
up around our place. The strikers
have been specializing on Warner
Bros, and M.G.M. as they consider
them the most arrogant and unfair
of all the majors—and Universal
has been catching it hot and
heavy aLso. Quite a lot of strikers
have been arrested, and there has
been more or less violence—so we
ali hope it will foe settled fairly—
and soon.

as.
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Mrs. Lilian S. Copping has re
ceived an interesting letter from
her son. Cecil S. Copping of Los
Angeles. An abstract follows:
These week-ends pop up from
nowhere before I can real ze that
another week has passed.
Studio work has been colcssal re
cently, as for example, yesterday I
worked from 8 a. m. until well after
midnight, in spite of strike picket
lines, and am scheduled for a big

rush of it. Monday and Tuesday
at least.
All the producers seem to be in
a frenzy to get their pictures out
■before the strike paralyzes their
operations, and every major studio
is bristling witn studo police, L. A.
police, sheriffs, motorcycle cops
and professional guards.
I’ve had to cross the picket lines
considerable in the last three days,
and hate to do it, but my work
seemed to make it imperative,
since we write in the Music Annex
across the street from" the main
studio (of Columbia) but the re
cordings at which I have to offi
ciate are on the main studio lot in
stage 5.
We finished recording "Down to
Earth" last midnight, and the

YOUR Off GOVERNMENT
By E. C. Mcran, Jr.

In 1054 Rockland will celebrate
its 100th anniversary as a City.
That's only eight years away.
Therefore a program of municipal
improvement that would ordinarily
take at least 10 years can and
should be telescoped into eight
years for the purpose of rebuilding
a City of which we can all be
proud, to which all Rockland na
tives who live away can come for a
bi? 100th Anniversary Old Home
Week celebration in 1954. A mere
recital of the program will show
how difficult it will be to accom
plish all that is proposed in the
eight year period and consequently
how ri^yculous it is for anyone to
expect such important results with
in a year or two.
1. Charter. The first require
ment of a well-run City is a good
City Charter. We have a new
charter; how good it is will be de
termined only by experience. Since
leading authorities on the subject
have commended it in highest
terms, we have good reason to be
lieve that it is good. Certainly it
is a vast improvement over our old
charter. It can and should be
changed as experience may war
rant. We have therefore already
accomplished item 1 of the pro
gram—and at no cost to the City.
2. Ordinances
Every
City
must have ordinances; good ordi
nances are a necessary foundation
for good local government. Rock
land now has completely revised
ordinances which have been highly
praised by authorities on the sub
ject. They can and should be
changed as experience demon
strates the need. We have there
fore accomplished item 2 of the
program—and the labor of revising
the
ordinances cost
the City
nothing.
<
3. Management. Good over-all
management is as essential in local
government as in private business.
There must be central direction if
we are to have efficiency. We have
the system—the Council-Manager
form of government—that is best
designed to accomplish that pur
pose. The majority of Maine’s 21
cities and about 65 Maine towns,
have the same form of govern
ment, and no Maine city or town
which has ever adopted this form
has ever abandoned it—an impres
sive testimonial by those citizens
who have had years of actual ex

perience under this form of govern
ment.
Most of these Maine CouncilManager cities and towns have a
dissatisfied group (usually politi
cians who want jobs) who are vocal
in their criticism but who generally
have never done anything construc
tive for their home town. Rock
land now has the most modem
form of local government; it is ex
actly the same form of organizaVon as that of the American
business corporation, which has
proven so successful as a form of
organization. Like the American
private business corporation, the
Rockland public business corpora
tion has a general Manager to ad
minister its affairs.
Our City Manager like the mana
ger of a private business corpora
tion, has the same difficulties of
materials and labor in these diffi
cult times, but is fast producing an
effective organization to render
service to citizens.
We have
therefore accomplished this item 3
of the program, and it is improv
ing month by month.
4. Finance. A most important
branch of management is finance.
This coming year Rockland will
have—for the first time in our
history—a comprehensive budget
and budget control procedures. We
also are adopting an orderly debt
reduction program, sadly needed in
Rockland. While it will take years
to work out of our city debt and
place the City in a position to func
tion with maximum effectiveness,
all that can be done now has been
or is being done, The necessary
foundation for a tax equalization
program is being laid. All our
financial business is now central
ized in one place. We have there
fore accomplished much of this
item 4 of the progra/n.
5. Personnel. Management also
includes personnel; no government
can be better than the people who
compose it. Here,the City had to
start from scratch; there was no
personnel program.
The merit
system has been installed, and a
Personnel Board of citizens created.
No private business would hire a
person for a definite term of one,
two or three years'; a successful
business hires its employes for so
long as they render acceptable
service.
An employe is also en
titled to that protection. The old
political idea of turning out an

Instant heat for
chill Fall days • •

THE WORLD’S FIRST AND ONLY
• General Electric sun-bowl
heaters are ideal for home
or office use. Light In weight,
one of these heaters can
easfly be shifted to any spot
where its beneficial warmth
Is needed. Just plug Into any
standard outlet, and as quick
as a flash Its big 1000 watt
heating unit goes to work
for you. At all Central
Maine Pow
$040
er Company
stores for

Electronic Blanket
BY

THE

MAKERS

OF

THE

FAMOUS

BEAUTYREST

MATTRESS

This store has seen every
thing ... we don’t “enthuse
easy” . . . but the new Sim

mons Electronic Blanket has
our throats cheer-weary.

For here’s the kind of mir
acle only this electronic age

Central Maine Power Company

could have produced—bring

ing comfort and safety no
electric blanket has ap
.11

<MIMI

proached before!

I

YOU CHOOSE THE WARMTH YOU WANT—'
and pop into a bed already warm. Nary a
cold or damp spot ... no more oppressive
weight of several blankets. Under just the
one cloud-light Simmons Electronic Blanket,
you sleep just right all night regardless of
weather changes.

Quality cleaners

are back again
■pi'T NEW life and sparkle into

your rugs with this powerful

Royal cleaner that brushes deepseated dirt to the surface and
vacuums it into the big durable
bag in one speedy, thorough oper

REALLY ELECTRONIC! Temperature is
regulated right in the blunket . . . can’t
get too cool or too warm. Even if acci
dent or other abnormal conditions
should damage the wiring—there’s an
exclusive Simmons electronic safety
tube to cut the current automatically.

ation. Suction is distributed even
ly across the full width of the

nozzle which can he readily ad
justed to any thickness of rug or
to bare floors.
Easy to attach,
too, are the other Royal cleaning
SO CONVENIENT AND BEAUTIFUL! The

Simmons Electronic Blanket (built to give
years of service!) is as lovely^as your finest
wool blanket, and just as easy to launder!
More—you have just one blanket to han
dle when making the bed, just one blanket
to store. Comes in five lovely pastel shades:
Blue, Cedar, Rose, Peach, Green.

tools which you will want to com

plete the usefulness of your
cleaner.
Examine these efficient
cleaners

at

any

riui Frdrril
Excise Tax

Maine

Power Company store.

MODELS NOW
for root prelactiM,—?>e ture that
the electric blanket you buy beare
this marker of Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.

Central
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COME IN...SEE FOR YOURSELF...TODAYI

Burpee Furniture Co.
Established Over 100 Years

• skit Mountain near

Hill near H ahhates
•n message and tele*

361 MAIN STREET,
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experienced and acceptable public
official just to make, a job for a pol
At The High School
itician insures poor government,
and is about the worst indictment
against a political form of govern Principal Blaisdell and Miss
The third year French Club pre-,
ment; when cltzens hear the howl
Stahl
Address
Fellow
sented
a short program. Oct. 4,
that there should be a turn-over
each member taking part in lec
of employes with each election, they
Teachers
should look at the source of that
tures and conversations in French.
howl, and generally will find a
The second faculty meeting of The officers are; President, Anna
politician.
the school year took place Monday,
vice president, Carolyn
A training program has been with Mrs. Pitts as chairman, and Heino;
Howard;
secretary and treasurer,
started. Pay is being slightly in Princ pal Blaisdell and Miss Stahl
Irene Anderson. Evelyn Clark was
creased, hours of work are being as speakers.
reduced where proper, and a pen
Mr. Blaisdell’s report d^alt with chosen to arrange a program for
sion plan is about to be adopted, the work of the secondary school the next meeting. The meetings
in order to make municipal em principals in the Summer work are held each Friday. The name
ployment attractive and thus ob shop at University of Maine. He of the club is "Les Amies of
tain and retain good city employes. said in part:
France.’’ The object of the club
Rockland therefore has already ac
“This group started work on a is to increase the vocabulary and
complished much, and is well on its new curriculum which will more to acquire a facility in conversa
way to accomplish more of this nearly meet the needs of more of tion. The advisor is Mme. dc
item 5 of the program.
our high school pupils. The early Arias.
6. Planning and Zoning. Plan secondary school program was de
Gayle Rogers, a Junior, was
ning and zoning were unknown to signed to .prepare students to en awarded the "Friday Prize ’ of $10
Rockland until this year, although ter the learned professions such as for bringing in the most subscrip
in existence in the vast majority the ministry, law, medicine, and tions in the magazine contest,
of cities in the United States. As teaching.
amounting to $110. John Black
a result of past neglect, it is all the
"This type of training was well man, a Freshman, received the
harder to do a good job now. We adopted to the selected group at week-end prize of a fountain pen.
now have a citizens' Planning tending high schools in those days. for bringing in $50 worth of sub
Commission, a Zoning lawk a Zon The modern secondary program scriptions.
ing Board of Appeals, and we are must change its offering to give
Dark blue gym suits for the girls
one of the few citits in Maine to some life work preparation to the have been ordered, and are being
have a subdivision control ordi eighty or ninety percent of our made through a local store.
nance; we are therefore gradually youth who will complete their for
The Seniors are having their
joining the ranks of w’ell-managed mal education when they receive a graduation pictures taken this
cities in this respect. While we have 1 high school diploma.
week.
far to go in this field of manage
"If we accept the premise that
Defense stamps will be bought,
ment—and it will take years—we the public schools should educate beginning this week, as a savings
have laid sound foundations and all the children of all the people, program This aetviity is in charge
are now on our way to accomplish our course of action is very plain. of Mrs. Hart.
this item 6 of our program.
It is the obvious duty of the school
A special assembly will be held
7. Police. After laying the nec system to set up a program of in Ffidav afternoon, when the first of
essary foundation of law (charter struction that will keep boys and the Pitt Parker programs will be
and ordinances) and the structure girls in school.
presented by Samuel Russell Eves,
“It is probably true that this re a "Merry Modern Minstrel." He
of management (over-all general
management, finance, personnel sult may be partially attained by has a rich baritone voice, is an ex
and planning), we are then in a new methods of presenting subjects pert pianist, and plays the accor
position to render service to citi now in the curriculum. We need dion. His informal comments adds
zens. which is the reason for local also to add material that is more interest to his program and aids
government. The most important closely related to present life ex musical appreciation.
function of government is protec periences.
At its meeting on Monday morn
"Shop courses can do much to ing. the Student Council voted to
tion of person and property; with
out that, no other function could provide opportunities for exploring hold a Halloween social Halloween
be performed. The present govern various vocations Boys should be night. There will be movies, danc
ment inherited an inefficient and exposed to the vocational possibili ing, and prizes for the best cos
ties of several different occupa- tumes. Admission will be free to
demoralized police department.
In view of its Importance, much t’ons during -their school course., all Junior and Senior High pupils.
attention has been given to this de This does not mean that the school In return for this evening of fun.
partment, and as a result, no de will develop skilled machinists, car
who attend will be asked to
partment has been improved more penters, automobile mechanics, or those
It ls hoped that refrain from property damage and
in 1946. Citizens who realize that electricians.
harmful mischief during the
the pay has not been attractive, boys may learn the possibilities in other
evening.
these
occupations.
They
should
that it has been difficult to get
Assisting Mr. Blaisdell in the of
good men, that the Rockland pub aLso gain enough experience so fice
this week are Bernice Perry
lic has been far from being a good that they may do simple home re and Louise Kirk from the Senior
employer, being more prone to pairs at home and on their auto stenography and offlce practice
I
criticise than to help, and that it mobiles.
and Marjorie Andrews. Pa
Girls should receive the same classes,
takes three years to make a first
tricia Emery. Carolyn Steeves,
class recruit into a first class po
Copeland, Jean Merrill.
liceman, appreciate that the pres ments at the new park-to-be on Frederick
Ruth
Mahoney,
Jacob Bedell,
ent police officers consisting largely the corner of Limerock and White from the Juniorand
business
training
of young World War II veterans, streets, and at Community Park, j
classes.
now constitute the foundation for together with the supervised play
a real police department.
ground this Summer. It is all
In these troublesome times, we just a beginning, and will take type of training from their courses
need an efficient police department time, but we are on ourway, guided . in home economics and commercial
which impartially enforces the law by a citizens* Recreation Advisory subjects.
"College preparation still ranks
and which is run by the Police Board. In the 92 years of its
Chief and not by outsiders or existence, probably Rockland has as the most important duty of thc
“fixers.” We are well on our way never before even had a supervised secondary school. This field should
to accomplish this item 7 of the playground for children. Probably not be neglected when new courses
program the principal need now Community Park w’as the most are added. If we expect financial
is a more helpful attitude on the dilapidated and lacking in facilities support for secondary schools from
part of the public.
of any park in any Maine city, and the general public, we must offer
8. Fire. Our fire department the condition of the Public Land training that applies to all the
was at a higher standard relatively ing was a disgrace; due to past young people of secondary school
than the average of other depart neglect, it will take time and money age.”
Miss Stahl, who also attended the
ments. A program of equipment to bring these two units to proper
renewal and improvement, plus condition to serve adequately the workshop group, said;
‘The English group at the Sec
vitally needed housing, js a neces functions for which they exist.
Conclusion We are started on a ondary School Workshop was con
sary part of the program. In this
department the new Building Code program Rockland needs desperate cerned primarily with two things:
the New Fire Prevention ordinance, ly. Spread over a period of years, helping with the revision of the
the new personnel program, the this program can be accomplished State Curriculum for English and
small pay raise, and the pension without unreasonable cost. Appro with the application of the Com
plan are definite steps of improve priations for this year, made by munication Arts to the teaching of
The former involved,
ment; we are well on our way to the last City Council, were only 10% English.
accomplish this item 8 of the pro higher than the previous year. particularly, suggestions as to what
gram, but here again, it will take Every businessman and every should be taught in English
housewife knows that costs in gen classes and on what grade level.
years.
“This revision will toe one of the
9. Health. Rockland never has eral have increased much more
main
topics of discussion at the
than
10%.
The
City
also
must
hire
had a good municipal health pro
gram. The Community Nursing labor and buy materials at exist English meeting at the State Con
Association has been of inestimable ing higher costs. Thoughtful citi vention this month.
"The Communication Arts in
value as a private organization as zens recognize these facts.
The City Government is relying volve books, magazines, newspa
sisted by the City, making up for
this governmental deficiency. It heavliy upon the citizen boards pers,, moving pictures, music, art.
will take time—much more than a which have been created. They dance and language or means of
year or two—to solve this problem, furnish a liason between the citi conveying ideas between individ
but the health of our people is so zen and his government; the gov uals and between groups. The in
these was
vitally important that it must be ernment Ls aided immeasurably ter-relationship of
stressed
as
well
as
the
total effect
thereby,
and
more
citizens
take
solved, and is now under study. Our
of this mass communication in
local doctors are holding the fort part in their government.
The successful conclusion of this the lives of individuals of today,
and rendering a great public serv
ice in this field today, which every program, however, depends upon Methods of setting up a ‘screen'
and requires the co-operation of through which to sift accepted ma
citizen should appreciate.
10. Education, The School Board the vast majority of Rockland citi terial were discussed as well as
has made abundantly clear the zens. Rockland has many citizens changes in the English curriculum,
mess we are in, due to past neglect who could be helpful if they | if it is centered around the Com
and failure to plan. A. start has would turn their talents toward do munication Arts.’’
been made in obtainig an option on ing something for their City. All
a lot for an elementary school at citizens can help by co-operating'
the South End. Rockland will need with and supporting this program, j
needs builders, not Relieved in 5 minutes or double your money beck
years to bring education up to Rockland
excess stomach acid causes painful. sufTocetwhere it ought to be; here is an destroyers; Rockland citizens will IngWhen
gas, sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
prescribe
the fastest-acting medicines known for
best
serve
their
City
and
them

other illustration of how ridiculous
■ymptomatic relief—medicines like those tn Pall-ana
No laxative. Bell-ana brtnga comfort ln a
it is to expect a complete program selves by supporting builders, not I Tablets.
JUTj or return bottle to us for double rnouey beck. 25a.
destroyers.
accomplished in a year or two.
11. Works. Our Public Works
Department has been in deplorable
condition; it couldn’t do a good job
because it didn’t have equipment.
We had the poorest and the least
equipment of any city of our size
in Maine;
without equipment,
either things were not done, or if
done were expensively done by hand
labor. Because of past neglect it
will take time and cost money to
bring up this department to a point
where it can render the service
citizens must have. We have de
veloped and are beginning a fiveyear program of equipment for
this department, so have accom
There’s real drama in Rockland store
plished something.
If this Pro
news
... as “told” in the advertising
gram is maintained, we will have
a
constantly improving public
columns of The Courier-Gazette.
works department.
12. Welfare. This department
Particularly exciting is the story of
has been reorganized under a
new Fall merchandise .. . fashion-fresh
single Director; it is believed that
much more efficient service can
collections that await you in Rockland’s
now be rendered. The big problem
fine
stores ... available in a variety that
here is to work for amendment of
certain State laws- This depart
seldom can be matched anywhere else in
ment is very important, particular
all New England.
ly in time of depression; incompe
tence and politics in this depart
Shopping in Rockland is a thrilling ex
ment could be most expensive to
the taxpayers as well as result in
perience ... but shop first in the adver
failure to provide the service our
tising columns of The Courier-Gazette ... .
citizens need.
13. Library. We now have a citi
for the advertisements tel, you what and
zens’ Library Advisory Board, and
where to buy... save you time, steps and
we have a good Library. However,
we can easily have a more useful
money.
library with proper effort. The
Library is the "Peoples Universi
ty;* it should have an adult edu
cation program, and that is now
being planned.
14. Recreation A start has been
A Good Newspaper In A Good Market
made m Recreation; witness the
Public Landing today, as compared

A Faculty Meeting
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Snow Is Promoted

Busy Clam-Diggers
♦

A Suggested Charter

-

Making $10 to $12 a Day New District Traffic Manager Averell Gives His Opinion Of
In Trinidad Has Rockland
What Might Suit the
On the Medomak River
Relatives
People
.
Flats
With high-line diggers taking
from 12 to 15 bushels daily, the
Medomak River clam flats of Wal
doboro and Bremen produce a
daily revenue to Maine fishermen
In excess of $3COO, according to
Sea and Shore Fisheries Warden
Supervisor
Warren
Hume
of
Boothbay Harbor.
"The daily production of some
150 diggers averages between two
and three hundred barrels,” de
clared Hume, in pointing out the
importance of the Medomak flats
to the State, particularly with the
re-opening of the Maine canning
industry, Oct. 1.
W.th good tides, some fishermen
get as high as 12 to 15 bushels of
the bivalves each day, said Hume.
•‘At $10 to $12 a barrel, that means
an excellent income for the dig
gers.”
From Broad Cove, Dutch Neck
and Waldoboro where the clams
are purchased by buyers, fast car
riers shuttle them to shucking
houses for distribution to Boston
and other eastern markets.

A “Short Snorter” Sgt. Austin Ripley of So.
Thomaston Has Atomic
Bomb Souvenir
A berlbonned service man—and
a very substantial looking one—
came into the editor’s office yes
terday and laid upon the desk
something which looked not uni ke
a dollar bill.
The serviceman was Technical
Sergeant Austin Ripley of South
Thcmaston; the ‘banknote” was a
souvenir of the atomic bomb dem
onstration which took place last
Summer.

John A. Snow, former assistant
to Pan American World Airways'
Latin American Division traffic
manager in M ami. Fla., has been
transferred to Port of Spain. Trini
dad, as PAA's district traffic mana
ger for the Trinidad area. He suc
ceeds Philip M. Siefert, who has
been transferred to San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
Snow, a native of Old Town, has
been an employe of Pan American
since Jan. 24 1939. when he joined
the reservations section of tne
Latin American traffic department.
In his new position Snow super
vises details of passenger and ex
press movements into and out of
Trinidad and directs activities de
signed to" assure passengers the ut
most in travel convenience and
comfort.
During the early part of the war,
Snow served in a traffic capacity
with Pan
American
A.rways,
Africa, Ltd., a PAA agency which
built a.rports across Africa. He
later served with the airline’s
Africa-Orient Division, operator ot
the famous “Cannonball'’ express
between the United .States and
India.
Returning to the Latin Ameri
can . Division in Miami in 1943,
Snow was assistant to the division
traffic manager, in charge of per
sonnel, prior to his transfer to
Trmidad.
A brother, Capt. George W
Snow. 2522 Madrid street. Coral
Gabies, Fla., is a veteran pilot tor
Pan American, having served with
the international airline since 1928
Anpther brother, Fred A. Snow^
resides in Rockland, where the
new
Trinidad traffic manager
formerly lived. Two other brothers
Daniel A. and Burton F. Snow, and
a sister, Mrs. L. A Jellison live in
Freeport.
Another sister. Miss
Freda A. Snow, is a resident of
Rockport, and a third sister, Mrs
Chester Brown, iiVes jn Methuen
Mass.
Snow attended Coburn Classical
Inst.tute, a preparatory school for

The souvenir, known in Army
circles as a ‘’short snorter,” bore in
each corner the figures “58,” in
dicative of the squadron which boys in Waterville.
dropped the bomb on two Japanese Miami in 1938.
cities.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
A citizen recently remarked to
the writer, “I have been asked to
sign a petition for a change in our
city government I do not under
stand the situation and I do not
want to sign anything until I know
what is right to do? This is the
attitude of every respons ble citi
zen. For this reason, the question
of City Government should be
brought out for open and complete
public discussion before any definite
measures are formed.
Every responsible citizen will take
the pos tion. that what is wrong in
the City Manager form of Govern
ment should be abolished and,
what is right should be retained.
Probably every unbiased citizen will
approve two principles of govern
ment; first, it shall be effle'ent and
economical; second, it shall be
completely responsible to the demo
cratic authority of all of our citi
zens. Accordingly, we will first
consider the principles and form of
an efficient executive branch of
our city government and secondly,
the political form of organization
which will place the executive
branch under the complete author
ity of all of our citizens.
What Ls a City Government? Is
it not a business management like
that of any form of business or
ganization? Then, how do all
forms of business appoint those
who conduct their business? They
select their bosses, foremen and
superintendents or managers from
their skilled and experienced work
ers who have qualified themselves
to manage the business. These
qualified workers are appointed or
promoted to their positions because
of their effic ency and seniority.
They hold their positions perma
nently until they retire on their
annuity No sound business is op
erated on any other principle.
What bus’ness employer or cor
poration directors board would
thing of discharging its experienced
and efficient foremen and managers
and appoint first one politician
after
another to run the'r business-?
He moved to

“Crossroads" project which they
called it. started in New Mexico
last February and Sgt. Ripley was

Maine Motor Men

with it until the spectacular task
was completed Aug. 7, riding at a
height of 5000 feet as the bombs
were dropped
Th“ Sergeant
brought home some highly interstration.
esting photographs of the demonSgt. Ripley is a son of Mrs. Fred
Ripley of South Thomaston and
has been in the regular Army
nine years.
He plans to remain
until his retirement 10 years hence.

Will Attend Dinner and GetTogether In Bangor

Farm Bureau Notes
With The Homes

The following meetings will be
held soon on ‘^Purchasing Postwar
Equipment;” Vinalhaven, Oct. 4;
Rockland, Oct. 15; Sheepscot, Oct
16; Rockport, Oct. 17 and Orff's
Corner, Oct. 18.
Other meet ngs to be held by the
local leaders are aslrliow< Br stc
Sewing Short Cuts, Oct. 17 Bur
kettville, Sewing Short Cuts, Oct.
17;
and
Washington, Sew.ng
Short Cuts, Oct. 18
Oct. 16, there will be a Farm
Bureau organization meeting in
Damariscotta Mills. Anyone inter
ested in joining is cordially invited
to attend this meeting at 7.30 p. m.
Contact Miss McCurda and find
out where the meet ng is being
held. All homemakers are urged
to attend and hear what the Ex
tension group has to offer Each
year the group received informa
tion on foods, clothing and home
management.
The Farm Bureau membership
campaign in Knox-Lincoln coun
ties is now on. Renew your mem

Oct. 17
An evening get-together dinner
will conclude a half-day program
of committee conferences of the
Maine Motor Vehicle Association
?$Q?al?gOrk°ct' 17’ Scheduled for
12.30 lunch is a meeting of th«
Board of Directors, composed of
members of various highway trans
portation concerns throughout the
State, together with the so called
private carriers and business rep
resentatives whose operations are
allied or dependent on the overthe-road motor truck.
During the afternoon, sessions
of sub-committees on Membership
and Publicly Public Relations will
be conducted.
At 6.30 in the evening at the
Penobscot Hotel will be held a gen
eral dinner meeting of all inter
ested operators from the Eastern
and Northern end of the State. Of
intrest to all having motor trucks
on our highways will be the re
marks of the guest speaker. Wal
ter W. Belson, Assistant General
Manager of the American Truck
ing Associations, Inc., in charge of
Publicity and Public Relations. Mr.
Belson will report the highlights
of the first post war National
Convention of the American Truck
ing Association? the Maine State
Association s nat onal affiliate, be
ing held at Chicago. Oct. 4-9.
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
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bership now and get started for
1947. New members are always
welcome Let’s go and put Knov

Lincoln over the top in this drive.
Your money can be sen; to the
Agricultural Extension Service of
fice or contact the chairman of
your group.
One quarter of Hollywood's anual

film

productoin

consists

CHOOS8 1

of

western'' thrillers.

1^-

WEDD1NG PHOTOGRAPHS .
A cherished reminder of that memorable occasion In
the years to come.

We are equipped to handle your wedding at the home
or church and deliver photographs of superior quality.

SIDNEY L CULLEN
AT THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TELS. 770, 907-W. 907-R
Glossy Prints for the Newspapers furnished free of
charge.
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THE W. C. I U. CONVENTION
Was Happy Success-Mrs. Christie’s SpeechConvention Echoes
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Chris
tie gave her recommendations.
A panel discussion on “Let The
People Know ’ was presented by
the Houlton Iota Sigma, Mrs.
Gladys Sweet, leader. Questions
d 9cussed, Who Is Our Neighbor?
Let us let cur neighbor know. How
?an we let our neighbor know?
A memorial service for members
(vas conducted by Mrs. Philip
Hughey. County presidents held a
lighted taper while reading the
memor al list, then passed it on to
her aide with the quotation “That
the light of Temperance fail not I
pass on this light.” Those from
Knox County were Rockland, Emmaline Abbott, Mary Perry Rich,
Ida Simmons, Etta Thompson, Eva
Brunberg, Gertrude Studley, Thom
aston, Margaret Crandon; Appleton, Julia Morse, Adella Gushee.
Mrs. Annie Barnes of Houlton
presented the department of Child

shocking people of decency. The
Brewers Foundation may .help to
control the dealers in malt beverages, but it is impossible for them
to control the imbibers. The na
ture of alcohol is always that of
trouble-maker and the drinkers
' are a constant and rap.dly increas
ing problem.
Wilbur LaRoe, Elder of. Chevy
Chase Presbyterian Church says
in 1932 there were 59 arrests for
each 1000 people and in 1942 it was
155.6 or nearly three times as
many. Per capita drinking has in
creased until the average cost for
every many, weman and child in
our country today is $55.79.
Beer consumed in 1934, the sec
ond year of Repeal was 1,240,000,000
gallons, while 11 years later it was
2,527,766.588 gallons or more than
twice as much.

Welfare.

Miss Mary Elizabeth Bubar, 3’/s
months old. daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Buibar and granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Hughey, and
youngest delegate, was made a
White Ribbon Recruit, Mrs. Chris
tie tying the white rbbon on the
child’s wrist
An L.T.L. demonstration was
given by a group of children from
Mrs. Hall’s room, 9th grade, Mc
Lain School.. Mrs. Myrtle Ames of
Fort Fairfield, long time director
of Loyal Temperance Legions, spoke
to the children. Those taking part
Nancy Post, Orrin Blaledell, Ar
lene Miller, Rachel Gardiner, Joan
Williams, Janicel Fickett, Marlon
Talbot, Robert* Crie.
Rev. Mr.
Pressey from Winterport was pre .
sented and gave greetings.
,
Thursday morning Miss Margaret Martin of Guilford said that
institutions are needed to present
the W.C.T.U. woman with the ac- I

Consumption of

distilled spirits has increased since
1934 from 58,000,000 gallons to
190,000,000 gallons in 1945, more
than three times as much.
The Department of Commerce
tells us that $51,879,029,908 has been
diverted from the retail markets
to alcoholic beverages since Repeal.
To return to our own State of
Maine, we find arrests increasing
In Maine cities. The Civic League
Record for February stated that
cases of intoxication in Waterville
reached the new high of 403 in
1945.
In Presque Isle, arrests last year
for liquor offenses were 445—an
alarming increase for our little city.
But August of this year showed a
new high in arrests—a total of 91
for all causes.
Remember the Lincoln tragedy a
few weeks ago? A man. angered
because the woman who lived with
him had left him, “fortified himself with liquor," went to the house
where she was staying and killed
her In a most brutal manner.

complishments and needs for more
Last Spring a 15-year-old boy
trained workers.
was
found dead of alcoholism on the
So the City Management plan, as
Miss Caroline Fenno Chase of steps of a school building in a
far as it establishes a force of effi
cient. experienced officials, who are Augusta said that the purpose of Kennebec town,

appointed permanently or for their
period of efficient service, is sound
bus’ness practice. To return to the
old rotation of political mayors and
other executive officials would re
place sound business practice by
political irresponsibility and in
competence.
On the other hand, to insure the
faithful service of this executive
City, management organization, it
must be made responsible to the
complete democratic authority of
all of the citizens. A political or
ganization of the people should be
formed which will place all of this
authority in their hands.
What would give them this pow
er better than the old City Council
of three councilmen from each
ward? These 21 councilmen would
fu’ly and fairly redistribute the po
litical authority of the people. But,
to simplify and strengthen the po
litical authority of the people, cer
tain changes should be made.
The
old party
organizations
which serve no business purpose
but only incite pol'tical prejudice
and antagonism should be thrown
overboard Ward caucuses for the
nomination of councilmen and all
other measures had better follow
the town meeting plan where all
citizens co-operate for the common
interests of all. Groups with dif
ferent views would be free to
nominate their candidates.
As the 21 councilmen would be a
sufficient body to represent the po
litical authority of the citizens, the
extra board of aldermen snould be
abolished. The old out-of-date
form of two separate bodies of
representatives are not near so effi
cient as a single representative
body. The two bodies only lead to
complication, dissension and ob
struction. In place of the board of
aldermen, the councilmen from
each ward should elect one of their
number to form an executive com
mittee of seven members which
would be responsible to the entire
councfl and represent its measures
and decisions.
The executive committee of the
council, subject to the direction and
ratification of the entire council

religious education ls to extend the
teaching of temperance ideals n
the teaching of religious education.
The Vacation Bible School is one of
the greatest schools for religious
education along these lines.
Miss Regina Moede, national
Secretary of Youth Temperance
Council urged delegates tp'hiake it
their goal to form a Y.TU1 in your
community if there is’not one.
Speech Contests Was , the sub
ject presented by Mrs. Clara Emery
Rockland, who said: JMore.Unions
should offer medals for speech con
tests to be held at High ami Junior
High School assemblies' and jn
church young people's grQups, place
reciters in public libr.arjps and
schools.
. , .
The elect'on of officers' resulted
as follows: President, Mrs. APgusta
K. Christie, Presque Isle; corresponding secretary; Miss, Caroline
F. Chase, Augusta; recording secretary; Miss AmePa/'Shapleigh,
Lebanon; treasurer, Miss Margaret
L. Sargent, Portland.

Three youths in Presque Isle
while under the influence of al
cohol tried to force their way into
a restaurant and had to be eject

ed and arrested. Two other teen
agers while under the influence

i

1

Mrs. Christie’s Address

The address of the State president .. is. always
eagerly awaiifu
awaited bv
. J
c
Oy

the delegates, and Mrs. Christie's
was certainly no disappointment.
By way of preface she said

“It is pleasant to be meeting '
again in your city. It was here 12
years ago that your president had
her first glimpse of State W.C.T.U.
work and what a thrill it was. We
came in pouring rain, however a
very wet convention, but we are
happy this time to have all nature
smiling.”
Under the subject “Which Way
America?” Mrs. Christie said, in
part:

We have recently held a local 1
option election on the liquor ques
tions. Did" everv nne nf
>te? If any failed li do so.
your vote?
that one is guilty of aiding the
liquor interests. Every citizen of
sound mind who is 21 years of aee

tried to rob the bank.
But, some say, “We must have
the revenue for Old Age pensions.”
Let me state emphatically Old Age
pens Ons do not depend on liquor
reVerrue. Such revenue was never
allcted for that purpose. However,
let us look into this matter of reve
nue. Massachusetts did so, and
what did they find? They discov
ered that while the State received
$13.000.000 revenue in one year, the
cost of taking care of the results
of' liquor in that same year
was over $61-,009,000. But this is
the financial cost alone—more than
four* ‘times the income—. What
about the cost in life, in broken
homdB, ruined lives and lost souls?
A few days ago a letter came to
me frem a citizen of Knox County,
the gist of which was that God
made alcohol, so he intended that
^°fle
dri?k
J**"’1 G<xl
make digital
s, strychnine,
opium,
mnmhine
enrrnsivo
cnhllmoto
and
morphine, corrosive sublimate and
many other dangerous drugs? He
made them for a purpose, but can
yo,u lniaLne the State ?icen£i"e the
Sae of l?ese 10 a11 who apply? If
a^one !s
peddling- morp.hine unless he is a licensed physic a j* what happens? However God
made ^cohol, or the elements to
produce it—not to make men drunk
but to be a valuable assistant to
industry.
What shall we do about the situa
tion in which we find ourselves to
day? Delinquency and crime at an
aH tImf high-a? increasingly large
percentage of all these offenses due
to mvunvi
alcohol—
—ciuiuren
children ano
and youtn
youth
5U*er:nS because of drinking parents — becoming delinquents for
lack cf parental guidance.
We
to teach children
j have
.. tried
.
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Colby Wood’s Team

He Has Hobbies

—

Ellsworth Red Wings Are But Liberty Man, Almost Shown by the 13 Clam Flats
Planning Now For the
Which Have Been Re
Blind, Has Very Practical
1947 Season
surveyed
Ones
The Ellsworth Red Wing officials
Liberty. Sept. 25,
are not lett ng the football season Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
interfere with making plans for an i I had planned to write about the
other strong Eastern Maine League use of granite for many years on
Government work
and
about
entrant.
! marble, and sandstone but the
The Red Wings concluded their lady who tj-pes for me is anxious
season a couple of weeks ago with j to start getting supper so I quit.
a rousing 6-0 triumph over the, In 1941 I tried my best for four
Blue Hill Badgers. This be. ng the months to do a comeback as a
painting contractor in Massachu
final game on the Ellsworth sched j setts,
which I failed to do because
ule, the locals completed their sea the fear of war made people hang
son, with a record of 31 victories onto their cash instead of buying
| paint and paper, so I came back to
in 43 outings.
The locals got off to a slow start, a small farm in Liberty to rust out
but picked up momentum as the , instead of wear out, as I had hoped
season progressed and collected a ' to do.
Not being able to read on account
string of 17 consecutive wins before
tasting a deleat. This stretch of of a nearly total loss of eyesight, I
victories just about enabled the thought it best to take up some
Red Wings to establish some sort hobby so I would not brood over
of a record among Eastern Maine my handicap. I picked out the use
of pine trees from which Summer
teams.
Manager Cclbv Wood wishes to and year around homes could be
built and have kept up the study
publicly thank all of the .fans who
for over five years. The past 10
assisted in making the Red Wing
years many have built camps,
season a successful one. plans are
cabins, and cottages to look as if
already under way to field the
they were built of logs and the
strongest 1947 nine.
models shown at Sportsman Shows
in the Boston Gardens and in New
fered the benediction.
York have drawn much attention.
Special musical numbers were a
In December, 1944, a half-column
piano and organ duet by Mrs. Char writeup in a small paper printed In
lotte Cook and Mrs. Nellie Magune, Minnesota told how a hermit of
vccal solos by Miss Margaret Sim Saint Paul, by the use of the
mons.
decayed pine logs and stumps,
covered with dirt or leaf mold, in
Convention Echoes
!
Mrs. Clara Emery was made a life which he transplanted wild blue
member of the State W.C.T.U. by the berry plants which grew large
! berries which grew like a cluster of
Knox County delegation.
grapes and the writer asked those
• • • •
who
read the writeup to send
Knox County Union, Appleton
plants
T. G Weir at the Uniand Rockland Unions were repre vers ty to
of
Minnestota at St. Paul.
sented at the Recognition Banquet
This
writeup
me a new
for gaining unions by Mrs. Clara hobby which was gave
to
help
find out
F.mery, county president. Miss Lecla some method by which we
could
Robinson, county treasurer, Mrs. make blueberries grow just where
Estelle Colburn, Rockland, Mrs. we want them to grow, also to find
Elizabetli Newbert, Appleton.
ulant food which will increase
Sixty delegates and friends at some
the
size
and yield of blueberries.
tended the banquet, served by ladies
My
wife
that if I should
of the Methodist Church Mrs. Ellen die before swears
she
does
she will plant
Hempstead, chairman.
blueberry plants on my grave, but
♦ ♦ * ♦
many boys and men years ago
A feature of the Thursday eve
swore
they would plant bull thistles
ning program was the Silver Medal
on
my
because as a baseball
Speech Contest bv five High School pitcher grave
I
used
strike out some
students. It was conducted by Mrs. of them with a tostraight
close
Clara Emery. Those taking part to their chins. But whatball
and their selection were: Marilyn alter I am gone does not happens
disturb
Cates, “The Past Has Spoken”; Leo me.
Connellan, “Out of the Depths”;
I (wrote to T. J. Wier and Fred
Philip Magitz, “Misplaced Pro Grifflee of University of Maine and
vision”; Natalie Nash, “Whither asked the same string of questions.
Thou Goest”; Joyce Wotton, “The I asked if they had ever tried out
Better Part of Valor.” Award of the test of feeding ripe berries to
the Silver Medal was given to Leo domestic foul and later burning
Connellan.
over the land and asked their
» « » •
opinion if the seeds would sprout
A group of mothers and babies Both gave the same reply that they
was presented to the convention by never tried it out and would not
Mrs. Susie Morey, Mrs. Annie express an opinion on any test they
Barnes conducted the White Ribbon had not tried themselves. Both men
Recruit Service tying the ribbon on told me in detail about raising
the babies wrists. TTiey were Carla plants from seeds under glass but
Leu Cassems, Corlis Benner, Betty also said so far no plant food had
Lee Clark, John Weldon McPherson been found to be of any help in
IV, and Raymond Lee Epps.
growing this crop.
* * • •
The five space fillers I have sent
The demonstration of a quarter you
on low bush blueberry growing
of a mile of quarters was led by is the result of the start of my
Miss Caremal Bradford. The dele hobby in December, 1944. In June,
gates of the counties were called 1946, I wrote to the University of
forward and given a roll of paper Maine to find out what was to be
ribbon representing one foot for $3. done on the Experimental Farm in
The delegate went around the room Jonesboro, and it pleased me to
unrolling this paper so that the con- learn tests one, two, and three will
ventioin might be aware of the be tried out, so In 1947, we shall
achievements of the individual know if we have helped land
counties. The total amount raised owners in Maine.
this year was $2000. Knox County
A week after you printed my
had 47 feet or $141.
fifth writeup I was sent a column
writeup in the Boston Sunday
Globe on high bush blueberry
growing which was of much inter
est to me as both plants need acid
soil to grow well. The past five
years has shown rapid progress in
erowing high bush blueberries by
.B0MDS
transplanting which is not practi
cal with the low bush blueberry.
In a recent edition of the Ban
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there was a

YOU CAN’T BEAT OIL HEAT.,.

and has lived in our State six and ^°Uth in the 1x5731 TemPer
months has a right to vote here lnce
and Youth Temperance
If you were going away you could i ^oul?cd'
Many, because of the

vote by incapacity ballot in your teaching of their childhood and
home or hospital; if you had re- teen’a^ years have rema'ned true
could transact the routine meas cently moved here you could send ?n,4 have never indulged in alcoures of the council. The appoint to your town of former residence ’ho lc, dl?.nks, others- because of its
ment or removal of all officials of and vote absentee. If you did not I P°pularity- have become ensnared
The executive branch of the City vote, you were guilty of aiding the and ^nd ^bemselves in difficulty cf
j one s?r^ or another.
Government would be determined liquor traffic.
We hear much today from a well- 1 *
way> America? Shall we
by the authority of the entire
pa d spokesman of the brewing Inthe r?a?,
Desire and on to
council.
SaCri;
The most important principle in terests, telling of their program Ja?V™S 7® aCCep^
f°r our salvation and
City Government is to establish a of law enforcement. Perhaps the
turh from evil to serve the living
just and sound financial economy sellers themselves are being con God?
As Christian Temperance
by placing it under the complete trolled—we doubt if even that is
this is our privilege, and
democratic authority of the people generally true. But what about women,
All financial obligations, including the effects of their product? Many to lead ethers in that wav is our
all expenses, disbursements, obliga results of liquor and beer drinking ^^Pon^bihty.. Our churches will
3? empty if we are faithful,
tions and appropriations should be are hushed up and few hear of
completely subject to the authority them. Liquor brawls in some of The K*10* County gentleman spoke
°ur. emPty churches. I know one
of the entire council. The council our best hotels as well as in the .
back
streets
of
the
slum
areas
are
that
? ,no\ emPty and ministers
should especially exert absolute
__ j and at least one missionary have
control over all principles of taxa
,
„
„ I recently come from w thin it. but
tion, including the fixing of prop tion at any time
to recall any or all it is a church which not only
erty valuations and rates of taxa of their councilmen and elect new teaches total abstinence as the action.
representatives. They will have the cepted wav of life but one whi?h
Business enterprises and corpora same power to abolish or enact declares faith in Christ crucified
tions endeavor to obtain most fav any measure, repeal all abuses ana and risen for our ^^^t on
ored rates of taxation and impose promote all improvements. The
• • • •
the burden of taxation on the initiative, referendum and recall
Wednesday night members and
home-owning taxpayers. The City ordinance is the one measure which guects had the unexpected pleasure
council's comp ete supervision over will provide the full and constant Of having with them Rev. George
the [Board of Assessors, all property authority of the people over all ot Berry, the new secretary of the
valuations and rates of taxation is their common affairs. It places all Maine Civic League, who reported
the necessary measure to establish pol tical authority, at all times in that this work 's not a losing battle
a just tax program and protect the their hands. Citizens neglect their and proved this by giving a list of
people from any unjust tax en political interests because they are statistes on the number of dry
croachments.
not provided with the necessary counties in several states. There
To insure a complete and con political authority and power.
are 311 dry voting units in Ma ne.
stant pol tical authority of the
When they take the control of An address, “Be Alert and
people, an all-powerful and all-in political power in their hands and strengthen the Things Which Re
cluding initiative, referendum and adopt the measures by which they main,” was given by Rev. James A.
recall measure should be incorpor active part in promoting their in- Coney, reminded the Christian
ated into the City Charter. The terests.
,
i church that unless it became acinitiative and referendum ordi The writer has not attempted to t.vely cognizant of the enemy in
nance in the present city charter Graft a definite city charter but their midst, the moderation prois totally inadequate. Such a meas only to outline the principles upon gram of the liquor interests and
ure should be written as will estab which a peoples’ charter may be ’ strength of their forces, they were
lish complete authority of the built that will provide an efficient fighting a losing battle. Mr. Coney
people over all of their municipal City Government which will be , showed the latest W.C.T.U. movie
affairs.
subject to the full democratic film “That Boy Joe.”
Then the voters in each ward will authority of all of the people.
Rev. C. W. Wilson of the Littlebe authorized to call for au dec—Albert AverilL
field Memorial Baptist Church of

Little Improvement

A re-survey of Maine clam flats
undertaken jointly by the Depart
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries
and Agriculture has covered 13 of
58, closed areas with little indica
tion that conditions have improved
s'nce a similar survey made in
1939, Commissioner Richard E.
Reed states.
The Joint re-survey was launched
three weeks ago with the assistance
of chemists and engineers of the
State Sanitary Water Board and
the United States Public Health
Service, to determine whether any
of the clam, quahog and mussel
areas which are among the best in
the State, can be opened to dig
gers. After the 1939 study the
areas were closed because clams
taken there did not meet the Fed
eral Agencies’ rigid requirements
for interstate shipment.
The survey has <now covered 13
areas between Kittery and Cape
Elizabeth from which 257 water
samples have been taken by Percy
T. Ingersoll, food inspector for the
Department of Agriculture, and
Warden Supervisor Dwight Under
wood of the Sea and Shore Fish
eries Department.
w
These samples were then trans
ported to the Sanitary Water
Board laboratory trailer at Biddefrod where their bacterial content
is determined by chemists Chester
Bean, Department of Health, Wil
liam Hinckley, and Byron Candage
of the Water Board. United States
Public Health Engineers are par
ticipating in an advisory capac’ty.
Reed said that the portable lab
oratory was now in Brunswick and
would move progressively along
the coast until all areas are
covered.
If results of the survey do not
show generally improved condi
tions we will have to tackle the
problem from some other angle,
Reed said.

write-up on blueberries which was
very interesting, but the figures the
writer gave were

far from being

correct. He stated that the State
of Maine produced 90 percent and
that Wash'ngton county raised 90
percent and that the special tax
was $5 for 100 pounds. From the
booklets put out by the University
of Ma'ne at the time they were
written e°ch State that grew ber
ries had their yield given so I know
well this man did not know the
facts concerning what he was writ
ing about.

Some time in November, after I
have obtained the exact figures
from the State controller for the
1946 crop and I find out what facts
are given out at the field day, Oct,
I, at the experimental farm I would
like to shape up another space
filler for you because so many
readers of your paper in Knox,
Lincoln and Waldo counties have a
keen interest in blueberry growing.
Aug. 31, a copy of the Yankee Inc.,
a small magazine printed in Dub
lin, N. H., was sent to and on the
wrapper it said look on page 15. I
did and found the Yankee must
have had the half column write-up
you printed ,ln February, 1946, from
which they used 96 words which
made a qu'te a strong write-up and
no doubt there object was to sell
advertisement space. I speak of
this to assure you you do not real
ize how many people have read
the space fillers you have printed
during the past few years. Many
people tell me they have cut out
and filed for reference the facts
you have printed.
I hope we all live to see the time
when many people will receive
more income from their land and
others come to realize the value of
their tend by reason by what you
and I have brought to their atten
tion.

column

—H. L. Skinner.

Clean., - Cheap... Automatic

Proves
Mobilheat
Quality!
Mobilheat bums hotter than ever! You
get more heat units in every gallon than
ever before.

Mobilheat is quick-igniting—burns
completely.
Mobilheat is a clean fuel which burns
with a steady flame, to give you clean,
even heat.

Mobilheat is a balanced fuel—with the
right amount of high heat fractions.

A MOBILHEAT CONTRACT IS YOUR HEAT
INSURANCE FOR SOLID WINTER COMFORT

Mobilheat users get smooth, progressive
vaporization—top burner performance
—oil heat at its best!
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SOCONY-VACUUM HEATING OIL

CALL YOUR MOBILHEAT SUPPLIER OR NEAREST SOCONY-VACUUM OFFICE
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